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On 11 February 2008, the inhabitants of Ganzedijk were informed that it was inevitable 
that their village would be demolished in view of the projected decline in population. 
This decision, taken by the municipality of Reiderland, led to a chain of events and 
quite an unexpected climax. Ganzedijk is a small rural and peripheral hamlet, situated 
in the north-east of the province of Groningen. To prevent the village from falling 
into decline and to adapt to the present-day standard of living and housing quality, 
a  consultancy bureau had indicated that of the 80 houses in total, 57 were to be 
demolished (KAW architecten and adviseurs, 2008). The inhabitants of Ganzedijk 
strongly objected to this decision, and in so doing they received considerable media 
attention. Soon Ganzedijk became a national symbol of insensitive, top-down and 
technocratic planning. A month later, the province of Groningen and the municipality 
of Reiderland, apologised for having caused social unrest among the villagers and they 
announced that they would seek other solutions together with the inhabitants (RTV 
Noord, 2008). 

The bold decision to demolish Ganzedijk released unforeseen sentiments among 
its inhabitants. United by the impending calamity and a shared sense of place, they 
regained a feeling of ownership and quickly established an action group (‘Comité 
Ganzedijk blijft’: translation in English, Committee Ganzedijk Remains). This action 
group presented a plan for the rehabilitation of their village and in cooperation with 
the municipality, province and housing association they established a playground and 
a collective garden (Vereniging Dorpsbelangen Ganzedijk - Hongerige Wolf & Actie 
Comité Ganzedijk blijft, 2008). The housing cooperation also decided to renovate all 
of its properties. Although this was a costly approach, it led to various lessons being 
learned for policy-makers, politicians and citizens (van Rossum, de Wildt, van Iersel, 
Nijland, & Rosenberg, 2011). One of the most important lessons was to take the 
inhabitants of depopulating regions’ sentiments and their capacity to act seriously. 
Moreover, for other depopulating regions in the Netherlands, such as Drenthe and 
De Achterhoek, the insurgence in Groningen provided policy-makers with plenty of 
reason to rethink their policies, and focus on the empowerment and facilitation of 
community initiatives. 

1.1 Setting the scene
The emergence of community-led planning practices in depopulating areas, such 
as those that surfaced in Ganzedijk, formed the incentive for writing this thesis. 
Community-led planning does not only challenge municipalities, provinces and other 
governmental organisations to rethink their practices, but it also challenges the way 
we think about spatial planning in a more general and academic manner. In this thesis, 
spatial planning is defined as the coordination of practices aimed at shaping the spatial 
organisation of our environment. This coordination of practices involves decision-
making processes and developing plans, but also the implementation of decisions and 
ideas for the future of places. Spatial planning, historically, has been the domain of 
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governments. Along with the arrival of (government-designed) spatial planning acts in 
the early 20th century (such as the Dutch 1901 Housing Act), spatial planning emerged 
as a scientific discipline (Hall & Tewdwr-Jones, 2010). Due to this historical precedent 
having been set, both in academic literature and practice, the role of governments 
in planning has continued to hold a prominent position. For a long time, planning 
efforts taken by other actors, such as citizens, have been invisible for both scholars 
and professionals in planning (Boelens & de Roo, 2014). However, an example such as 
Ganzedijk demonstrates that an exclusive role for governments in taking decisions for 
the future of depopulating places is no longer accepted by the inhabitants. Moreover, 
it shows that citizens want to have an active say in future plans, and are willing to 
take over what was traditionally the role of governments in making and implementing 
plans. Nevertheless, these other, non-governmental actors’ plans have not been studied 
much and they have not been understood from the perspective of spatial planning 
(Nederhand, Bekkers, & Voorberg, 2016). Yet, as these practices increasingly take 
place, within the context of dense statutory planning, there is a growing demand for 
having a better understanding of these practices among planning professionals and 
researchers (Boonstra, 2016). In this thesis, I will explore this largely unknown terrain 
of community-led planning, but I will also investigate how these planning practices 
relate to government-led planning, in European depopulating regions. In the next 
sections of this introduction I will further clarify the background of this thesis and the 
emergence of community-led planning (Section 1.1), how community-led planning is 
approached theoretically and analytically (Section 1.2) and how this theme empirically 
is researched (Section 1.3). Finally, an outline for the remaining chapters of this thesis 
(Section 1.4) will be provided.

1.1.1 Challenges for government-led spatial planning
The traditional prominent position for governments in spatial planning studies and the 
professional field has had several consequences on how planning is defined and how 
it has developed as a discipline. First of all, a strong focus has been placed on formal 
planning practices and on the formalisation of how planning is actually done. These 
formal practices include the development of zoning and land allocation plans, how 
planning procedures are followed, the formalisation of land use and property rights, 
policy-development, procedures for citizen participation and public hearings. The 
prescription for how planning should be done is often criticised. However, the critique 
is usually followed by ideas about how planning should be practiced differently, which 
subsequently results in new procedures and approaches, which are, nevertheless, still 
rooted in a formal conceptualisation of spatial planning. The traditional focus on formal 
aspects of spatial planning has consequences on how community-led planning is studied 
from a planning perspective. As the example of Ganzedijk has revealed and as previous 
studies have proven, citizens’ ‘practice’ planning is largely outside the scope of formality 
(Porter et al., 2011; Van Assche, Beunen, & Duineveld, 2012). Therefore, to include 
community-led planning, the scope of spatial planning research needs to be broadened. 
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In this thesis, I have done this by building on informality as a planning concept. My 
understanding of informality includes those planning practices that are (largely) 
unregulated by formal procedures, based on social networks and informal interactions. 
In Section 1.1.2, I will further elaborate on what informality entails theoretically, and 
why this concept is particularly useful in studying community-led planning.

Second, as spatial planning focuses on the future of places, it is usually largely 
growth-oriented and development-driven (Gunder & Hillier, 2009). In the past, 
plans were made to expand urban activities, to promote and safeguard social and 
economic progress or to limit the negative consequences of growth (for example, 
by incorporating environmental aspects into planning studies and decision-making 
procedures). Particularly during the post-war period, growth was not questioned, 
and it was strongly encouraged by European (and US) governments. This focus on 
growth led to the development of extensive welfare states and influential governments. 
To accommodate and spatially organise growth and progress, spatial plans were 
developed. In this way, spatial planning became an important factor in policy-making 
and it also expanded as a domain (which now also includes regional planning, 
strategic planning, land use planning, transport planning, environmental planning, 
rural planning, community planning, etc.). Yet, after several economic crises in the 
second half of the 20th century and early 21st century, austerity measures and shrinking 
welfare states, the entwinement of progress, influential governments and spatial 
planning are no longer without saying. Since the 1980s’ economic crisis, the Welfare 
State has appeared to be a costly and unsustainable project. Largescale care for social 
welfare was no longer economically sustainable, nor was the government-controlled 
character of such care felt desirable by a growing number of citizens (Hall & Tewdwr-
Jones, 2010). Instead of an increase in the number of planning tasks directed by central 
governments, the devolution of planning tasks to lower levels of governments can 
now be observed in countries all over Western Europe. Devolution is often combined 
with austerity measures. This leads to an accumulation of planning tasks at the lower 
levels of government, leaving less means available to perform all tasks well. In this way, 
local governments are forced to give up certain tasks, or to organise them in other, 
more efficient, ways. In light of devolution and the austerity measures which have 
been taken, community-led planning has become an interesting alternative for local 
governments, to deliver planning tasks such as the development of facilities for social 
welfare, recreation or landscape maintenance (Deas & Doyle, 2013; Nederhand et al., 
2016). Davoudi and Mandanipour (2015) label this as double devolution, pointing at 
a shift of responsibilities towards lower levels of government, and subsequently from 
local governments towards civil society (Davoudi & Madanipour, 2015; Gallent, 2013; 
Jones, 2004). Within the context of this changing landscape of spatial planning, it is 
of increasing social and scientific relevance to gain a better understanding of how 
communities plan, and how they do this in relation to existing formal government-led 
planning. In this thesis, I explore community-government relations from a context 
characterised by population decline, where growth is absent, and in whichlocal 
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governments are struggling to deliver planning tasks. This is also a context wherein 
community-led planning seems to have taken a more prominent position than in 
other regions. In Section 1.1.3, I will further explain why depopulation regions form 
an interesting context to study community-led planning practices.

1.1.2 Community-led planning
The changing landscape of spatial planning described above has been observed and 
acknowledged by a wide variety of planning professionals and academics (Allmendinger, 
Haughton, Knieling, & Othengrafen, 2015; Davoudi & Madanipour, 2015; Healey, 2008). 
Currently, community-led planning and citizen initiatives are standing in the spotlight 
of both planning practice and research. However, we can trace a growing demand for 
the inclusion of other stakeholders and other (less formal) types of planning practices 
that date back to the 1960s. Since then, several groups in society have plead for a larger 
embedding of citizen voices in plans developed by governments (Allmendinger, 2002). 
In her thesis, Boonstra (2016) defines three generations of participatory planning in the 
Netherlands, in which the role of citizens has become increasingly important over time. 
The emancipatory movement of the 1960’s led to the first generation of participatory 
planning. The combination of a growing aversion to the technical rational approach of 
post-Second World War planning and critical social voices urged planners to open up 
more towards political and value-based aspects of planning, instead of focussing on the 
physical aspects. Advocacy planning emerged and citizens gained legal opportunities to 
respond and protest against planning measures. Nevertheless, participatory planning 
was, at this time, still very intertwined with government-led planning. Organised 
public hearings were mainly aimed at providing better information for citizens, and the 
possibilities for implementing citizen ideas were still limited. Soon the public hearings 
were criticised as being just another formal procedure, and that they were not aimed 
at active listening to citizen voices. This led to the second generation of participatory 
planning: instead of being informed, citizens were invited to participate in the planning 
processes. This generation of participatory planning is marked by approaches such 
as collaborative or communicative planning (Healey, 1993; Healey, 2006a). The idea 
of collaborative planning is built on democratic ideals, and its ambition was to create 
power-neutral arenas where citizens would be actively involved in shaping the future of 
places (Forester, 1999). Collaborative planning greatly influenced the practice of spatial 
planning in the Netherlands and elsewhere in the world. However, just as in the case of 
the first generation of participatory planning, it was also criticised for its government-
led nature: after all, it was still the governments that invited their citizens to participate 
in their procedures (Eversole, 2012). The third and youngest generation of participatory 
planning is marked by self-organised citizen initiatives. Instead of being consumers 
of spatial planning, citizens have become critical producers as well. This movement 
goes beyond government-led planning processes and it can hardly be designated as 
‘participatory planning’, since citizens have taken the lead and have implemented 
planning initiatives themselves (Boonstra, 2016; Healey, 2006a; Nederhand et al., 2016). 
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Instead of citizen participation, the term ‘government participation’ or participatory 
governance is used to indicate the changing role of governments: they now facilitate 
citizen initiatives and participate in their planning processes. The protests and initiatives 
of Ganzedijk’s inhabitants, but also the national indignation concerning the top-down 
approach of the local government, are exemplary for the changing role citizens take in 
Dutch planning. Community-led planning addresses other aspects of spatial planning, 
which are less formal and less growth-oriented. 

The evolution of spatial planning as a practice and scientific discipline is often displayed 
as a successive set of planning approaches and styles, which have been influenced 
by socio-economic trends and have succeeded each other through time (Davoudi 
& Pendlebury, 2010). However, self-organisation or community-led planning is 
not just another trend in planning, or a development that has succeeded previous 
developments. Community-led planning adds another layer of complexity to planning 
theory and practice, as it requires another category of ‘planners’ (Boonstra, 2016). 
These planners have not been educated at planning schools, nor have they belonged 
to traditional planning agencies (such as planning departments at municipalities or 
consultancy bureaus). They follow a different rationale when making decisions, as 
they have not been part of planning practice and theory before (Owen, Moseley, & 
Courtney, 2007). They challenge how we have conceptualised planning up until now 
and they lead to the reconsideration of concepts used to interpret planning practices. 
In the next section, I will elaborate on informality, a concept that is used to explain the 
rational of non-governmental planners. 

1.1.3 Examining the invisible: informality in statutory contexts 
As argued in Section 1.1.1, spatial planning is often associated with how governments 
coordinate the spatial organisation of our environment. During th course of time, 
governmental efforts to coordinate plan-making became institutionalised and 
formalised, and they were subsequently studied as such. However, as Briassoulis 
(1997, p. 106) argues, formal governmental planning is only one path to organise the 
world we live in spatially: 

“Formal planning – the institutionalised activity carried out under auspices of 
state – is one possible path to meet social ends, in the process shaping the physical 
and socioeconomic world. At the same time, some other planning paths, outside 
the domain of formal planning, may account for developments occurring without 
the intervention of formal planning. This other domain is what this study calls 
the domain of informal planning – planning activities not institutionalised but, 
nevertheless, leading to planned outcomes that serve particular interests, although 
they may serve the broader public interest as well.” 

(Briassoulis, 1997, p. 106) 
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This thesis concerns planning practices beyond governmental and formalised 
planning and focusses on how non-governmental actors plan. The formal-informal 
divide is a conceptualisation often used in planning theories (McFarlane & Waibel, 
2012; Othengrafen & Reimer, 2013; Van Assche et al., 2012). Whereas the activities of 
governments tend to have a more formal character, those of non-governmental actors 
are best described as being informal: they are unregulated by authorities, but instead 
they are based on social, casual or spontaneous networks, and underlying traditions, 
norms and values. In many cases, the concept informality is used to indicate invisible 
and unconsidered planning practices. 

In their book, ‘The Informal City’, Mukhija and Loukaitou-Sideris claim that 
informality is often understudied, and misunderstood by planning professional and 
researchers in the Global North, as it often associated with illegal and irregular activities 
(Mukhija & Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014). Nevertheless, informality is of relevance for 
almost every planning practice. To begin with, it is of relevance as a complement, in 
formal government-led planning. Even though the formal character of planning is 
often foregrounded, informal practices (such as social interaction, the formation of 
networks or raising public support for formal decisions) play an important role in 
making government-led planning work. This thesis, on the other hand, focusses on 
another dimension of informality: a dimension that replaces or supplements formal 
planning. As a substitute, informality is of particular relevance as a planning concept 
that can be used explain other types of planning that do not belong to the formal 
government-led classification of planning (Altrock, 2012). A wide range of academic 
literature deals with informality as a substitute. However, whereas publications from 
Western Europe, Northern America and Australia traditionally dominate planning 
literature, most of this literature is based on studies whose point of departure is from 
the Global South. Studies on informality, that have the Global North as their point 
of departure are rooted in contexts where statutory planning plays an important role 
as well and these studies are limited. This thesis attempts to broaden the scope of 
studies on informality, by elaborating the concept to include community-led planning 
practices in contexts which have a dense statutory or formal planning. 

1.1.4 Population decline as a pressure cooker for community-led planning
Paradoxically, depopulating regions are regarded as frontrunners when it comes to 
the performance of community-led informal planning practices. Naturally, citizen 
initiatives in rural and peripheral areas are outnumbered when one compares them to 
urban areas. Nevertheless, the impact of citizen initiatives in such regions is significant 
and it is often found to be a source of inspiration for other parts of the Netherlands, as 
the previously mentioned example of Ganzedijk has illustrated.

In the Netherlands depopulation, and how it should be dealt with, is a subject of great 
debate. One of the directions this debate is currently taking is to explore other ways for 
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planning than the formalised, government-centred track. The question here is whether 
citizens, and both public and private organisations can (partly) take over planning 
tasks that would otherwise be performed by governments. Hospers (2010) suggests 
deregulation for depopulating regions (sometimes referred to as low-regulation zones: 
regelluwe zones or planningsluwe gebieden) in order to allow room for local initiatives 
to take place. The empowerment of local stakeholders might result then in a larger 
autonomy of the region and less dependency on governments (subsidies, initiatives, 
services). Besides the degeneration of physical building structures, a decline in 
liveability is often seen as the most negative effect of depopulation. Particularly in 
the Netherlands, the impact of depopulation on these soft factors (such as liveability, 
economic viability, etc.) is thought to be greater than the potential impact on physical 
landscape (hard factors) (Haartsen and Venhorst 2010; Hospers 2010; Verwest and 
van Dam 2010). Top-down, physical planning measures, initiated and performed 
by governments are hardly thought to contribute to these soft factors (Pallagst et al. 
2009). Therefore, scholars and planning professionals increasingly argue that answers 
need to be sought in exploring deregulation and more informal ways of planning 
(Hospers 2010; Korsten and Goedvolk 2008). Community initiatives could contribute 
to social cohesion and the liveability, but they could also prevent degeneration 
(such as finding new uses for vacant buildings, or maintaining valuable landscapes). 
Concrete examples of local initiatives are building community centres, volunteer aid, 
maintenance of landscape, community gardens, care, etc. When attention is paid more 
and more to informal planning, and citizens begin to increasingly enter the vacuum 
of absent governmental planning, as a consequence depopulating regions will form a 
pressure cooker for researching citizen-led, informal planning.

Depopulation can provide new insights into the concept of informality and its 
contribution to spatial planning. Planning practitioners and theorists are confronted 
with the limitations of the current formalised spatial planning domain. In regions with 
population loss, growth as starting point for planning intervention is no longer self-
evident. Researchers, practitioners and politicians realise that growth is something that 
was taken for granted in the past and that the planning domain should be reformulated 
in order to be able to deal with this phenomenon (Korsten and Goedvolk 2008). 
Some planning theorists question whether planning could exist at all without growth 
(Friedmann 2005), whereas others claim that planning should include other elements 
than growth, progress, etc. and that is should be more value-centred (Hillier 2001). 
Depopulation is a tour de force for all those affected and it involves a rethinking of 
planning activities. Moreover, it acts like a pressure-cooker in that it creates possibilities 
for exploring new, or hitherto invisible, ways of doing planning (Beetz et al. 2008). 

1.1.5 Research objective and research questions
As community-led planning practices are emerging, and increasingly determining 
how planning is performed in Europe and other parts of the world, it is a necessary 
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to gain a better insight into how non-governmental actors act when making and 
implementing plans. At the moment, the number of academic contributions that deal 
with community-led approaches to planning is growing. However, insights into how 
communities plan, and how they do this informally is still very limited, especially 
in the contexts of dense statutory planning, such as in Europe. This thesis aims to 
contribute to such insights, by mapping informal planning practices performed by 
non-governmental actors, and by analysing how these practices relate to planning as it 
is practiced by governmental actors. 

To gain a better understanding of the planning practices performed by non-
governmental actors, it is important  to comprehend how planning is performed 
informally. This thesis aims at exploring the dynamics of informal, community-led 
planning practices in relation to government-led formal planning, by examining regions 
faced with depopulation. 

In line with this research objective, three research questions have been formulated: 

• How is informality conceptualised and practiced by non-governmental actors 
(communities)? 

• How does informality relate to government-led formal planning? 
• What does a shift from government-led planning towards community-led planning 

imply for the development of planning strategies? 
 
Informal community-led planning practices have empirically been studied in this 
thesis by investigating three varying statutory planning contexts within European 
depopulating regions. The case study regions are: De Achterhoek (The Netherlands), 
Galicia (Spain) and Östergötland (Sweden). In Section 1.3, the empirical research 
approach and case study selection is further elaborated. 

1.2 Theoretical and analytical points of departure
Before going into detail about the empirical research approach, I will first elaborate on 
the theoretical and analytical foundations of this thesis. In Section 1.2.1, I will revisit 
the concept of informality and how it entered planning theory. This is necessary in 
order to clarify which position this thesis takes within the diverse and scattered field of 
informality literature. My approach towards informality is explained in Section. 1.2.2. 
Section 1.2.3 provides an overview of the interpretation of the key concepts used in this 
thesis, and their embeddedness in evolutionary perspective on governance. Section 
1.2.4 concludes this section, by explaining how community-led planning practices are 
approached theoretically in the article-based chapters.
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1.2.1 Informality and planning theory
The debate on informality entered planning theory a few decades ago. Though 
informality had previously been discussed in development studies and economics, 
critical publications by AlSayyad and Roy (2004) and Watson (2009) re-introduced this 
concept to the planning debate, as a substitute for formality. For more than a decade, 
scholars (McFarlane, 2012; Roy, 2009b; Yiftachel, 2006) have used informality as a lens 
through which planning practices can be observed in an alternative way. As a general 
definition for informality the following is adopted: ‘those planning practices not 
regulated by formalised planning’ (Castells & Portes, 1989). Nevertheless, informality 
remains a very open concept as it is used in varying contexts and debates and suggests 
different solutions for dealing with informality. Before I discuss how informality is 
understood in this thesis, I will provide an overview of the various debates concerning 
informality. Below, four influential perspectives on informality are discussed. The first 
perspective is based on development economics, and then it is subsequently followed 
by a critical perspective, a place-making perspective and a constructive perspective. In 
the final section of this section, I highlight how these perspectives have been influential 
in creating the conceptualisation of informality in this thesis. 

Economic development perspective
The first perspective on informality finds its origins in development economics and 
development studies. This perspective initially focused on issues related to informal 
labour and informal sector economics in the Global South. Economists such as Hart 
(1973), for instance, distinguish employment in the informal sector from rational, 
planned, organised and regulated employment in the formal sector. An economic 
development perspective studies the occurrence of unaccounted, unmeasured 
and unmonitored economic activities. From this perspective, informality is a form 
of organisation employed by the poor and underprivileged, as they do not have 
access to formal resources or the formalization (and protection) of their resources 
(McFarlane, 2012). Though the concept of an informal economy is largely associated 
with developing countries, an increasing number of scholars have recently started to 
stress its presence and relevance in developed countries, especially among minority 
and immigrant groups (Fairbanks, 2011; Gonzalez, 2009). 

Other and later interpretations of informality were based on this approach that 
differentiates formal practices from informal practices. AlSayyad and Roy (2004), for 
example, adopted an economic approach to conceptualise planning practices in the 
Global South. Just as informal labour, informal settlements are the result of incomplete 
formalisation and the inability of marginalised groups to access formal organised 
resources (such as property and public infrastructure). AlSayyad and Roy (2004) 
demonstrate that through informality, these groups have spatially organised their lives 
as well, but in accordance with different rationales. 
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Critical perspective
A second approach to informality also finds its origins in the Global South. Related to 
the economic development perspective, it focuses on informal (spatial) organisation 
in developing countries. Influenced by the aforementioned debate on economic 
development, but also by post-colonialism and critical theory, this approach towards 
informality is sceptical of the role state government plays and it is critical about the 
planning theories that have been developed in the Global North. Planning scholars 
such as Ananya Roy and Oren Yiftachel highlight the potential ‘dark side’ of planning 
(Roy, 2005; Yiftachel, 2006). Roy (2009b) criticises the arbitrary use of state power 
in the enforcement of regulations. She defines informality as a mode of regulation. 
Not only the poor and underprivileged are deemed to informality as a mode of 
organisation, but also governments and multinational companies  are able to escape 
from formal regulations via informality. From this perspective, informality is not a 
given, but it is actively produced and reproduced by differences in power. 

Planning theorists such as Roy, Yiftachel, Watson and McFarlane not only take a 
critical position towards the practice of informality, but also towards the dominance 
of (planning) theory development from the Global North (McFarlane, 2012; Roy, 
2005, 2009a, 2009b, 2010; Watson, 2009, 2012; Yiftachel, 2006). They argue for the 
development of alternative planning theories from a ‘South Eastern’ or ‘Southern’ 
perspective. As Watson (2009) argues in her article ‘Seeing from the South’: 

“I suggest that a ‘view’ of planning from outside the global heartland where it has 
its origins—i.e. a view from the global South—provides a useful and necessary 
unsettling of taken-for-granted assumptions in planning, essential for a conceptual 
shift in the discipline.” 

(Watson 2009, p. 2261)

These taken for granted assumptions in planning are, according to Watson (2009), 
amongst others, the (fair) delivery of services by governments, actively consensus-
seeking stakeholders, the potential of technocratic-manageable solutions and the 
promise of ‘rational’ decision-making. Watson and others claim that these assumptions 
underestimate the societal complexity and are in  conflict with other parts of the world 
(Cooke & Kothari, 2001). 

“Participatory planning approaches which are based on the assumption that civil 
society is definable, relatively organised, homogeneous and actively consensus-
seeking, have frequently underestimated the societal complexity and conflict in such 
parts of the world 

(Watson, 2009, p. 2264)” 

This unsettling of ‘taken-for-granted’ assumptions of spatial planning not only leads 
to a better understanding of the performance of planning in the Global South, but it 
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also leads to a more critical and sensitised view on planning in other parts of the world 
(Watson, 2009). Therefore, this critical perspective reminds planning professionals, 
academics and students that when referring to informality, the underlying issue of 
differences in economic resources and political power should not be ignored (Mukhija 
& Loukaitou-Sideris, 2015). 

Place-making perspective
Parallel to these two successive and related discussions, a third perspective on 
informality can be distinguished, namely a place-making perspective. The place-
making perspective focusses on everyday informal activities and unplanned 
adjustments people make to their living environment. Everyday urbanism and 
informal place-making are the key terms within this approach. Scholars such as Jane 
Jacobs and Margaret Crawford objected to the academic and professional emphasis 
put on large-scale neighbourhood improvements and the lack of attention that was 
paid to how people lived and shaped these neighbourhoods (Mukhija & Loukaitou-
Sideris, 2014). The place-making approach studies the effect of how people modify 
urban environments and argues that everyday and informal activities should be 
accommodated and encouraged in conventionally planned cities (Certeau, 1988; 
Chase, Crawford, & Kaliski, 1999; Jacobs, 1962). Though this discussion finds its 
origin in urban design and takes place at the fringes of planning theory, it has been 
influential on the development of thoughts about how informal planning is done. In 
her contribution about informal planning, Briassoulis (1997), stresses for example, 
that even when at first sight, insignificant human modifications to place accumulate, 
over time these modifications lead to structural changes in the spatial organisation. 
The place-making perspective sheds light on the richness of informal, spontaneous 
and everyday activities in urban environments. 

Dialectical perspective
As informality is gradually taken up in mainstream planning theory, a fourth 
perspective arises on informality. From this perspective, we can observe new ways of 
dealing with informal planning practices. Though power and economic differences 
remain, governments (e.g. in European or North American contexts) increasingly take 
active roles in stimulating, supporting and upgrading informal activities performed by 
civil society. From a dialectical perspective, or reformist perspective as Mukhija and 
Loukaitou-Sideris (2014) denote it, the existence of informality is considered to be 
structural, in developing as well as developed countries, and a pro-active, constructive 
role of governments is advocated. To level inequalities and to improve the living 
conditions of marginalised and minority groups, scholars such as Sanyal, Ward and 
Peattie suggest formalization and legitimacy of informal activities (such as informal 
housing), but also infrastructural support and incremental upgrading (L. Peattie, 
1979; L. R. Peattie, 1980; Sanyal, 2005; Ward et al., 2011). However, the dialectical 
perspective not only considers poor, underprivileged, marginal and minority groups 
as practitioners of informal planning. Advantaged groups in society also undertake 
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entrepreneurial activities to improve and regain control over their living environment. 
Therefore, a constructive governmental attitude can consist of policies that stimulate 
informal planning practices via training, financial resources and guidance regarding 
procedures and regulations as well. However, according to Mukhija & Loukaitou-
Sideris, (2015, p. 7) government support needs to be nuanced and can be complicated, 
as it involves seeking ‘a careful balance between strategic strengthening of some 
regulations and loosening of certain policies.’ 

1.2.2 Approaching informality in this thesis
The views described above on informality highlight diverging contextualisations, 
consequences and responses. As stated, a single definition does not exist, and it is not 
desirable either (Koster & Nuijten, 2016; McFarlane & Waibel, 2012). Still, broadly 
speaking, most scholars consider informality as unregulated, ad hoc, spontaneous, 
flexible, insurgent (but not necessarily illegal), socially networked, practices (Porter, 
2011a). 

The focus of this thesis lies within the dialectical perspective towards informality. 
It studies informal planning practices performed by non-governmental actors in 
contexts with (strong) traditions in statutory planning. An interplay between formal 
and informal planning practices is unavoidable. Moreover, in most European countries 
citizen initiatives and their planning practices are encouraged and supported by 
governments, be it local or by the European Union (Torfing & Sørensen, 2014). 

Nevertheless, elements from other perspectives are of influence as well. Economic 
development studies distinguished informal from formal practices and opened 
the debate towards informality. Furthermore, despite following a constructive 
perspective, power differences between governments and citizens remain and they are 
significant. The critical perspective makes us aware of these power differences and 
the political dimension of informality. Informal planning practices can range from 
small and invisible to large and impactful. The place-making perspective highlights 
everyday elements in spatial planning; it demonstrates that small decisions can lead to 
irreversible changes in the spatial organisation once they have accumulated. For non-
governmental actors, these everyday acts are of importance, though acts such as these 
are often not acknowledged or observed as planning practices. 

1.2.3 Key concepts in analysing informality and planning practices
Based on a dialectical interpretation of informality, a set of recurring key concepts is 
used in this thesis to describe and analyse how the planning game is played by non-
governmental actors, and how interactions with governmental stakeholders take 
place. These recurring concepts include planning practices (the game play), formal/
informal institutions (the rules of the game), actors (players of the game) and path 
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dependencies (game history). These concepts are widely used, but they have also 
been interpreted across various disciplines quite differently (March & Olsen, 1989; 
W. R. Scott, 1987). My interpretation of these concepts and how they relate to each 
other is embedded in an institutional, evolutionary perspective on governance. 
In this thesis, governance is understood as the management of common affairs by 
(political) communities (Healey, 2006a). Governance can be done in a centralised or 
top-down manner by governments (traditional governance); but it can also be based 
on the interaction of various stakeholders (multi-level or multi-actor governance), or 
by local communities (self-governance). An institutional, evolutionary perspective 
on governance examines the effects of how certain governance paths have evolved 
over time, influenced by networks of actors, discourses and institutions (Van Assche, 
Beunen, & Duineveld, 2014). Below I discuss the recurring key concepts that are used 
in the coming chapters, and how they are embedded in this institutional, evolutionary 
perspective on governance. 

Formal and informal, institutions and practices 
Informality and formality are the most prominent concepts used in this thesis. The 
previous sections have conveyed their definitions in the context of planning theory. 
Nevertheless, formality and informality are also two rather general demarcations 
in planning that comprise numerous planning practices, ideas and actor-sets. The 
distinction between formality and informality and how they have been interpreted 
here, is rooted in institutional economics as defined by Douglass North (North, 1990). 
North does not write about formality and informality, but uses the more fundamental 
concept of (formal and informal) institutions. North (1991, p. 97) defines institutions as 
“humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and social interactions”. 
Institutions limit the behaviour of people. This can be done in very concrete ways 
by human devised laws, or in more subtle and invisible ways, by ‘knowing’ what is 
appropriate behaviour and acting accordingly (March & Olsen, 1989). In other words, 
institutions set the rules of the game, which eventually (in the case of spatial planning) 
produce concrete planning practices. North (1990) distinguishes between formal 
and informal institutions. On the one hand, formal institutions involve ‘written rules, 
political and economic rules, laws and contracts’ (North, 1990, p. 47). In planning, these 
formal institutions lead to formal planning practices, such as the establishment and 
the following of procedures, authorities writing policies and the regulation of property 
rights (Alexander, 2005; Ellickson, 1991). Informal institutions, on the other hand, 
involve codes of conduct, norms of behaviour and conventions. Informal planning 
practices are more difficult to pinpoint as they involve the social interactions in 
planning processes: perception, beliefs, shared values and behaviour of the actors 
involved (Reimer, Getimis, & Blotevogel, 2014). 

The organisational and functional differentiation of governments and communities
Governmental and non-governmental actors are both constrained by formal and 
informal institutions and both practise planning in formal and informal ways. 
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However, the prominence of specific institutions differs for each group of actors or 
organisation. Local self-governance, or community-led planning, follows a different 
rational than centralised, state-led, governance. This organisational and functional 
differentiation between governance domains is, according to Van Assche et al. (2014), 
an ‘utterly useful concept’ in understanding how the governance of places evolves. 
What these concepts conceal is that while ‘things’ change and societies evolve, new 
roles, functions, organisations and groups emerge or disappear. These developments 
take place in organised forms, and result in a slow separation of functional domains 
in society, thus making it possible to progress to the next level of complexity. Each 
domain has its own mechanisms of self-steering and self-transformation, but the 
interactions between functional domains and organisations can also lead to changes 
and interventions. Van Assche et al. (2014) exemplify this process of differentiation 
and change by referring to how local self-organising systems developed into cities 
(with new internal organisational forms such as specialised guilds, associations, 
fraternities) and later into nation-states since the Middle Ages in Europe. In this 
thesis, the organisation and functional differentiation is mainly concerned with local 
communities and (local) governments. Each type of organisation makes sense of the 
environment in its own way, and it develops  rule-systems for dealing with it. Local 
communities develop other ways of decision-making than governments do. On the 
other hand, these processes are intertwined: local communities are subjected to 
municipal planning procedures, and local governments are, in their turn, influenced 
by the needs and wishes of their inhabitants (such as in the case of communities) 
(Fairbanks, 2011; Lowndes & McCaughie, 2013). For example, the demand for 
supporting community-led planning practices, can lead to the establishment of new 
functional departments at the municipal level to deliver such support. In Chapters 
2 and 3, the relationship between formality and informality, and the organisational 
and functional differentiation between governmental and non-governmental actors is 
further explored and analysed. 

Change, evolution and path dependency
North (1990) underlines that this distinction between formal and informal institutions 
is not exhaustive or static. What might start as an informal institution can be become 
a formalised institution over time; a rationalization of what used to be an informal 
daily routine (Helmke & Levitsky, 2004; Van Assche et al., 2012). Formal institutions, 
on the other hand, are interpreted, used, selected, combined and produced in ways 
that differ from the original set of procedures, plans or even laws (Van Dijk & 
Beunen, 2009). Furthermore, formal institutions have little importance, as they are 
not supported by informal institutions or observed by a critical mass. This dynamic 
understanding of institutional development has been essential in understanding how 
planning practices and government-community interactions have been interpreted in 
this thesis. This notion will be further explored and illustrated in the next few chapters, 
illustrating how actors from distinct backgrounds interact when their own routines are 
challenged, which in turn leads to a need to rethink how they have practiced planning 
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so far. The result is an ongoing and evolving re-interpretation, re-use, re-selection, re-
combination and re-production of planning practices. 

How institutions evolve over time is largely path-dependent: historical events, 
institutional backgrounds, existing formal and informal institutions influence and 
limit future decisions (Lowndes, 2005; North, 1990). Spatial planning practices 
are shaped by the dialectic of formal and informal institutions. This implies that 
the performance of both formal and informal planning practices should always be 
understood in relation to a wider set of institutions and social contexts (Mahoney & 
Thelen, 2010; Van Assche et al., 2012). Together the planning efforts of governments, 
communities and other actors form an assemblage of practices that affect and shape 
the spatial organisation of society. This can be observed as an evolutionary process; 
dynamic and unpredictable, but often traceable as a path of past decisions and shaping 
activities. Evolutions sometimes lead to better decision-making and better equipped 
organisations, as mistakes from the past remain unrewarded. However, this does 
not always have to be the case as unrewarded decisions continue to persist. Diverse 
actors can have opposing rationales and path-dependencies that allow them to make 
or break certain decisions (Pierson, 2000). The impact of decisions is uncertain as 
well. What seems to be a good decision can turn out to be quite different after time. 
The governance paths of communities and governments are ambiguous ( for direct 
involved actors as well), and they are dependent on many factors, both internal and 
external. How these paths develop and co-evolve, is further exemplified in Chapters 
Three and Five. 

Community
Another recurring key concept is community. This concept is not directly related to 
evolutionary governance theory (EGT). What is more, it is sometimes interpreted 
quite differently in evolutionary governance theory (which also refers to governmental 
organisations as communities) than in this thesis. Here, I use the word ‘community’ to 
indicate a place-bound collective of citizens. This is largely in line with how Wellman 
and Leighton (1979)  conceptualise communities. As they claim, “Definitions of 
community tend to include three ingredients: networks of interpersonal ties (outside of 
the household) which provide sociability and support to members, residence in a common 
locality, and share solidarity sentiments and activities”. These ingredients also apply 
for the communities that I studied in De Achterhoek, Galicia and Östergötland, and 
how they described themselves. When interviewed, participants referred to their 
community, they generally mentioned a common locality (such as a parish, village 
or hamlet) to specify where they belonged to. These common localities formed the 
fundaments for the planning practices performed by communities, as they provide a 
shared basis of solidarity.

Besides the term ‘community’, the term ‘non-governmental actors’ is also frequently 
used in this thesis. Both concepts generally refer to the same group of actors - those 
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that are not directly linked to governmental bodies, and who often form part of 
communities.  However, non-governmental actors can also indicate individual 
community members, without directly representing the wider community as a unified 
organisation. Moreover, non-governmental actors do not always have to be citizens 
or community-members. Sometimes they involve local companies or representatives 
of NGOs. Whenever the specific role of the non-governmental actor matters, it is 
indicated in the text. 

1.2.4 Theoretical approaches in article-based chapters. 
The sections above provide a focus for studying community-led informal planning, in 
regard to their relations with governmental and formal planning practices. The aim 
of this thesis is to explore these community-led, informal planning practices in an 
empirical way, within a variety of statutory planning contexts. Embedded in a dialectical 
perspective of informality and evolutionary perspective on governance, each chapter 
also builds on an additional set of theories. These additional theories allowed me to 
analyse formal/informal and community/government-led relations through different 
lenses, and to highlight different aspects of these relations. Chapter 2, for example, 
further builds on the concept of informality in planning theory, where in Chapter 3 
the dialectics between formal and informal institutions are explored. Chapters 4 and 
5, respectively, build on theories concerning social capital and informal institutional 
change. The choices concerning these additional theoretical lenses were part of an 
iterative and non-linear research process: with an increased knowledge of the case 
studies and community-led informal planning practices, prior theoretical frames were 
re-conceptualised and expanded. These additional theoretical approaches are further 
explained and discussed in the individual chapters and in the conclusions that were 
drawn in this thesis.

1.3 Research approach
In this section, I will elucidate how the topic of community-led, informal planning 
practices has been researched in an empirical way. First, in Section 1.3.1, I discuss 
what the interpretive approach I followed entails. Second, in Section 1.3.2, I explain 
the research set-up, by demonstrating the research framework, the case study selection 
and research methods that were used. 

1.3.1 Interpretive analysis/research
This thesis follows an interpretative approach (Yanow, 2000). Though all scientific 
research is at some point interpreted by researchers, an interpretive research approach 
goes one step further. Central to this research approach is the focus on meaning-
making: understanding how human beings make sense of and order their worlds, in 
particular times and at particular places. Accordingly, the manifestation of informality 
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depends on local characteristics and the positions stakeholders take: how they make 
sense of their lives and surroundings shapes their planning practices. This sense-
making process is, in essence, not structured or controlled by authorities and leads 
through diverging paths to certain planned outcomes. Incorporating these diverging 
paths into a single holistic story would not explain the diversity and complexity of 
informality in spatial planning very well (Sandercock, 2003; Throgmorton, 2005; 
Yanow, 2009). To avoid such critique and to maintain a nuanced and contextualised 
view of informality, different interpretations of the planned outcomes and social 
interactions are maintained during the analysis and presentation of the results. 
Interpretative research takes into account that events, interactions and conflicts are 
possibly understood in multiple ways, due by prior experiences of participants (and 
the researchers) (Yanow, 1996).

Yanow distinguishes at least three different levels of interpretation (Yanow, 2009). 
Not only research participants make sense of the world that surrounds them, but 
researchers also interpret their meaning-making processes. They analyse the results 
corresponding to the observed context, the scientific literature and the methodological 
background. Thirdly, the reader of this thesis interprets the results of this scientific and 
interpretative endeavour. At all levels of this triple hermeneutic, social and scientific 
backgrounds influence the interpretations that have been made (Yanow, 2009). 
Aware of these different levels of interpretation, as a researcher I have verified my 
interpretations at least on three occasions. The first round of verification was at the 
level of data collection: interviews and field visits were repeated within all research 
contexts, and initial interpretations have been verified with the participants during 
the interviews. Secondly, the preliminary findings were shared with a local academic 
audience, at all of the field research locations. As a stranger to the physical and socio-
economic settings of field research, I was puzzled and surprised by certain observations. 
Sharing and discussing these puzzles and surprises allowed me to elucidate what was 
taken-for-granted or tacitly known by situated knowers. Thirdly, as co-authors were 
involved in all scientific publications, I worked through my data with other researchers 
and subjected the findings to various interpretations. 

As mentioned, interpretations are not made from scratch. This thesis, as in other 
interpretive research approaches, follows an ‘abductive’ rationale: a non-linear, but 
iterative and recursive research course (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012). Based on 
theoretical and analytical points of departure, but also on previous field experiences, the 
first hypothesis have been formed: ‘hunches’ of what informal planning would be and 
how it is practiced and studied in other contexts, but the anomalies that need further 
investigation as well. In later stages, these hunches are further explored (in field and 
literature), adjusted and re-interpreted. There is no clear starting point: the explanations 
generated by doing research are as situated as the puzzle with which it all begins. 
However, the puzzle (also denoted as the hermeneutic circle) evolves and becomes more 
complete, and over time it could lead to robust and rigor findings (Yanow, 2013). 
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Quick Scan  
Central Case Study
De Achterhoek

Mirror Case Study
Galicia

Mirror Case Study
Östergötland

Further Examination
Central Case Study

Interviews and Field Visits

Part I

Time span of research

Re�ection
Central Case Study

Focus Group Discussions

Part II

1.3.2 Empirical research framework 
Departing from an interpretative research approach, a research framework consisting 
of three qualitative case studies was designed (see Figure 1.1): De Achterhoek (The 
Netherlands), Galicia (Spain) and Östergötland (Sweden). Firstly, the three case 
studies were selected to further conceptualise practices of informality in depopulating 
regions, and to provide in-depth information about how these practices manifest 
within different socio-spatial contexts and traditions of formal (statutory) planning 
(Flyvbjerg, 2001). Secondly, the case studies have different functions within the 
research framework and together they provide a basis for reflection. Below, the research 
framework is further clarified, by first explaining the functions of the different cases 
within the framework and secondly by explaining the comparative aspect of the cases 
that have been selected. 

Layered design
The research framework has a layered design. This means that within the framework, 
the selected case studies have different functions: the Dutch case study functions as 
a main case; while the two other case studies (Galicia and Östergötland) function as 
mirror cases. Mirror cases provide a basis for reflection on phenomena that are at 
first sight invisible in the central case, but also provide a basis for comparison and 
understanding from a different context, and this is to create more depth and a sense of 
perspective (Hendriks, 2007). In literature, this type of case study that has been set up 
(with mirror case studies) is also described as central-case comparison or non-typical 
case study selection (Hendriks, 2007; Stoecker, 1991).

Figure 1.1  research framework
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As explained in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, most studies on investigating planning practices 
have been carried out in North-Western (and European) countries, such as the 
Netherlands. These studies are exemplary for dense, formalised and extensive planning 
practices (Nadin & Stead, 2008). However, they do not directly provide much insight 
when it comes to informality. Therefore, two mirror case studies have been carried out 
in other European depopulating regions, with different socio-economic development 
paths and less formalised planning traditions. Because of the less extensive planning 
traditions, it would be expected to see more room to manoeuvre for informality 
(Briassoulis, 1997). Observing practices of informality in these regions provides more 
insight into the performance of informality. Another reason for choosing different, 
unfamiliar contexts is to lay bare the tacit or taken-for-granted knowledge (Yanow, 
1996). With a greater understanding about the informality from the two mirror cases, 
informality is explored in the more formalised Dutch case study context. This is done 
iteratively in the Dutch case study; starting with a quick scan and ending with focus 
group sessions for sharing a final reflection. This final reflection results in a greater 
understanding of how informality contributes to spatial planning and the performance 
of informality in formalised planning systems. In Chapter 5, these results and the 
methodology used for the focus groups is discussed in more detail. 

Comparative design and case study selection
Besides a layered design, the research framework also involves a comparative aspect 
(Sartori, 1991). In three different European regions informal, community-led planning 
practices were compared, in relation to government-led formal planning. The informal 
planning practices have been studied under varying circumstances, in countries 
with different planning traditions. In the words of Flyvbjerg (2001, p. 79) this is a 
large or maximum variation case study design, which enables researchers ‘to obtain 
information of the significance of various circumstances for the planning process and 
outcome’. These planning traditions vary with respect to the embeddedness of statutory 
planning, the degree of formalisation, the prominence of citizen-involved planning 
(like participatory or collaborative planning) and degree of devolution. What all case 
study regions have in common is that they are located in rural parts of the countries 
and all are subjected to the process of depopulation. In addition, the object of study 
remains the same: in all regions I studied informal planning practices, performed 
by non-governmental actors; in relation to formal statutory planning, practiced by 
governmental actors. Below I will discuss the specific contextual dynamics of each of 
the case study regions further.

Central case study: De Achterhoek, The Netherlands 
The Netherlands has a strong and elaborate planning tradition. Spatial plans are 
hierarchically developed at national, provincial and municipal levels (van der Valk, 
2002). Since a decade, Dutch planning has undergone a devolution of planning 
responsibilities. Municipalities receive more responsibilities from higher tiers, but in 
their turn they also outsource tasks to the level of citizen participation: the so-called 
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double devolution (Davoudi & Madanipour, 2015). This development is marked by 
the King’s speech of 2013, in which the ‘participatiesamenleving’ was announced: the 
participatory society, a society in which citizens actively take responsibility for the 
social well-being and other collective, sometimes formerly governmental, tasks.

De Achterhoek is a region in the eastern part of the Netherlands, which recently faced 
depopulation. Even though the effects of depopulation are still not noticeable on a 
large scale, various actors have already anticipated the future threats and opportunities 
of this development. Influenced by the concept of the participatory society, several 
municipalities and the provincial government decided to involve citizens actively to 
mitigate the effects of depopulation. This participatory approach stands out in the 
Netherlands and it is often mentioned as an example for other depopulating regions 
(Ruimtevolk, 2015; Segers, 2011). 

Mirror case study: Galicia, Spain 
Galicia is an autonomous region in northern Spain, which implies that regional, spatial 
development is in general a responsibility of the regional authorities. Galicia is one 
of the most rural regions of Spain with low economic development. It is particularly 
the south-eastern part of this region which is depopulating rapidly; thus resulting in 
land degradation and abandonment (Ónega-López, Puppim de Oliveira, & Crecente-
Maseda, 2010). Though regional spatial plans have never been established, the regional 
government is looking for ways to anticipate the effects of depopulation, through rural 
development plans and participatory practices. At the local level, statutory planning 
is incomplete: not all municipalities have adopted or updated land allocation plans 
(Tubío-Sánchez, Ónega-López, Timmermans, & Crecente-Maseda, 2012). A large 
share of (governmental and non-governmental) actors is unfamiliar with formalised 
planning practices. Therefore, both governments and communities practice more 
informal ways of planning, reinterpreting formal polices (Meijer, 2009) and using their 
political networks to implement policies (Keating, 2001). The existence of statutory 
planning and the widespread practice of informality, makes Galicia an insightful 
mirror case study for the observation of informal planning practices.

Mirror case study: Östergötland, Sweden 
In contrast to the Netherlands and Spain, the Swedish municipalities have an exclusive 
power to develop and implement spatial plans at local level (Mannberg & Wihlborg, 
2008). This can lead to a closer interaction between citizen initiatives and municipal 
policies, especially if you take into account the strong tradition of participatory 
planning (Olsson & Hysing, 2012; Wänström, 2013). On the other hand, governmental 
planning and the Swedish welfare-state are vast and dominant; solutions are generally 
sought within the domain of governments, which leaves the planning capacities of 
other (non-governmental) partners unconsidered. 
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The rural areas of Östergötland are vast and slowly depopulating. Though each 
municipality deals with depopulation in different ways, in most rural areas a decline of 
public facilities and economic development is visible. Often this is compensated by a 
centralization of these functions in central towns. At a local level, several communities 
initiated their own public facilities in order to fill the void left by governments and 
to preserve local social and economic development (Li, Westlund, Zheng, & Liu, 
in press). Studying how these non-governmental actors plan informally, in a rural 
planning void, but also within the context of strongly embedded statutory planning, 
has made Östergötland an insightful and complementary mirror case study.

Case study methods
The main research methods used in these three case studies involve in-depth interviews 
held with involved stakeholders, field visits to outcomes of informal planning practice 
events and a study of relevant policy documents and websites (Pink & Morgan, 2013; 
Schatzman & Strauss, 1973; Weiss, 1995). The stakeholders interviewed were in the first 
place ‘informal planners’; non-governmental initiators of local (and predominantly 
informal) planning practices. These informal planners were selected based on 
the projects they had established. To further conceptualise the process of informal 
planning, I searched for examples of finished or advanced planning projects. Through 
snowball sampling and via websites of the villages, I approached the initiators of such 
projects for in-depth and open interviews. Next to the interviews, the project locations 
of informal planning practices, have been visited with the interviewees (Schatzman & 
Strauss, 1973). These field visits provided more insight into the outcomes (the change 
of landscape and land use function in relation to the surrounding spatial organisation 
of territory) of the informal planning practices and proved to be an efficient method 
for accessing more detailed information. To further map the interaction with 
formal planning, municipal and provincial policymakers, representatives of non-
governmental organisations (NGOs) that promote the interests of village organisations 
or governments, and other relevant organisations were interviewed. A list of all the 
interviews can be found in Appendix 1. 

To contextualise and verify the data gathered through interviews and field observations, 
statements from interviews were triangulated with policy documents (such as policies 
outlining support for citizen initiatives, strategic spatial plans, subsidy regulations 
and approved grants), newspaper articles, web pages, documents written by village 
organisations (such as budget plans or village plans) and NGOs (such as information 
brochures). 

1.4 Outline of this thesis
This thesis proceeds as follows. In Chapter 2 (Broadening the scope of spatial planning) 
the position of informality in planning theory and practice is further elaborated. This 
chapter provides more insight into how informal, community-led planning practices 
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can be studied in a strong, formalised planning context. In doing so, an analytical 
framework is introduced and illustrated with examples of community-led planning 
practices from De Achterhoek. Chapter 3 (Formal and informal planning practices in 
Galicia) draws on the case study results that were obtained in Galicia, where community-
led planning is practiced in a vacuum of incomplete statutory planning. Analysing the 
interactions between communities and governments reveals a complex and ongoing 
dialectic between formal and informal planning practices. Chapter 4 (Getting ahead in 
depopulating regions) further elaborates on the relationships that are being developed 
between communities and governments. Building on theories for linking social capital, 
a range of strategies that Swedish and Dutch communities developed for support 
from governmental actors is analysed. Chapter 5 (Informal Institutional Change in De 
Achterhoek) is based on the results of the second and reflective part of the empirical 
research framework. Based on the findings of the three case studies, focus group 
sessions were set up and held in De Achterhoek. Departing from these focus group 
sessions, and building on theories of institutional change, this chapter analyses on the 
impact of a shift towards increased and stimulated community-led informal planning. 
It also seeks to find out how this affects planning practices in De Achterhoek. In the 
sixth and final chapter of this thesis, conclusions are drawn by answering the research 
questions formulated in Section 1.1.4. This chapter also examines the general results 
derived from the three case studies, and discusses the directions that can be pursued 
for carrying out further research and makes recommendations for planning practice. 

Chapters 2 through 5 have been written as research articles and have been submitted 
for peer-review to international scientific journals. At the time of the public defence of 
this thesis, some have already appeared in print and others will soon follow. As these 
chapters can be read as individual articles, some overlap might be observed in regard 
to the introduction of research themes, theoretical underpinnings and methods. All of 
the articles are based on my own gathering and analysis of empirical data. As first and 
main author, I took the lead  in writing in all of these articles.
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2.1 Introduction
Dutch spatial planning has always been seen as a paradigmatic case of successful spatial 
planning, especially in the eyes of planners and planning researchers abroad (Pojani & 
Stead, 2015). Spatial Planning in the Netherlands also has been a traditional task for 
the government, and the central government perceived itself as playing a major role. 
Over the past decades, in the Netherlands as well as in many other Western countries, 
we have observed a changing role of non-governmental actors (citizens, entrepreneurs, 
civil society organizations, etc.) in spatial planning (Needham, 2014). Partly this was 
due to the fact that non-governmental actors became more critical towards plans 
made by government and demanded more involvement from their part (Healey, 
2006a). This development is reflected in theories and methodologies for collaborative 
or participatory spatial planning, outlining how citizens can be involved in planning 
practices designed by governments (Allmendinger, 2002; Forester, 2008; Healey, 
2006a). However, current planning theories and methodologies in the Netherlands and 
elsewhere in Western countries are still mainly focused on how governments should 
deal with spatial planning, irrespective of whether they are about technical solutions 
or about setting up participatory practices (Hall & Tewdwr-Jones, 2010). Typically 
the term used for these kinds of participatory practices was ‘citizen participation’ 
exemplifying that governments take initiatives, citizens at best can give their opinion 
about it. In accordance to these governance practices, also planning theories mainly 
focused on governmental action or, put differently, the formal roles of planning 
(Davoudi & Pendlebury, 2010; Watson, 2012). Other forms of spatial planning, such 
as grass-roots activities by citizens, entrepreneurs or other local stakeholders, are often 
not acknowledged as planning practices (Hillier, 2001; Innes, Connick, & Booher, 
2007; Sandercock, 2003). In contrast, the way non-governmental actors (citizens, 
entrepreneurs, social organizations, etc.) intentionally change the spatial organization 
of their living environment (how they plan) is understudied and often misunderstood 

Abstract
Informality finds it origin in urban planning studies in the Global South. Since 
this particular debate aims to contribute to planning theory in general, the concept 
now slowly but surely travels beyond the Global South. The aim of this article 
is to explore if and how informality could be used to analyze community-led 
planning practices in traditional, Western countries, by reflecting on its usability 
in a country with a strongly formalized planning context: the Netherlands. By 
expanding what is currently described as spatial planning, informality makes 
planning theories and practices more inclusive towards unregulated planning 
activities performed by non-governmental actors.
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(Briassoulis, 1997). Although a big issue in cities in the Global South (AlSayyad & 
Roy, 2004) and recently also coined in the Global North (McFarlane & Waibel, 2012; 
Mukhija & Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014) informality has largely been neglected in Dutch 
spatial planning. Even though, like in many other Western countries, governmental 
spatial planning in the Netherlands was subject to the general long-term (neo-
liberal) tendency towards a retreating and decentring government (Grijzen, 2010). 
Recently this trend was amplified and speeded up by the post-2008 financial crisis 
(Watson, 2009) resulting in heavy austerity measures. So, in 2013, in the Kings speech 
at the opening of the parliamentary year the Dutch government declared that the 
Netherlands, from now on, would be a ‘participation society’ 1. In this new era, civil 
society should take policy initiatives and responsibility for implementing them, and 
government only minimally participates in the process, if at all. Making the civil 
society responsible for solving the problems by itself, with only minimal support from 
government (Steen, Scherpenisse, Hajer, Gerwen, & Kruitwagen, 2015) exemplified a 
real turn in the participation culture in Dutch spatial policy.

In this contribution we focus on planning practices performed by non-governmental 
actors through informal interaction, and yet lead to planned outcomes that serve particular 
or broader public interests (Briassoulis, 1997). We use the concept ‘informal planning’ 
to designate all planning activities outside the formal regulatory procedures, that are 
performed by non-governmental stakeholders (Mukhija & Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014).

Informality has been widely used in studies of urban planning in the Global South 
(Patsy Healey, 2012; Watson, 2012) and although this particular debate aims to make 
a contribution to planning theory in general, at present the concept is now slowly but 
surely recognized beyond studies of the Global South (Mukhija & Loukaitou-Sideris, 
2015). The aim of this article is to explore if and how informality could be used to 
analyze planning practices beyond the Global South specifically by reflecting on its 
usability in a country with a highly formalized planning context like the Netherlands. 
By expanding what is currently described as spatial planning, informality is, in our 
view, able to overcome some of the shortcomings of the aforementioned collaborative 
theories. We argue so in section two: theoretical and conceptual points of departure. 
In the third section of the article our theoretical reflections are confronted with a 
case study of De Achterhoek. De Achterhoek is a region in the Eastern part of the 
Netherlands facing a major societal challenge: population decline. Within the Dutch 
planning system, traditional planning practices do not provide satisfying solutions 
(Kempenaar, van Lierop, Westerink, van der Valk, & van den Brink, 2015). Stakeholders 
in De Achterhoek region try to go beyond these practices to deal with this challenge. 
Their attempts result in different performances of informality. Our analysis of this 
case study aims to show how the concept of informality could help us to contribute 

1  https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/toespraken/2013/09/17/troonrede-2013 retrieved 19.10.2015
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to spatial planning as a body of knowledge and a set of practices. These matters are 
discussed in the final discussion.

2.2 Theoretical and conceptual points of departure

2.2.1 Collaborative planning: an unfulfilled promise
Though planning practices shaped the landscape over the past centuries, a more 
scientific approach towards spatial planning arose after the Second World War (Hall 
& Tewdwr-Jones, 2010). Throughout these decades, spatial planning became more 
inclusive towards non-governmental actors and citizens. Since the 1970’s, a wide range 
of more socially engaged, participatory approaches to planning were developed as a 
result of the growing emancipation of citizens. Correspondingly, planning scholars 
(see e.g. (Healey, 2006a; Neuman, 1998) observed a shift in planners’ roles from 
‘designer’ and ‘analyst’ to ‘facilitator’ and ‘mediator’, or from more technocratic to more 
negotiation and communication oriented forms of planning (Davoudi & Pendlebury, 
2010).

Since the emergence of participatory planning approaches, a diverse set of planning 
theories maintained a focus on various societal stakeholders. These theories include 
collaborative (Healey, 2006a, 2008), communicative (Forester, 1993; Sager, 1994) or 
participatory planning (D. E. Booher & Innes, 2002; Hillier, 2007). In this contribution 
we will refer to these theories in broad terms as ‘collaborative planning theories’. In 
general, these theories provide a Habermassian inspired description about the role 
of and interaction between stakeholders in planning processes. Habermas’ theory 
of communicative action with its central concepts of ‘ideal speech’ and ‘rational 
deliberation’, forms one of the fundaments of collaborative planning theory (Tewdwr-
Jones & Allmendinger, 1998). One of the most important preconditions for collaborative 
planning is the involvement and freedom of speech for all potential participants, who 
might possibly be affected by the planning decision to be taken. Power differences or 
political concerns should not affect the planning process (Forester, 1989).

Though scholars choose diverse angles to describe collaborative planning theory, in 
general these planning theories provide a detailed description about when and how 
to involve stakeholders (Davoudi & Pendlebury, 2010). In planning practice this is 
nowadays largely reflected in new procedures to encourage public involvement. 
Notwithstanding the ambition to involve other stakeholders in the planning process, 
collaborative planning does not address non-governmental stakeholders directly 
(Albrechts, 2015; Sager, 2012; Tewdwr-Jones & Allmendinger, 1998). As Boonstra and 
Boelens (2011) argue, governments have shown that they are not always very adaptive 
towards the initiatives of other stakeholders and are therefore often unable to address 
the dynamics and complexity of present-day society. 
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So, despite its theoretical ambitions, collaborative planning does not seem to fully 
deliver with respect to participation of non-governmental stakeholders. Boonstra and 
Boelens (2011, p. 99) suggest that we should look beyond an exclusively government-
focused perspective and turn our focus to citizens and businesses and their contribution 
to spatial planning. However, Boonstra and Boelens (2011) do not provide a detailed 
discussion of the consequences of their community focused (outside-in) perspective 
for planning practice yet. Therefore, their proposal to change perspective remains 
largely theoretical. In the following, we argue how the concept of informality adds an 
outside-in perspective to planning practices and how this enhances earlier attempt, 
of Helen Briassoulis (1997, in this journal) to conceptualize the formal/informal 
continuum.

2.2.2 Informality in the Global South
In the previous decade, the concept of informality has been introduced and reviewed 
within studies of urban planning in the Global South.2 Rather than taking a formal, 
procedure-led, and government-centered interpretation of planning, informality 
focuses on the planning capacities of non-governmental stakeholders and tries 
to explain how they contribute or take over planning in their own (informal) ways 
(Altrock, 2012; Porter, 2011a). One of the leading authors within the informality 
debate is Ananya Roy (Roy, 2005, 2009a, 2009b). Roy (2009a) presents informality as 
‘a mode of production of space defined by the territorial logic of deregulation’:

Inscribed in the ever-shifting relationship between what is legal and illegal, 
legitimate and illegitimate, authorized and unauthorized, informality is a state of 
exception and ambiguity such that ‘the ownership, use, and purpose of land cannot 
be fixed and mapped according to any prescribed set of regulations or the law’. 

(Roy, 2009a, p. 8)

Essential to Roy’s (2009a) conceptualization of informality is that it tries to avoid a 
unilateral view on informality. According to Roy (2009b), informality is complex and 
can manifest in many ways, not per se in opposition to formal planning. Accordingly, 
informality is about planning activities unregulated by governmental authorities 
(Castells & Portes, 1989). However informality does not have to be about illegal 
activities, but can also be extra-legal: outside formal regulations (Porter, 2011a).

2 Accordingly, many case studies focus slums and their informal spatial organization. Roy carried out most of her 
empirical research in India (Roy, 2005; 2009a; 2009b), just as McFarlane (2012). Watson (2008) explains planning in 
her homeland South Africa by using the concept of informality. Moreover, a few case studies have been carried out in 
the United States, but either in governmental vacuums where formal planning/regulations are absent (Buitelaar, 2008;  
Fairbanks, 2011) or as a practice of informal communication within planning practices (Innes, Connick, and Booher 
2007).
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Cities in the Global South grow fast and in a chaotic manner. Driven by large scale 
migration from the rural hinterlands, the spatial development of these cities is often 
neither controlled nor regulated. According to Simone (2004), not only the massiveness 
of migration leads to slums. As a consequence of incomplete bureaucracies, failing tax 
collection systems and corruption, local governments often lack the resources and 
planning capacity to build infrastructures (paved roads, sewerage, electricity) and to 
provide local services (health care, education, job creation). Consequently, many citizens, 
entrepreneurs, and other local stakeholders develop alternative spaces themselves 
(Mörtenböck & Mooshammer, 2015; Simone, 2004). Not only citizens or smallholder 
firms apply these insurgent practices, also large firms and even governments operate in 
the shadow of the non-existence of formal regulations (such as ownership). Informality 
makes the spatial organization of cities in the Global South function in another way 
than through formal planning. Roy (2009b, p. 86) stresses that informality must not 
be regarded simply as a failure of formal planning in cities in the Global South: ‘these 
systems are neither anomalous nor irrational; rather they embody a distinctive form of 
rationality that underwrites a frontier of metropolitan expansion’. This rationality can 
be based on local knowledge about the physical landscape and proximity to facilities 
and infrastructure, instead of analyses made by professional planners.

In our view, the key characteristic of informality in spatial planning as exemplified in 
this body of literature is, that, instead of focusing primarily on the role of governments 
or procedures, it regards spatial planning from a more holistic viewpoint (Porter, 2011b; 
Watson, 2009; Yiftachel, 2006). Within this view small, non-official, spontaneous and 
community-led inferences in the spatial organization are considered as planning 
practices as well. Also ‘other’ stakeholders, like citizens, non-governmental organizations 
or even project developers, can be considered as planners, including their capacity to 
substitute the role of governments as planning officials (Briassoulis 1997, 108).

2.2.3 Informality: a global concept?
Outside the Global South, informality is also an upcoming theme in planning theory 
and practice alike. When looking closely, much more informal practices are taking 
place in Western countries, like the Netherlands, than one might think at first sight 
(Allmendinger et al., 2015; Porter, 2011a). Neat and ordered places hardly exist. Where 
people live, places are occupied and adapted. Sometimes in modest ways, for example 
when neighbors adapt public space to their needs. In other cases these changes can 
be more substantial, for example when people decide to build their own community 
center or rehabilitate national heritage (van Dam, Eshuis, & Aarts, 2008). Davis (2006) 
points out that insurgence in the Global South is in essence not that different from 
squatting in other parts of the world. In both cases the urban spatial organization 
is adjusted, appropriated from below, by citizens. Perera (2009, p. 52) writes that 
formal urban systems are incomplete as well: ‘these have gaps, cracks and depend on 
exceptions’. In these gaps and cracks informality occurs.
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A well-known study about informality in a Western planning context is performed by 
Innes, Connick, and Booher (2007). They describe informality as unregulated behavior, 
which involves casual and spontaneous interactions and personal affective ties 
among participants. Their description follows from a case study in a quite formalized 
context, where land use regulations exist, just as procedures for planning processes. 
Nevertheless those regulations and procedures were not effective to develop with a long 
term plan for the region. A group of non-governmental actors decided to make their 
own plan, which was later incorporated by official bodies. Innes, Connick, and Booher 
(2007) note that informality is not an exclusive way of acting for ‘other’ stakeholders. 
Governments, authorities and official bodies do it as well. Sometimes they even need to, 
in order to make the formal process work. As Innes, Connick, and Booher (2007) claim, 
nevertheless these processes remain largely invisible and little documented. 

The gentle, affective description of informality provided by Innes, Connick, and 
Booher (2007) does not match with the more substitutionary view provided by Roy. 
Roy (2009a) explicitly distances herself from their view on informality:

In planning circles the term [informality] has been recently used by (Innes et al., 
2007) to mean planning strategies that are neither prescribed, nor proscribed by 
any rules; the idea of informality also connotes casual and spontaneous interactions 
and personal affective ties among participants. In this use informality becomes an 
element of communicative rationality, a Habermas-lite if you will. 

(Roy, 2009a, p. 8)

For Roy (2009a) informality has a more radical connotation, wherein formalized claims 
of land are largely absent, instead focusing on the informal performance of planning 
practices. Roy explicitly does not conceptualize informality as a nice (consensus-
searching) alternative for regulated planning practices. Sometimes it is a necessity, a 
survival strategy, not aiming at consensus at all, but a political claim for land, or simply 
a better life.

These different meanings of informality are bridged by the formal/informal continuum 
introduced by Briassoulis (1997), in which different gradations of informality are 
mapped (Figure 2.1). Since Roys research focusses on contexts with no or little 
enforcement of formal state regulation, her analysis of informality can be placed within 
the ‘complete substitution of formal by informal planning’-end of the continuum. 

Figure 2.1 The formal/informal continuum (Briassoulis 1997)
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Innes et al. (2007) description of informality rather belongs to the complementary 
part of the continuum. 

Consequently, informality can be considered as a continuation of formal planning 
practices. Insufficient formal planning practices create a need for informal solutions, 
performed by both governmental and non-governmental stakeholders. On the one 
hand, governmental stakeholders act in informal ways for various reasons. This is, 
for example, the case in countries with clientelistic forms of governance, where the 
boundaries between formal and informal are unclear (Keating, 2001). In other instances 
formal regulations are adjusted to increase room for manoeuvre and to experiment 
with informality. Examples are plans developed by public private partnerships and 
unsolicited proposals (Halleux, Marcinczak, & van der Krabben, 2012), do-it-yourself 
land development (Jonkman, 2012) and the spontaneous city concept, where users 
are asked to (co)-develop city designs (Urhahn, 2010). Involvement of formal actors 
in informal practices and vice versa already proves the grey area between both. 
Conversely, how and why non-governmental stakeholders practice informality varies 
as well. Where formalized land use regulation exists, stakeholders can choose to 
circumvent them and develop their own plans. These circumventions can be illegal, or 
supplement formal planning regulations (Altrock, 2012). 

Instead of only focusing on the occurrence of informality complementary to formal 
planning, Boonstra and Boelens (2011) plea for a larger embedding of informal 
planning practices performed by non-governmental actors. Informality would 
then not only be a supplement for incomplete formal systems, but partly substitute 
them via deregulation. This, as described in the introduction, resembles the current 
situation in the Netherlands, where formal spatial planning as we knew it is on its 
return. More and more, informal networks of non-governmental organizations and 
individual citizens take charge of solving spatial problems and developing their living 
environment further. 

Though informality and community-led planning are related, they are not necessary 
the same. We already argued that informal practices can be performed by governmental 
actors, while non-governmental actors also act in formal ways. Especially in hybrid 
planning situations, with strong non-governmental stakeholders and solid formal 
planning contexts, an interplay between formality and informality, and governments 
and communities is inevitable. To analyze planning practices performed in such 

Figure 2.2 The continuum of government-/community-led planning
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a context more precisely, we add another dimension to Briassoulis (1997) formal/
informal continuum: the government-/community-led continuum (Figure 2.2). 

This continuum shows different gradations of community-led planning, and the 
involvement of governments. In a context of statutory planning, communities can 
confine to informing governments about their activities, e.g. by requesting mandatory 
permits. Consultation involves more direct and intensive interaction between 
governmental and non-governmental actors (communities). A mutual input of both 
stakeholders can result in partnerships of co-creation (Albrechts, 2013; Mitlin, 2008). 
Obviously, the length of this continuum can be extended towards citizen control 
(where formal planning is not enforced), or the other extreme of state control. It is 
important to note that within a country several versions of this continuum can co-
exist, as governments and communities are not unified groups of stakeholders and 
have diverging interests and power-relations. Therefore, even in a situation of citizen 
control or co-creation, communities can be overruled by governmental decisions. 

Figure 2.3 demonstrates how both continuums can be combined into a framework 
with four categories of planning practices: statutory planning, clientalism, self-
organization and institutionalized community planning. In the Netherlands, we 
observe a shift, from governmental, formal planning practices (statutory planning), 

Figure 2.3 Shift from government-led formal planning practices (statutory planning)  towards community led-
informal planning practices (self-organization)
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towards more informal, community-led initiatives (self-organization). How this works 
out in the case of the Achterhoek region is described below, based on an analysis of 
the continuum from community-led towards government-steered informal planning 
practices. 

2.3 Informality in De Achterhoek
By having a look at informality in planning practices in De Achterhoek, we want to show 
how, also for this typical Dutch region, it is a useful way to understand already existing 
and newly emerging planning practices and to inspire re-thinking and re-theorizing 
them. In doing so, we did not discover radically new practices which we do not know 
from other contexts, such as in the Global South. However, each context is so specific 
that concepts do not travel without being transformed. Our focus is more on informality 
in Dutch planning practices, and how they relate to the community/government-led 
continuum. This certainly needs to be emphasized much more if we want it to permeate 
into the theoretical debates about the future of spatial planning in the Global North.

2.3.1 Case study area
De Achterhoek is a region situated in the Eastern part of the Netherlands. It is a rural 
region, with many villages, hamlets and a few medium-sized cities. Since a few years 
the number of inhabitants as well as the regional economy, stopped growing. For the 
coming decades demographic change is forecasted: depopulation, ageing and selective 
outmigration of young people (Provincie Gelderland, 2013; Verwest & van Dam, 
2010). So in addition to national tendencies, which drive the process of deregulation, 
decentralization and austerity policies, the situation in this specific region is driven to 
the extreme because of the demographic decline. For local and regional policy-makers 
it was clear that an early recognition of the tendency towards demographic decline was 
the wisest thing to do. As they learned from experiences in other shrinking regions 
there was no use to try to turn this trend. Depopulation is here to stay. However, 
despite that, finding alternative ways to cope with demographic decline was not  easy, 
as traditionally the spatial policy instruments have always been designed for situations 
of growth (Hospers, 2014). In De Achterhoek, municipalities established new networks 
in which they tried to mitigate the effects of demographic decline together with public 
and private partners (amongst others housing cooperations, educational institutions, 
regional businesses, interest groups). However, without growth and possible gains for 
these project partners, also this mode governance is in danger of becoming a deadlock 
situation. So if there is no promise of getting out of the dip back on the growth path 
again, what can government agencies really do?

This has been, and still is, the big challenge of regions additionally suffering from 
demographic decline. So it is almost a last straw to hold on, for local government to turn 
towards new forms of participation (Korsten & Goedvolk, 2008). In De Achterhoek, 
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municipalities experiment with outsourcing their tasks to local communities. At the 
same time communities actively make and implement plans to maintain livability via 
informal decision-making. De Achterhoek is a region where inhabitants traditionally 
feel closely connected to their communities, they are proud of their capability to solve 
problems within their community and refer to this as ‘noaberhulp’ (traditional neighbor 
help). This makes that community members who choose to stay are committed to 
undertake action for preservation and maintenance of facilities in their community 
(Abbas & Commandeur, 2013; Melis, 2011). Figure 2.4 provides an overview of all 
identified community-led planning initiatives in De Achterhoek. 

2.3.2 Data collection
The data collection for this case study is based on a qualitative study consisting of 16 
open, in-depth interviews. Each interview lasted about 1.5 hour and was transcribed 
full-verbatim. The interviews have been conducted with local stakeholders involved in 
five diverging informal planning practices, policy makers (municipality, province) and 
representatives of NGO’s (Association for Small Settlements, Regio Achterhoek). The 
interviews were aimed at reconstructing informal planning practices performed by 
local communities (incentive, decision making process, organization, and obstacles) 
and gaining insight in how these informal planning practices relate to formal planning 
(support, procedures, subsidy schemes). Via analysis of community-developed websites 

Figure 2.4 Spread community-led planning practices in De Achterhoek 
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we identified the scope and activities of community initiatives in De Achterhoek3. 
Based on this website analysis, we approached communities with diverging planning 
interests for interviews. Through a policy-document analysis we checked for formal 
arrangements concerning support for, and stimulation of community initiatives. 

Parallel to this focused empirical design, at several occasions, we conducted unfocussed 
informal and also unrecorded talks at workshops, conferences and meetings, where 
demographic decline, new forms of governance, or informality were discussed. These 
informal talks served as an early monitoring mechanism, through which we could 
get a feeling for what was bubbling in these circles, even before it can be empirically 
substantiated.

2.3.3 Results
In the sections below we describe several planning practices in De Achterhoek 
that belong to the emerging domain of community-led, informal planning. These 
examples all are, in varying degrees, unregulated, uncontrolled, spontaneous, 
grass-root planning practices, performed by non-governmental actors. Along the 
community-led/government-steered continuum we defined different gradations of 
citizen initiated planning practices. It is important to note that these gradations are 
not bound by clear defined borders: some practices are foremost community-led and 
hardly influenced by governments, while others are the result of a close interaction 
between governments and communities. Nevertheless, departing from four gradations 
within the community/government-led continuum, we will explore informality in De 
Achterhoek. Figure2.5 illustrates the positions of the below described examples within 
the analytical framework presented before. 

Community-led informality
On the community-led side of the spectrum we identified two examples of rather 
informal performed initiatives: autonomous initiatives (like self-build community 
centers, playgrounds and local gardens) and a citizen initiated platform for fellow 
initiatives. These examples are the result of informal interaction at community level: 
they follow an unregulated, ad hoc, everyday, incremental and spontaneous planning 
process. 

One of the larger autonomous initiatives is established in Noordijk, a small hamlet 
with 840 inhabitants (CBS 2015). Here, a group of active citizens decided to build a 
sports center to facilitate the local primary school and function as a meeting place 

3 Most communities are represented by village board, that holds a website to inform community members about their 
objectives and activities. Furthermore local NGO’s, like the Association for Small Settlements, hold databases on their 
website listing all communities they support and their activities (like community centers and village plans). 
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for local sports and cultural associations. Meeting places like this are wide spread in 
De Achterhoek: about half of the villages run a community center (54 in total). In 
Noordijk, an old unoccupied school, with an attached sports hall, provided opportunity 
and the village board (a representational body of all villagers) started investigating the 
possibilities. At first, the board asked the planning department of the municipality of 
Berkelland for help. When this approach proved to be unsuccessful they decided to 
build the sports center with their own resources. They applied for subsidies from local 
and regional government, and joined competitions that rewarded best practices with 
budgets. The tight budget led to a series of creative organizational solutions. Amongst 
others a local contractor, architect and an accountant committed themselves to the 
renovation and exploitation of the sports center. Looking back on the whole process, 
an interviewed board member praised this method of working. By arranging as much 

Figure 2.5 Examples of Informal planning practices in De Achterhoek and their positions along the community/
government-led continuum, and the formal/informal continuum. 
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themselves as possible, the sports center can function independent from municipal 
decisions and continues activities that the community prioritizes.

The decision-making process in Noordijk, and of other likewise autonomous 
initiatives, can be characterized as ad hoc and incremental. Citizens usually start with 
establishing consensus for a priority list of projects the community would benefit most 
from and which are still feasible. This is done mostly informally: matters are discussed 
on the street, at kitchen tables or the local shop. Once this informal conversation 
is picked up by the village board (or some other kind of representative body), they 
start investigating the possibilities for implementation. The community member of 
Noordijk described their decision making process as follows: 

“Because we were unable to resolve this [the establishment of a community center] 
via the municipality, we said to each other that this process was taking too long and 
would not work out. We saw some examples in other villages and decided to give 
the project a push. […] There were some passionate men in the committee, who 
they knew how to organize this: they set up some meetings and showed a positive 
future vision; and that is how they enthousized the people [of Noordijk].” 

(Board member of community center Noordijk, own translation)

In Groenlo, five well-connected, highly-educated citizens started a platform for the 
realization of auto-nomous initiatives. This platform functions as a hub for citizens 
with an idea to improve local living conditions. The platform holders do not directly 
implement new initiatives, but offer their networks and expertise to support as many 
local initiatives as possible. These informal contacts also include politicians and policy-
makers at local and more central governments. As holders of an informal network, the 
initiators believe in informality as a good way of improving local livability. However, 
remaining a purely informal organization appeared to be impossible as they could not 
apply for funds without founding a legal body: 

“We never wanted to formalize our organization, we felt better to remain an 
informal and a fluid hub for initiatives. At a certain moment we applied for a 
subsidy for citizen initiatives. As citizens with an initiative, we thought this would 
be a perfect opportunity for us to start a project. However, it appeared to be 
impossible, without setting up a foundation. It was the blackest day of our history 
as an initiative” 

(Board member BS22, own translation)

Community-led formality
Some communities go a step further in their efforts to locally maintain livability and 
good living conditions. They coordinate several (autonomous) initiatives by developing 
village plans: future visions initiated and developed by local communities. Village plans 
are similar to parish plans or the recently institutionalized neighborhood plans in the 
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UK, although they do not have a statutory status (Gallent, 2013). In De Achterhoek 
village plans are widely spread: over 30 communities (villages or hamlets) developed 
plans since 2005 (Vereniging Kleine Kernen Gelderland, 2013). These plans can have 
several functions. Sometimes they form a priority list of projects the community 
would like to initiate. These aspects of village plans are implemented in informal ways, 
like autonomous initiatives. In other cases these plans are used to communicate ideas 
and future visions with the municipality. Though village plans do not have a formal 
status, several aspects of village plans have already been incorporated in the municipal 
formal planning process since 2005. 

The community of Beltrum (2925 inhabitants, CBS 2015) designed a rather extensive 
village plan. Due to depopulation the community struggled with largely unoccupied 
buildings, high exploitation costs and disappearing public services.  The project 
coordinator, a building contractor in his professional life, communicated this problem 
with other community. They soon realized that addressing all issues would be a rather 
complex task. Therefore they decided to structure the planning process, so they could 
tackle several concerns at once: 

“We first organized brainstorm sessions, in which all kinds of subjects were raised. 
Sustainability was what we found most important: a sustainable future for Beltrum. 
In a later stage we combined and presented the ideas to the community. […] We then 
prioritized the projects and put them in a time schedule: what will we do first, and 
what will come later.” 

(project coordinator village plan Beltrum, own translation)

During this plan making process the community of Beltrum was assisted by 
‘the association for small settlements’ (Gelderse Federatie voor Dorpshuizen en 
Kleine Kernen, abbreviated GFDKK). The GFDKK is an NGO that functions as a 
representative body of all associated village boards (dorpsbelangenorganisaties). The 
GFDKK actively promotes the development of village plans, moreover they also 
coordinate and supervise the planning process. In response to an increasing interest 
among the villages to develop future visions, the GFDKK set up detailed step-by-
step guidelines for the planning process and started to educate process supervisors. 
This (15-step) process includes an integrated problem analysis, public hearing, 
evaluation and monitoring. The GFDKK claims to have had bad experiences with less 
structured processes: usually they fail because of lack of public support within the 
village or because the municipality does not want to cooperate in realization of plans. 
On the other hand, the step by step guidelines can also slow down the process and 
limit flexibility and creativity. Nonetheless, there is a close link with the autonomous 
initiatives mentioned before: many village plans include the building of community 
centers and other DIY-planning projects. Though the planning process might seem 
rigid and formal, in practice, village plans form an important hub towards other 
informal planning practices. 
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Co-created informality
A third gradation along the community/government-led continuum concerns 
examples that are initiated by NGA’s, but developed in close cooperation with 
governmental stakeholders. Sometimes the agenda of citizens intersects the planning 
domain of governments; this can be an incentive to discuss partnerships with local 
authorities. Early-on cooperation is not always fruitful, but can lead to projects that 
otherwise wouldn’t be realized: not via formal means, nor by pure informality.  

In Zieuwent the both the community and local government desired to restructure the 
village center, as the main road dangerously split the village. However, construction 
works would abolish the local graveyard. The community of Zieuwent initiated the 
planning process, and developed a new plan for the village center. The director of VKK 
Gelderland explains why this plan could not have been implemented by outsiders, like 
local authorities:

“If the community of Zieuwent would not have proposed this initiative, it would not 
have worked out as it did now. [In Zieuwent,] the main road ran straight along the 
church. The inhabitants wanted to create a small square there. By bending the road, 
traffic is slowed down and the square could be realized. However, this also means 
that the new road runs over the graveyard. Together all inhabitants created a new 
grave and a ritual for reburial. This was done very carefully and with a lot of public 
support. That is how this was made possible.” 

(Director of VKK Gelderland)

The planning process in Zieuwent contains both informal and formal aspects. On the 
one hand, creating public support for a new graveyard and designing new village square 
was the result of informality: citizens made decisions through everyday interactions 
and their personal networks. Road construction, on the other hand, was part of the 
municipal task description and could not be resolved in an informal manner. 

In Mariënvelde citizens and the municipality pulled together for the realization of a 
large multi-functional care accommodation (zorgaccomodatie). In this accommodation 
a doctor, a district nurse and physiotherapist hold a surgery and daily activities are 
organized for elderly, chronically ill and disabled persons, and for ‘healthy’ target 
groups like youngsters or women. The development of a community enterprise 
(Healey, 2015) like the multifunctional care accommodation, is a direct result of the 
‘participatory society’: they made use of new budgets, to serve national ambition to 
deliver public facilities via society. However, the magnitude of a community enterprise 
however involves many formal aspects as well: citizens of Mariënvelde set up contracts 
with care deliverers, and general rules for public procurement applied to them as well. 
These formalities complicated the planning process. One of the project leaders explains 
the importance of close cooperation with the local government in this respect:
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“Governments have to facilitate citizen initiatives; this can also be done with 
knowledge. With help of a civil servant, you are as a citizen perfectly capable of 
realizing what you would like to do. […] From the beginning we had one policy 
maker from to municipality at our disposal, with whom we met once a month. 
We talked about our plans and the possibilities for realization. That was very 
convenient.” 

(Project leader Zorgaccomodatie Mariënvelde, own translation)

Nevertheless the establishment of the community enterprise involved many informal 
aspects as well: the majority of work was carried out by volunteers and the planning 
process had a much more spontaneous and flexible character than a government-led 
process would have had. 

Government-stimulated informality
The fourth gradation along the community/government-led continuum involves an 
anomaly: policy-driven community initiatives. Some municipalities stimulate specific 
community initiatives. As part of austerity and/or empowerment policies, particular 
tasks are outsourced to community level. 

The municipality of Berkelland is one of the front runners in this respect. As the 
first municipality in De Achterhoek they decided, that in a situation of population 
and economic decline, maintaining all public facilities would not be feasible. As an 
experiment they outsourced the library service: libraries were no longer maintained 
by the municipality, but villages could take them over and were stimulated to do so via 
a subsidy scheme (Gemeente Berkelland, 2015). At first the municipality of Berkelland 
tried to organize this process of in a very rigid and formal way. However, as every 
community has its own history of self-organization, this inside-out driven process 
of informality was the start of a series of conflicts between communities and local 
government. Though most citizen initiatives depend on subsidies for exploitation and 
new projects, these austerity measures were received negatively by all interviewed 
representatives of community initiatives: 

“On the one hand the municipality abandons public facilities, but on the other 
had they do have money for communities to take over the library. The put a lot 
of focus on ‘noaberhulp’ [neighbour help] and that initiatives should come from 
communities. We were quite angry, because the community center proves that we 
have been doing it voluntary all the time. We are doing it already.” 

(Board member of community center Noordijk, own translation) 

In Rietmolen, citizens wanted to combine the library with other facilities in a 
community center. However, when they finished their application for the library 
subsidy, the funding was capped. Subsequently, Rietmolen decided to realize the library 
with their own resources: they applied for other funds and sponsors. Conflicts and 
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missed opportunities do not have to be the end of community initiatives. Collectives of 
strong-minded citizens are often determined to reach their goals, one way or another. 
Municipal policies, like the subsidy scheme for libraries, unintentionally inspired 
them to achieve their goals via informal means. 

From later interviews with citizens and follow-up informal talks with policy-makers, it 
appeared that municipal policy-makers learned from earlier struggles. They now pay 
more attention to local circumstances and engage more actively in dialogue with the 
communities and their informal ways of planning. 

2.4 Conclusion
The aim of this article is to demonstrate how the concept of informality could help us 
to contribute to spatial planning in the Netherlands as a body of knowledge and a set 
of practices. Informality does not only broaden the scope of what is usually considered 
as spatial planning in the Netherlands, but also provides a significant contribution 
to planning practices in both non-formalized and formalized planning systems (or 
traditions). From the Global South we have learned that though informality, non-
governmental stakeholders are capable of practicing planning: that is decision making 
aiming to coordinate different processes of spatial organization. The current situation 
in the Netherlands does not only need an alternative approach to formalized planning, 
but also a localized ‘counter discourse’, showing over and over again, the, the practical 
effectiveness of informality, and a to-the-point theoretical conceptualization of current 
shifts in the field of spatial planning in the Netherlands (Ernste, 2012).

During the last few decades, collaborative planning already opened up spatial planning 
towards a more diverse public and provided the possibility for a large number of groups 
to become involved in the spatial structuring of their neighborhood. However, despite 
its commendable ambitions collaborative planning remained government focused and 
its bottom-up aspirations do not seem to meet with its top-down framework and focus 
on policy-output from governments.

Informality approaches planning in a different way, since the concept is constructed 
outside the context of traditional, formalized, Western planning practices. Therefore 
the inputs from other stakeholders become more apparent and are other (more 
spontaneous, ad hoc, flexible) styles of planning taken into account as well. The above 
mentioned examples from De Achterhoek sketch a range of community-led informal 
planning practices. In addition to existing literature on informality, citizen initiatives 
and outside-in perspectives, the analysis of these examples provides insight in how 
informality is practiced in a highly formalized planning context. Non-governmental 
stakeholders in De Achterhoek prove to be able to perform planning practices 
themselves. Due to informality, communities were more capable than municipalities 
when it comes to mobilizing public support, finding cost-efficient solutions and give 
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rise to new opportunities rapidly. Within current society there is an increasing demand 
from communities to be involved in planning or even take over planning processes by 
themselves. The interest of communities in writing village plans, but also initiatives to 
develop and maintain community centers, underline this development. 

The concept of informality helps us thus to understand how planning takes place 
in and beyond formal, legalized and statutory contexts. Separating community-led 
practices from informality enabled us to provide a nuanced analysis of autonomous 
decision-making and governmental interference. The newly introduced analytical 
framework illustrates the dynamics of community-led informal planning practices. 
To implement their ideas non-governmental stakeholders strategically employ both 
formal and informal tactics, just as they demand or ignore support from governments. 

Extra-legal informality as it occurs in the Global South is a long way from what 
we described as Dutch informal planning practices. However, this does not mean 
that informality within this context is a continuation of collaborative planning or 
a-political. First, the empowerment of non-governmental actors opens up new pools 
local level politics; especially aged, male, highly educated citizens are the drivers behind 
community initiatives. Other groups are hardly represented within village boards, and 
their needs are at risk of being excluded from the informal planning agenda. Secondly, 
the involvement of governments in informal planning practices in De Achterhoek 
raises a number of questions. Especially government-stimulated informality is at risk 
of becoming exploitive towards communities. Who decides which initiatives, and 
based on what criteria, qualify for subsidies or when informal planning initiatives 
become legal? The same goes for outsourcing facilities to communities in case of 
budget cuts. Does this empower non-governmental actors, or do they step in a vacuum 
to provide basic social services? In a more general sense, one could ask who benefits 
from a stronger emphasis on informal planning practices. Is it the government, the 
communities, or a selected set of actors within local communities who are able to 
create public support for their ideas? If the debate is to be moved forward, a better 
understanding of the democratic implications of (selective) citizen empowerment 
needs to be developed. Awareness and critical reflection among policy-makers is 
necessary to prevent unbalanced empowerment and potential exploitive participation. 
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3.1 Introduction
The changing and shaping of places by local communities are rapidly gaining attention 
in (rural) development studies, human geography and spatial planning (Healey 
et al., 2008; Shove, Pantzar, & Watson, 2010; Woods, 2010). The influence of local 
communities on their environment is now considered to be of vital importance for 
sustainable social, economic and environmental development (D. Booher, 2008; 
Friedmann, 2010; Healey et al., 2008; Ray, 1999). This paper addresses how communities 
shape their living environment from the perspective of spatial planning. In essence, 
spatial planning is about decision-making aiming to coordinate different processes of 
spatial organization(Van Assche & Verschraegen, 2008). Spatial planning is generally 
associated with governmental activity: coordination that is aimed at regulation of land 
uses and distribution of public services (Allmendinger, 2002; Hall & Tewdwr-Jones, 
2010). Nevertheless, the influence of other actors, like communities, is becoming 
increasingly important in planning studies (Healey, 2006a). Spatial planning is a 
discipline that connects spatial practices with the process that led to the development 
and implementation of, in this case, community initiatives. Approaching community 
initiatives from the perspective of spatial planning enables us understand not only 
the process that led to initiative (like in many rural development studies), but also 

Abstract
Planning practices performed by non-governmental actors are often not considered 
as part the spatial planning domain. Spatial planning is generally associated with 
governmental activity: coordination that is aimed at a formal regulation of land 
uses and distribution of public goods. Nevertheless, the influence of other actors, 
like communities, is becoming increasingly important in planning studies. In this 
paper we argue that planning practices performed by local communities do deliver 
an important contribution to the improvement of local living circumstances. 
From the perspective of dialectics we explore how planning practices performed 
by communities and governments evolve and continuously shape and reshape 
the performance of spatial planning. These processes are studied qualitatively in 
rural Galicia, an Autonomous Region in North-Western Spain. Here we studied 
how two local communities developed and implemented their own plans for local 
public services and economic development. These two cases were studied in-depth 
through interviews with involved community members and field visits. Case 
study results show that a comprehensive recognition of dialectics is necessary to 
understand how a spatial organization is shaped. Without this understanding it is 
difficult to value the contribution of planning practices performed by communities 
to a better spatial organization.
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the impact of the result within a wider spatial context. Furthermore, this perspective 
provides insight in the interaction between governmental planning practices and the 
ways in which communities plan.

Taking planning efforts of non-governmental actors seriously led to a fragmentation of 
spatial planning domain (Davoudi & Pendlebury, 2010, pp. 7-22). Most planning studies 
agree that spatial planning has a formal and an informal side (Allmendinger, 2002; Healey, 
2006a; McFarlane & Waibel, 2012). The formal side of planning is generally associated with 
the governance of territory, based on a set of laws and governmental rules and regulations. 
The informal side of planning refers to spatial coordination of activities performed at a 
local level, based on unwritten laws, social networks and trust (Van Assche et al., 2012). 
Traditionally, planning studies focus on the formal side of planning, foregrounding the role 
of governments and more technical solutions for an improvement of living circumstances. 
More recently also the perspective of informal planning is introduced (AlSayyad & Roy, 
2004; Innes et al., 2007; Roy, 2005). At the moment the theoretical concept of informal 
planning practices hardly travels beyond the studies performed in the Global South. As 
Van Assche et al. (2012) state:

“The insights that these studies have provided about the relation between formal and 
informal practices, however, have rarely been applied to other places. They did not lead 
to a rethinking of planning as such, either within the planning discipline or elsewhere”

(Van Assche et. al., 2012, pp 656)

Seen from this point, formal and informal planning practices form two different 
worlds. However, many, if not all, planning practices are not purely formal or informal, 
but the result of both types of (spatial) coordination (Healey, 2006a; Van Assche et 
al., 2012). This paper explores how a combination of insights in formal and informal 
planning practices, in relation to the ways in which governments and communities 
plan, complements our understandings of spatial planning.

Empirical research in rural Galicia, an Autonomous Region in North-Western Spain, 
reveals how an interaction of formal and informal planning practices shape the spatial 
organization of two communities. Wellman and Leighton (1979)   define communities 
as following: “Definitions of community tend to include three ingredients: networks of 
interpersonal ties (outside of the household) which provide sociability and support to 
members, residence in a common locality, and share solidarity sentiments and activities”. 
These ingredients also apply for the communities we studied in Galicia. The common 
locality (the parish) forms the basis of the community. The activities of the community 
members are still largely linked to the spatial entity of the parish. Governmental 
planning aimed at land use regulation and an even distribution of public services 
exists in Galicia, but is not fully developed or implemented by all tiers of government 
(Meijer, 2009; Selman, 2006). In meanwhile, some local communities established their 
own planning practices, for sports facilities, tourism and even health care.
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This article builds on the differences and complementarities between formal and 
informal planning practices. In the next theoretical section, the concept of a dialectic 
(interaction) between formal and informal practices is introduced to explain how 
planning practices evolve over time. The result section analyses two examples of 
planning practices coordinated by communities. It shows how two communities have 
become planners in a context of partly performed governmental formal planning. The 
discussion section of this paper exposes how these planning practices influenced both 
formal and informal institutions at a local level. The discussion is followed by a final 
conclusion and recommendations for further research and practice.

3.2 The dialectic of formal and informal planning practices
Formal and informal planning practices are often considered as dichotomies. Many 
studies speak for example of the formal-informal divide (McFarlane & Waibel, 2012), 
or discuss formal planning practices separately for informal planning practices (and 
vice versa) (Porter, 2011a). A formal planning practice reflects the influence zone 
of governments and their ways of making planning work. According to McFarlane 
and Waibel (2012) informal planning practices occur when governments are absent, 
unwilling to act or have withdrawn themselves. This raised dichotomy, and consequent 
association of informal planning practices with uncontrolled, negative developments, 
makes informal planning a problematic concept in formalized planning contexts. 
Informal planning practices are ‘the other’ to the already familiar formalized planning 
systems (Porter, 2011b). Even so, many authors have tried to explore the interaction 
between formal and formal planning. According to Roy (2009b) the division between 
these planning practices is not static but ever-shifting, depending on what is regarded as 
formal and informal. Roy (2009a) states that this labeling depends on who is in power: 
long standing informal settlements might remain informal, while equal illegal suburban 
developments can be authorized with a formal status by governmental decision. 
Altrock (2012) attempts to open up informal planning practices towards Western, more 
formalized planning contexts. He describes formal and informal planning practices 
(formality and informality) as a continuum: some situations are more formal or informal 
than others. Within this continuum, informality is explained as a replacement of formal 
planning practices. When formal planning procedures are none-existent or (partly) 
applied, a vacuum occurs. This vacuum is subject to informal planning practices: other 
actors than governments start to coordinate their spatial organization in informal ways. 
In this respect, Van Assche et al. (2012) claim that pure formality does not exist. No 
state or planning agent can fully control spatial organization and practices:

“In practice, the coordination of policies and practices affecting spatial organization 
will always entail a combination of formal and informal institutions. In other 
words, purely formal planning does not exist, whereas purely informal planning 
will always remain vulnerable”

(Van Assche et. al., 2012, pp 657)
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Van Assche et al. (2012) speak of a dialectic (interaction) between formal planning and 
informal planning practices. This means that formal and informal planning practices 
affect and shape each other continuously, on both functional and conceptual level. 
They address the concept dialectics from an institutional perspective, based on the 
work of institutional economist Douglass North. North (1991) defines institutions as 
“humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and social interactions”. 
Institutions provide the rules of the game, which eventually (in case of spatial 
planning) result into concrete planning practices. North (1990) distinguishes formal 
and informal institutions as follows: “On the one hand formal institutions involve 
written rules, political and economical rules, laws and contracts”. In planning, these 
formal institutions lead to formal planning practices, like the establishment and 
following of procedures, authorities writing policies and regulation of property rights 
(Alexander, 2005; Ellickson, 1991). Informal institutions on the other hand involve 
codes of conduct, norms of behavior and conventions. Informal planning practices are 
more difficult to pinpoint, they involve the social interactions in planning processes: 
perception, beliefs, shared values and behavior of the involved actors (Reimer et al., 
2014). North (1990) underlines that this distinction is not exhaustive or static. What 
starts as an informal institution can be become a formalized institution over time: a 
rationalization of what used to be an informal daily routine (Van Assche et al., 2012). 
Formal institutions, on the other hand, are interpreted, used, selected, combined 
and produced in ways that differ from the original set of procedures, plans or even 
laws (Van Dijk & Beunen, 2009). How institutions evolve over time is largely path-
dependent: historical events, institutional backgrounds, existing formal and informal 
institutions influence and limit future decisions (North, 1990). Spatial planning 
practices are shaped by the dialectic of formal and informal institutions. This implies 
that the performance of both formal and informal planning practices should always 
be understood in a relation within a wider set of institutions and social contexts (Van 
Assche et al., 2012). Together the planning efforts of governments, communities 
and other actors form an assemblage of practices that affect and shape the spatial 
organization of society.

Studying planning from the perspective of dialectics leads to several new insights. 
This paper studies planning practices in Southern European context. Here formal 
planning practices have never been implemented as expansively as in other North-
Western European countries, like the United Kingdom, The Netherlands and Germany 
(Domingo & Beunen, 2013; Hall & Tewdwr-Jones, 2010; Healey, 2006a). Therefore the 
influence of informal institutions on planning practices performed by governments is 
more common. The implementation of most planning practices (like the development 
of infrastructure, business parks, energy plants) follows a political and clientelistic 
logic (Batterbury, 2002; Keating, 2001). This means that, governmental officials and 
politicians use their social networks to distribute government services, amongst others 
via spatial planning (Healey, 2006a). A clientelistic logic implies that formal institutions 
are, intentionally, very open towards informal institutions. Though spatial policies 
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might seem neutral on paper, meant to ensure an equal distribution of facilities, their 
implementation can follow a very different logic. A politician from a certain region 
can make sure the policy is implemented there first, for example to satisfy his electoral 
body. Following Van Assche et al. (2012): these existing dialectics between formal 
and informal institutions have a determining impact on the functioning of formal 
planning procedures. Moreover, within this context it is very difficult to distinguish 
formal from informal institutions, and formal from informal planning practices. The 
dialectic between both is that intertwined, that what would be interpreted as informal 
in a Western context, has become rationalized and largely accepted in a clientelistic 
context.

The dialectics underlying the functioning of spatial planning also influence oppor-
tunities for bottom-up practices. On the one hand, clientelism creates opportunities: it 
involves a direct way of engaging government into the lives and needs of local actors, 
leading to higher political commitment and local responses (Healey, 2006a). Like 
politicians, initiators of bottom-up practices may use their political networks to obtain 
subsidies as pilot projects or for smooth settlement of formal procedures (Batterbury, 
2002; Roseman, 1996). On the other hand clientelism forms a thread for bottom-up 
developments. In clientelistic systems governmental resources are often distributed 
unequally and unable to protect the position of weak groups in society (Domínguez-
García, Swagemakers, Bock, & Simón-Fernández, 2012; Keating, 2001). Marginal 
rural regions typically hold such weak positions. These regions often have to deal 
with a declining and ageing population, making them electorally less significant but 
also in a higher need for health care or other social services. However these difficult 
circumstances trigger the adaptive capacity of communities and increases resilience. 
The sense of ‘belonging to a community’, but also local leadership and external 
challenges increases the adaptive capacity of communities to deal with difficult 
circumstances (McManus et al., 2012; J. C. Scott, 1990). One of the coping strategies of 
resilient communities is the development of community initiatives that fill the vacuum 
governments leave in providing facilities. In the next sections we will further elaborate 
on this phenomenon.

3.3 Material and methods

3.3.1 Study Area
Galicia has an area of 29,574 km2, and around 2.8 million inhabitants. It is divided 
in four provinces that are considered predominantly rural (Lugo and Ourense) 
and intermediate rural (A Coruña, Pontevedra) regions. Galicia has a total of 314 
municipalities, considered as Local Administrative Units. Nevertheless, the parish 
(sub-municipal administrative division of religious origin) has been historically 
a reference for community organization and management (De Torres Luna & Pazo 
Labrador, 1990; García Pazos, 2009)), and it is still nowadays considered as important 
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from a social, administrative, political and anthropological point of view (García 
Pazos, 2009). The number of parishes is 3.772 (IGE, 2013).

The majority of the land of Galicia (97%) is private property, with a dual structure: 
individual private property and common land tenure (the so-called ‘Monte Veciñal en 
Man Común’, also refered to as MVMC or ‘monte’). MVMCs account for 22% of the 
total surface (673,000ha). Galician MVMCs are unique common property systems, 
different to those in other parts of Europe (Bouhier, 1979; Marey Pérez, Rodríguez 
Vicente, & Crecente Maseda, 2006). Each MVMC is linked to a town or parish, so the 
property rights are attained by fixed residence. There are about 2.800 communities 
with MVMC, with an average size of 237 ha (Balboa López et al., 2012). Typically, 
the management of the MVMC is done by the community (CMVMC), constituted 
as Assembly of Commoners, who elects an Executive Board. This Executive Board 
is responsible for management planning and decisions – which in any case must be 
approved by the assembly (Gómez Vázquez, Álvarez Álvarez, & Marey Pérez, 2009). 
MVMCs have been affected by the transition from the feudal regime to modernity in 
the 19th century in several ways: a) appropriation by new local landlords in what was 
called “amortization” (i.e, change of ownership from nobility or the church to private 
hands); b) misclassification as “public forests” in official records (instead of “private 
communal forests”), thus prejudicing small farmers depending on them for subsistence. 
Top-down afforestation policies, initiated in the beginning of the 20th century, were 
extensively promoted during Franco’s regime (1939-1975). These policies conditioned 
both access to, and multiple use of land. After the dictatorship, nearly 75% of the 
parishes regained ownership over the MVMC’s.

The main governmental planning instruments for rural areas can be divided in three 
different types: land uses planning, land ownership, and rural development. The main 
instrument for land use planning are the General Municipality Plans (Plan Xeral de 
Ordenación Municipal), which are developed at local levels, and oriented to both 
the planning of urban and rural areas. Despite being the planning instrument with 
the higher potential of regulation for the uses of land, only 22% of the municipalities 
are completely adapted to the more recent legislation about land planning (CMATI, 
2014). Also there is a lack in coordination between planning among neighboring 
municipalities, regardless of integrative instruments from upper administration levels, 
like Land Planning Directives (Directrices de Ordenación do Territorio), or Territorial 
Integrated Plans (Plans Territoriais Integrados). Regarding land ownership, one of the 
most relevant instruments in rural areas are Land Consolidation projects (Rafael; 
Crecente Maseda, Álvarez López, & Fra Paleo, 2002; R. Crecente Maseda, Fra Paleo, 
& Álvarez López, 2001) 2002), oriented to solve problem of fragmentation, and in 
some cases the lack of rural infrastructures. Also the Galician Land Bank (Banco de 
Terras de Galicia, BANTEGAL) is a regional government institution oriented towards 
the mobility of land ownership, mainly acting as facilitator for land hiring (Santiago-
Iglesias, 2010). Finally, planning oriented towards rural development was for many 
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instances dependent on LEADER methodology-based initiatives: the LEADER itself, 
but also PRODER and AGADER (Pérez-Fra, López-Iglesias, García-Arias, Sineiro, 
& Lorenzana, 2012; Rodríguez-Couso, Teijido, & Álvarez López, 2006), developed 
respectively from the state and regional administration to support rural development in 
those areas lacking EU financed LEADER projects. Even when not exactly considered 
as formal planning, it is also important to highlight the importance of cooperatives as 
organization entities for farmers and primary sector producers, and their role in the 
development of rural communities (Fandiño, Álvarez López, Ramos, & Marey, 2006).

3.3.2 Methodology
The empirical study underlying this research consisted of a qualitative field study 
(Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). This method was chosen as the proper method to identify 
the actors’ behavior in the decision making processes oriented to spatial planning. 
This study was carried out in Galicia, during September-October 2013. During this 
period ten different examples of community planning practices have been identified 
and were visited (Figure 3.1). These examples were selected through snowball sampling 
(Atkinson & Flint, 2001); several key informants were asked whether they knew 
examples of community or informal planning practices. Later also respondents were 
asked if they knew more projects like theirs and if they could introduce us. After ten 
field visits the level of saturation was reached: key informants and respondents hardly 
came up with unknown projects. Snowball sampling is a research method mostly 
used in qualitative studies to find hidden populations or hard to reach subjects for 
investigation (Atkinson & Flint, 2001). Most community planning practices have not 
been documented well, nor are they widely known by a larger public. They are often 
not represented in governmental documents or policies, do not exist in databases and 
many of them do not have websites or are featured in newspaper articles. They are 
represented informally and through social networks: if you do not have access to them, 
it can be difficult to reach subjects of informal planning practices. In this research, the 
method was also justified by the need to track the network of relationships among the 
actors (e.g. with governments and other projects). All field visits provided insights in 
formal and informal planning practices performed by communities; however, some to 
a larger extend than others. We will discuss the two examples which better exemplify 
the adoption of informal and formal planning practices performed by communities in 
the study area. These two examples, the parishes of Muimenta and Zobra, represent 
most characteristics of what community planning entails and how it interacts with 
aspects of more formal governmental planning. Compared to the other examples, these 
communities established the highest number of finished projects, had a long duration 
and involved varied interests (environmental, social and economic) and stakeholders. 
Due to the long history of planning practices performed by these two communities 
(over 30 years), the interaction with governmental planning practices could be 
identified and traced more elaborately than in the case of short running or unfinished 
projects. Table 3.1 summarizes these characteristics for Muimenta and Zobra.
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Table 3.1 Characteristics of planning practices in Muimenta and Zobra, based on interview results and in 
field observations

Muimenta Zobra
Practices are initiated by inhabitants of the parish 
Muimenta

Practices are initiated by CMVMC of Zobra

Performed planning practices are aimed at medical, 
sports and economical facilities

Performed planning practices are aimed at 
environmental, infrastructural and economic 
development of the parish

Planning practices have a spatial impact Planning practices have a spatial impact
Planning practices do not form part of formal 
planning policies

Planning practices do not form part of formal 
planning policies

First project was established in 1986 First (planning) project was established in 2001 
(CMVMC was founded in 1978)

Initiators of planning practices do not form a formal 
organization

The CMVMC is a formal organization

Initiators established various projects over time Initiators established various projects over time

During the field visits the project locations were visited and 7 semi-structured 
interviews (Weiss, 1995) were held with the initiators of the projects. During these 
interviews questions were asked about the coming into being of the project, incentive 
and process of decision-making/implementation, involved stakeholders, relation with 
formal planning/authorities and their future plans. Next to the interviews, the project 

Figure 3.1 Field visit locations in Galicia (Díaz)
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locations of community planning practices, have been visited with the interviewees 
(Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). These field visits provided more insight in the impact 
(the change of landscape and land use function in relation to the surrounding spatial 
organization of territory) of the community planning practices and proved to be a 
good method to access more detailed information. To gain a better understanding of 
the context of these examples also policy documents, websites and newspaper articles 
have been reviewed and 9 other involved stakeholders (representatives of NGO’s, 
policy-makers at the regional governments) were interviewed. The analysis of the two 
selected examples consists of an interpretive narrative analysis (Yanow, 2000). The 
stories of the initiators of the projects have been interpreted as planning practices, 
reconstructed into narratives and mirrored against other sources of information. In 
the next sections these narratives are discussed topically to provide a complete image 
of the impact of the planning practice and their dialectics.

3.4 Results
The inhabitants of the parishes of Muimenta and Zobra form communities that initiate 
and perform planning practices, to provide services to their community members. The 
community of Muimenta is open and diffuse: they do not have a formal, representative 
body. The interviewed members agreed that all inhabitants of the parish are in principal 
part of the community. Though also inhabitants from other parishes benefit from these 
services and hold interpersonal ties with inhabitants of Muimenta, they are in essence 
not acknowledged as community members. The community of Zobra knows a stricter 
definition. The community is legally represented by the CMVMC, which manages the 
common property of the parish. Officially, only permanent household representatives 
(the head of the family) are member of the CMVMC, and have a right to make 
decisions. In practice, when the interviewees referred to the community of Zobra they 
were speaking about all actively involved inhabitants of the parish, including other 
household-members. In every community there are some key members that form the 
center of ‘the network of interpersonal ties’ and take most responsibility for ‘sociability 
and support’ (Wellman and Leighton 1979). In Muimenta a group of five key members 
initiates most projects. In Zobra the key members occupy important positions within 
the CMVMC.

3.4.1 Muimenta
Muimenta is a small town in the periphery of the municipality of Cospeito, in the 
northern of the province of Lugo. It has 836 inhabitants (IGE, 2013) and is the centre of 
a parish of the same name. Despite its size Muimenta is now a considerable economic 
and social centre, providing employment and a relatively large number of services to 
the greater region (including adjacent municipalities).
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Decision-making at community level
Muimenta has a long tradition in arranging public facilities informally. Since the early 
1980’s the community initiated and built several public projects, like a medical centre, 
a sports park, a recreational area and the restoration of several historical buildings. 
These projects were voluntarily established with the communities’ own resources, on 
their own land and outside the dominion of the municipal administration. One of 
the key initiators, a former primary school teacher, explains the incentive for these 
community initiatives:

“Normally, the municipalities focus on the development of the municipal capital. 
Then the other parishes are more or less left to fend for themselves (dejadas de la 
mano de Dios)… So we had to organize ourselves to have sports activities, medical 
centers, schools, meeting places…”

(retired primary school teacher, Muimenta)

Despite this statement, the people of Muimenta did not organize themselves in a 
formal way. There is no official coordinating committee or legal body representing 
the community. A CMVMC exists, but is considered of little importance by the 
community members since the MVMC-area is small and most decisions are made 
outside the CMVMC-assembly. However, there are many associations that cover the 
various interests within the community (sports, traditional games, entrepreneurs 
and businesses, culture, organization of various festivals) and represent most of the 
community members. When there is a certain need (e.g. for a medical centre) the 
representatives of these associations meet informally and discuss the outcome of the 
debate with the wider community. When there is a broad consensus among the various 
members, all community members are invited to a general meeting. Once decided what 
needs to be done and who will lead the project, community members are personally 
asked to contribute: sometimes financially, sometimes to provide labor or (if a person 
has good contacts there) to contact the administration. But often a general meeting is 
not needed:

“We are not like a big city, we do not need official meetings to organize something, 
but we meet in the bar, on the street or we talk over the phone and we start off…” 

(Associations representative, Muimenta)

Albeit the community does not have statutes or written agreements, there is one 
general unwritten rule: if you are in the organization of an initiative, you cannot have 
political ambitions. All interviewed community members opposed to political-colored 
projects, because strong support from one party could be withdrawn quickly if an 
opposing party gains majority during a subsequent governing period. The community 
prefers to remain independent from political support, even if this means they have 
to rely more on their own resources. The municipality of Cospeito is since the first 
democratic elections governed by a majority of the conservative, centre-right Partido 
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Popular4; a politcal party not known for stimulating bottom-up local initiatives 
(Keating, 2001). Furthermore, the community’s preference for informal decision-
making has a long and deep historical explanation:

“Since always we have had a certain tradition in organizing things without being 
formal, because during the dictatorship [of Franco, author] associations were 
forbidden. […] So, people met for arranging things, but could not do it formally. In 
this village there were also initiatives, people came together to arrange introduction 
of the telephone, electric lights, etc. In rural areas you could not afford to be 
individualistic like nowadays. In the early days the whole community needed to 
collaborate to get things done” 

(Retired primary school teacher, Muimenta)

Building a football field and a medical centre
In the early 1980’s, the community established its first project: a football field at the 
edge of the village. In 1993 this football field was further expanded with stands, a 
tennis court and currently the community is building ‘a casa de deportes’ (canteen). 
To acquire sufficient land and funds, the sports associations held collections amongst 
their members and contacted local businesses for sponsoring. For latest expansion, 
the building of the canteen the municipality of Cospeito contributes 50% of the 
costs. A few years after the football field was built, in 1986, the community was in 
need of medical service. Without it, the inhabitants of Muimenta had to visit either 
the distanced municipal capital (Feira do Monte) or the even more distanced cities 
Lugo or Santiago for medical consultation. Especially the growing number of elderly 
and the lack of public transport increased the need for a local doctor’s facility. The 
municipality appointed a family doctor, but the community had to provide a place 
for consultations. At first they rented a room in an apartment. Later they decided to 
build ‘a casa do medico’ (medical centre) themselves, to avoid perennial rents (Figure 
3.2). For this medical centre every community member was asked to pay, according 
to interviewed community members, a considerable amount of money5. The land was 
already community property (MCMV), but used by individual community members 
as allotment gardens. Though the greater community agreed in building a medical 
centre on this terrain, the individual users of the allotment gardens were more difficult 
to convince. They did not want to give up the land they had been farming for over 15 
years. After some debate the problem was solved with a financial compensation of the 
individual users. All users then agreed to make the terrain available for common use. 
The medical centre occupies only a small part of the total acquired property. Later, 
in 1991, the community built there an exposition hall for cattle markets and local 

4 The Partido Popular (PP) is a conservative and Christian democratic political party, represented at national, regional 
and municiapal level in Spain.

5 Every family within the parish of Muimenta was asked to pay 12.500 ESP in 1986.
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festivals. The remaining part of the property was assigned to the municipality for the 
building of a secondary school.

Interaction with governmental planning practices
During the field visit we asked whether they needed to request (building) permits for 
their projects. One of the community members responded ad rem: “a veces hacemos 
trampa (sometimes we cheat)”. However they did not feel they were doing something 
illegal:

“No, it is a-legal [with irony], that is different from doing something illegal. […] 
For example, when we built the sports canteen, we had to do it a-legal because of 
a defect at the municipality, not because we had a problem. The municipality did 
not catalogue [allocate] these terrains as a sports facility, so we were not allowed to 
build there. [...] Only according to the law we did something illegal, but morally not 
as the terrain was in use as a sports field for more than 35 years" 

(Community member, Muimenta)

Despite some differences in interpretation of formal planning, the community of 
Muimenta does not have conflicts with the municipality or higher level authorities. 

Figure 3.2 medical centre in Muimenta (Meijer)
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The municipality does not object (anymore) to their projects, and pays for electricity 
and heating of the buildings. Sometimes they also subsidize new projects and activities, 
by paying part of the building costs. The reason for this compromising attitude is, 
according to the community, quite simple: Muimenta developed over the years into 
a (economically and socially) resilient town of a considerable electoral interest. Most 
projects have existed for a long time now and have proven to be stable and successful. 
Depopulation is less severe here as in other (surrounding) parishes, as the community 
has been able to maintain employment, public facilities and social housing.

In addition, the community felt that it was better if they planned their local 
environment: “We know the area and the needs of the community; a policy-maker does 
not have this in-depth knowledge and is more inclined to make mistakes”. They name the 
example of a decorative fountain, placed at the centre of the village by the municipality. 
For the placement of the fountain a contracting firm had to cut several monumental 
trees. According to the villagers the responsible civil servant did not take the effort to 
have a look at the place when he decided to place the fountain.

3.4.2 Zobra
Zobra is a parish located at the outer fringes of both the municipality of Lalín and 
the province of Pontevedra. Like Cospeito, Lalín has been perennially governed 
by the Partido Popular since the first elections in 1987.The parish of Zobra has 123 
inhabitants (IGE, 2013). Besides several small settlements Zobra covers an area of 
over 1.400 ha of MCMV. This makes the CMVMC of Zobra one of the larger ‘montes’ 
of Galicia; actually its surface exceeds the territory of some municipalities in Galicia 
(Simón-Fernández & Copena-Rodríguez, 2012). In the past the monte had mainly 
an agricultural function. Small-hold farmers used it to pasture their cattle, for bee-
keeping, mining and wood production. Since 2000 the land use function of the monte 
has changed considerably: a multinational company placed 75 windmills on the 
hilltops. For the placement of the mills the community receives an annual financial 
compensation. The community chose to reinvest this compensation into new projects: 
they opened a community office and employed 8 people to facilitate community needs 
such as forest fire prevention, agricultural machinery and infrastructure maintenance. 
Furthermore they renovated old miners’ houses into touristic accommodation and 
developed several touristic routes (for walking and horse riding). These touristic 
services are developed to generate an extra revenue and employment to facilitate the 
community. Though the community was active for decades, they were able to establish 
the larger projects since the arrival of the windmills in 2000:

“Until 2000 there were not really plans or projects made by the community, because 
there was no money. Since 2000, well, there were some mining houses [...] we 
rehabilitated them and transformed them into 5 apartments for rural tourism” 

(Former secretary of CMVMC do Zobra)
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Defining the property
The placement of the windmills now resulted to be beneficial for the community 
of Zobra. However, the windmills were not placed without struggle. At first the 
community was not in favor of placing them on the monte. Since the end of the Franco 
regime they campaigned to have the monte acknowledged as their common property. 
The boundaries of the MVMC of Zobra were not documented before and were claimed 
by different municipalities, provinces and private owners(La Voz de Galicia, 2004). 
After a verdict of the Galician Higher Court for Justice (Tribunal Superior de Xustiza 
de Galicia) in 1993, the people of Zobra established the first, formalized community 
of montes (CMVMC) in Galicia. The CMVMC is now again the private owner of the 
monte.

Several community members were afraid the windmill park would harm the initiatives 
they developed on the monte after having defended them for several decades. 
Furthermore, the community was familiar with the unsatisfactory negotiation results 
of other CMVMC’s; many of them got a small compensation for leasing land to wind 
farms. Even though there were many concerns among the community members, the 
former secretary of the CMVMC de Zobra explained that rejection of the windmills 
was not an option. The windmill company already received a concession from the 
municipality of Lalín for placing the windmills. If the community would reject to 
cooperate, the land might be expropriated because of a larger public interest: the 
production of sustainable energy. Also in other CMVMC’s threats of expropriation are 
a familiar practice (El País, 2007; La Voz de Galicia, 2001). 

After a two year negotiation process Zobra got one of the better deals for wind energy. 
Still the representatives feel that the compensation they receive is not fair compared 
to the income the company generates, nor to the additional compensation the 
municipality receives: 

“In 2001, when they placed the windmills, we got to know the bad side [of the 
negotiation] as well. The company provided us with a very small amount [of 
money] compared to what the park produces per year; these are African practices”

(Former secretary CMVMC, Zobra)

Nevertheless, the compensation they receive allows the community to act more 
independently; they now have a budget to fulfill the community’s needs and diversify 
their economic resources. Before, they had to consult the municipality for basic 
facilities; which often involved a time-consuming and complicated process. The former 
secretary explains that, when the community asked for electricity and paved roads in 
1975, they were asked to donate 390 ha of MVMC to the municipality in return:

“When democracy came, these practices proved to be anti-constitutional. [...] In 
other villages, none of the neighbors needed to exchange land for roads or electric 
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lights. This was the fundament of the dispute with the municipality. Because all 
the mayors that governed since pretended not to know, not to preoccupy about 
this [that basic public facilities should be provided without returning favors]. They 
always consider us as like the ones of Asterix and Obelix: who needs to be crushed 
and that’s it” 

(Former secretary of CMVMC do Zobra)

According to the secretary (of the CMVMC) the municipality still claims a part of the 
MVMC, as part of the deal they made in 1975. It is one of the many struggles they have 
with the municipality. The  former secretary of Zobra outlines that because of these 
disputes, at a certain moment also permits for regular activities (for wood cutting, etc.) 
were not granted. 

Touristic development and future plans
The rehabilitation of the miners’ houses was less complicated than reclaiming the 
monte. The regional government (Xunta) was at that time (2007) ruled by the socialistic 

Figure 3.3 Touristic infrastructure in Zobra: route map and miners houses, rehabilitated for touristic 
accommodation (Meijer) (Simón-Fernández & Copena-Rodríguez, 2012) 
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parties PSOE and BNG6 and much in favor of stimulating local, community-owned 
initiatives. The Ministry of Rural Affairs provided a subsidy to rebuild the houses for 
touristic purposes and helped out in acquiring building permissions. In the future 
the community would like to expand touristic facilities (Figure 3.3). With the income 
from tourism the community can provide more employment and a larger budget for 
maintenance of roads and forest fire prevention. The chairman of the community 
realizes it is not easy to achieve these goals. He is chairing the community since 
the first collective action in 1975, yet there is no successor. Like in Muimenta, the 
chairman and secretary hope that with preservation of economic activities and basic 
facilities, young people are less prone to leave the community and more willing to take 
on some responsibilities themselves. Moreover, they believe that active participation in 
a community is one of the fundamentsfor democracy: 

“I believe that the communities of mountains are the schools of democracy. […] 
Now, the elections lost their importance, but the CMVCM-elections used to be the 
most important elections, rather than national or regional. […] At the assemblies 
people can say what they want, but in an ordered way. The board has always been 
open to ideas, […] and transparent about their actions. … while in there is much 
corruption in this region”

(chair CMVMC, Zobra)

3.5 Discussion
The above examples illustrate how two communities in Galicia developed initiatives in 
the absence of government-led planning policies. In the next sections we will discuss 
how planning practices in Galicia relate to formal and informal planning studies. 
Subsequently, we will argue how a dialectical approach enables us to understand 
the complexities of planning in Galicia beyond the dichotomy of formality and 
informality. Planning practices in Muimenta and Zobra could be interpreted as a 
failure of formal planning. Several planning scholars specified the purpose of planning 
as ‘the governmental organization and regulation of an (more) equal spatial distribution 
of facilities, nuisance and chances for development’ (Healey, 2006a; Rydin, 2011; 
Selman, 2006). The municipalities of Cospeito and Lalín did not succeed in providing 
facilities or infrastructure for the basic needs of the communities, nor they established 
a strategic vision or land allocation plans to regulate the use of the territory. Focusing 
on this formal perspective however, does not pay sufficient attention to the efforts of 
the community members to improve their living circumstances via planning practices. 
Moreover, both communities felt they did a better job than the municipality could 

6 The PSOE (Partido Socialista Obrero Español) is a social democratic political party, represented at national, regional 
and municiapal level. The BNG (Bloque Nacionalista GalegoI) is a nationalist, left-winged political party, represented 
at regional and municipal level. 
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have done, if they had made plans. They argued that their knowledge of the territory 
and their needs could not have been replaced by the analyses policy makers make at a 
distance. In the case of Zobra one can question whether it is up to the municipality to 
develop extensive plans, since a large part of the territory is property of the community 
and has a public use. Zobra, as well as many other parishes, is the legal owner of the 
territory and has the mandate to utilize it as they decide (Balboa López et al., 2012). Even 
though the classification of the MVMC as municipal property during the dictatorship 
of Franco has been rectified by the regional government, some municipalities still hold 
property claims towards these properties. Not only the community of Zobra has to deal 
with this type of conflict: 10 % of all CMVMC’s are in conflict with authorities about 
ownership and utilization of the monte (Gómez Vázquez et al., 2009).The example of 
Zobra illustrates a divergence between the formation of formal institutions by higher 
level authorities, like property rights, and the implementation of them at a local level. 
In principal, the implementation of formal planning policies relies on a unilateral 
interpretation of formal institutions(Tubío-Sánchez et al., 2012). However, diverging 
viewpoints about what property rights or municipal responsibilities complicate the 
enforcement of formal institutions. These differences in interpretation of formality 
lead to a dialectic of formal and informal coping strategies, enacted by governments 
and communities.

The informal perspective on planning would have emphasized the efforts of the 
communities to improve living circumstances via planning practices. Informal planning 
provides insight in how non-governmental actors shape the spatial organization of 
(their) territory. Both communities did not practice planning like governments would 
have done, but made decisions locally based on unwritten laws and social networks. 
Traditionally, in many (rural) communities decisions were made in this way. In later 
centuries these decision-making structures were (partly) replaced by governments 
(Woods, 2010). Though community decision-making is focused at concrete, short-
term objectives, the communities are aware of the long term implication of their 
practices. According to them their projects have political significance: via self-
organization they challenge the responsibility of the municipalities to provide public 
facilities in peripheral communities as well. In both cases municipalities were not 
supportive towards their initiatives. In Zobra this resulted in ongoing disputes about 
(collective) ownership and undermining of the community’s mandate. In Muimenta, 
conflicts were based on disagreements about the provision of permissions. As in 
many Western countries, in Galicia permits and concessions must be requested for 
new buildings or land use changes. The lack of land allocation plans in Zobra and 
Muimenta enhances clientelistic practices, since approval depends on personal 
judgments of municipal policy-makers or politicians. We agree with Van Assche et al. 
(2012) that not only a lack of formal institutions, but particularly complex planning 
contexts (like clientelism) creates spaces for alternative forms of planning. However, 
if these alternatives are purely informal they will always remain vulnerable: formal 
regulation complicates, but can also strengthen the position of communities. For the 
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community of Zobra formalization of their property rights and support from the 
Xunta secured their position. Most studies about informal planning do not elaborate 
on the possibility of a more harmonious or subtle relation with authorities over time. 
Authors like Roy (2009a, 2009b, 2010), Watson (2007) and Simone (2004), focus on 
insurgence, conflicts, illegal activities and inevitability of informal practices in their 
research. Within the context of their research in the global South (South East Asia and 
Sub-Saharan Africa specifically) this focus is understandable; authorities are distanced 
and their role in the development of community initiatives remains absent or negative. 
Also for the communities of Muimenta and Zobra conflicts were inevitable when they 
started their initiatives as informal planning practices. Nevertheless, over time their 
relationship with authorities and their planning practices became more constructive.

The concept of dialects is essential to understand the complexity of planning 
practices in Galicia: it exposes how formal and informal institutions evolved during 
the establishment of community planning practices. The ongoing dialectic between 
different institutions and practices complicate a clear distinction between formal and 
informal practices. Within the parish of Zobra, one can argue that the CMVMC is 
the formal planning authority: their decisions are embedded in statutes and the legal 
acknowledgment of their property. The same goes for Muimenta: every community 
member is familiar with how decisions related to spatial organization are made: they 
have become institutionalized over time as well. However, legally they are not planning 
authorities. The blurring of formal and informal institutions can be exemplified by 
the use of the expropriation law in Zobra for building a wind park. At the time of 
field work in Galicia. The municipality of Lalín announced that the community of 
Zobra would be expropriated if they did not agree in the building of a wind mill park. 
Though the official argument for expropriation was based on sustainable development, 
it is likely7 that economic benefits for municipalities play as well an important role in 
granting concessions for windmill parks. In this respect, the expropriation law got 
a new meaning: it was used as a power instrument to secure economic benefits for 
the municipality and windmill company. Also in Muimenta governmental planning 
practices were affected by the planning practices at community level. When the 
initiatives of the community of Muimenta proved to be stable and successful overtime, 
it strengthened their position as a negotiation partner towards the municipality of 
the Cospeito. For their later projects they received additional subsidies and the 
municipality now provides activities in buildings the community constructed. Over 
time the planning practices of the municipality changed, providing more support for 
planning practices at a local level.

7 Besides by the two discussed communities, this issue was raised by three other interviewed CMVMC’s, the umbrella 
organization ORGACCMM (A Organización Galega de Comunidades de Montes Veciñais en Man Común) and is 
reflected in newspaper articles (see e.g. El País, 2007). Also during more informal occasions Galician people expressed 
their concerns about the use of the expropriation law
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Planning practices are not only the result of a dialectic between institutions or 
different planning levels, but also of historical events and how they obtained meaning. 
The planning practices of communities and governments are shaped through history, 
they are path dependent. The performance of future planning policies or community 
initiatives will also be shaped according to current dialectics. The planning practices 
of both communities also evolved over time. Both indicated that their projects are 
rooted in experiences during the regime of Franco. During the dictatorship people 
in remote communities were reliant to self-governance for improvement of living 
circumstances. During the final days of this regime, communities obtained possibilities 
to lobby for infrastructure and facilities and/or create these facilities themselves (for a 
detailed analysis see Roseman, 1996). Furthermore, the transition towards democracy 
increased their awareness for regional culture and preservation of local values; like the 
use of the MVMC. The secretary of Zobra argued that communities are the schools 
for democracy: here people learn to be responsible for their community, in economic, 
environmental and social perspective. A historical perspective towards planning 
helps us to understand the mechanisms that shaped planning practices in both Zobra 
and Muimenta. These mechanisms not only involve planning policies developed 
by governments, but also the influence of political networks, adaption capacities of 
communities and ad hoc decision making.

3.6 Conclusion
In Galicia, planning practices performed by rural communities have a long tradition. 
Over decades these activities unlocked a diverse set of endogenous development 
potentials, leading to a more inclusive use of local knowledge, tailor made solutions, 
resilient communities, problem ownership and local capacity building. Planning 
practices performed at a local level have an important role in the functioning and 
development of many (marginal) rural communities. The above discussed examples 
of planning practices in Muimenta and Zobra showed that through locally developed 
initiatives the communities were able to deal with economic and demographic decline 
and improve local living circumstances.

The discussion showed that maintaining the dichotomy between formal and informal 
planning practices is not fruitful to understand the complexity of planning in Galicia. 
Planning in Galicia, and many other regions, is layered: one layer consists of planning 
practices that are performed by governments and another of planning practices 
performed by local communities. Both layers have their own dynamics and in both 
planning is practiced in formal and informal ways. Planning by governments follows 
the rational of procedures, regulations, but also of political ambitions: like clientelism 
and idealism. Compared to governmental planning practices, where objectives and 
instruments have been formalized and defined at length, community planning (due to 
its informal character) takes diverse forms. Community planning practices are based 
on networks of trust, unwritten laws and ad hoc coordination. Planning at community 
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level is a reaction to crises and needs experienced by, with a less dependence on 
administrative hurdles. Nowadays planning at community level still resembles the 
organization of traditional communities, like the CMVMC, that once settled the base 
for organization of agricultural and social activities in rural areas.

Both types of planning practices are not static, but evolve over time. This can be due to 
internal dynamics: overtime communities become more aware of how they would like 
to make decisions and institutionalized these processes. Governments went through 
likewise processes. Changes can also be unlocked by external dynamics (or from the 
other planning ‘layer’): governmental planning practices change when confronted 
with practices performed by communities and vice versa. Planning regulations 
established by governments obtain new meanings when they are implemented. 
During the implementation process policies and regulations are confronted with local 
circumstances or other interests of implementers have (the planning of the windmill 
park in Zobra is an example of the latter). Planning at community level is even more 
fluid, communities are often challenged to find solutions to adjust to (or avoid) 
governmental expectations or demands. Consequently they change their strategies and 
the way they practice planning. The result is an ongoing dialectic between planning 
practices by governments and communities, forming an assemblage of practices that 
shapes the spatial organization of a territory.
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4.1 Introduction
Rural areas all over Europe face a situation of population decline (Hospers, 2013). 
Several studies demonstrate that a long-term population decline creates a variety of 
significant consequences for local governments and local communities. A decrease 
in population numbers entails a lower economic out-turn per inhabitant and lower 
levels of investment (Fjertorp, 2013, p. 28). Labour-related tax revenues tend to 
diminish in these municipalities, while there are limited possibilities to spread the 
costs of pre-schools, schools, and eldercare (Haase, Hospers, Pekelsma, & Rink, 2012, 
p. 12; Hollander, 2011, p. 132). Another clear consequence of shrinking regions is 
that the physical infrastructure becomes excessive. Buildings remain empty and 
business premises are difficult to rent out. Houses and building plots become difficult 
to sell. Schools with inadequate pupil bases may be closed, but the school buildings 
continue to generate costs if they cannot be sold or rented out to some other business. 
Furthermore, the need for education, health care, well-maintained roads and other 
public services continues to exist, though used by a smaller number of people. 

Local communities are directly affected by population decline in the sense that the size 
and the composition of the community are altered. Several studies have emphasised 
that certain groups – singles, young people, women, highly educated, qualified and 

Abstract
The aim of this paper is to critically examine patterns of linking social capital 
that emerge from the interaction between non-governmental and governmental 
planning agents. We address this issue by, first, identifying elements of informality 
in planning practices developed by rural communities facing a long-term 
demographic decline and, second, how these elements of informality are linked to 
formal planning practices at the level of local government. Our paper builds on the 
concept informality to contextualise the shift from formal to informal in planning 
practices, and on theories on linking social capital to highlight the strategies 
rural communities develop to get ahead. We follow a comparative case-study 
design, with in-depth qualitative analysis of informal planning practices in the 
Netherlands and in Sweden. Based on our empirical findings, we distinguish three 
patterns of linking social capital: minimal linking, functional linking and reactive 
linking. In communities where social capital is well developed, municipalities may 
rely on community initiatives. However, informal planning can be problematic 
in communities with low levels of social capital. To prevent planning vacuums 
and large inequalities between localities, we conclude with several options for the 
future of these communities. 
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well-paid individuals – have a higher propensity to move to bigger cities. These 
circumstances – understood as processes of “selective out-migration” (Weck & 
Beißwenger, 2014, p. 4) – change the social capital structure in these localities. 

However, local communities are also indirectly affected by depopulation in the sense 
that local governments often meet depopulation with a change in how welfare services 
such as pre-schools, schools, elder care, public transport and similar are localised. 
Furthermore, devolution of planning tasks - from state levels to local levels - is taking 
place in most European countries. In their turn, local governments cut back services 
they used to deliver, or leave these tasks to citizens. This process is also indicated as 
‘double devolution’ (Davoudi & Madanipour, 2015). Double devolution does not only 
imply a shift from one tier of governance to another, but also a shift from formal to 
more informal planning practices. While higher level governments plan predominately 
in a top-down, formal way; non-governmental actors, like citizens, plan in a more 
spontaneous, ad-hoc, unregulated manner, building on their informal networks and 
everyday interactions (Meijer, Diaz-Varela, & Cardín-Pedrosa, 2015). In depopulating 
areas this process is increased due to financial and organisational challenges of 
population decline. 

Depopulation in rural areas and its consequences for local governments and for local 
communities form the background for our research. Taking out from a comparative 
case study approach, we seek to broaden the understanding for how local governments 
and communities meet with the challenges following from a long term population 
decline. Our comparative case study consists of two rather comparable regions in 
Sweden (Östergötland) and The Netherlands (De Achterhoek), that are affected by 
depopulation. Sweden and The Netherlands are two countries that have long traditions 
in both statutory planning and stakeholder involvement, but also developed diverging 
ways in dealing with community initiatives. Here, we have a particular interest in spatial 
planning practices performed by non-governmental actors (NGA’s). Besides exploring 
how they plan, we will focus our analysis on the ways in which their activities relate 
to and interact with planning practices performed by governments. NGA’s can indeed 
plan for themselves, in informal ways and autonomously from governmental parties. 
Yet, vertical interaction with formal structures and formal planning processes can 
form part of an informal planning strategy, performed by NGA’s (Meijer et al., 2015). 
Community - government interactions can also be understood as an inevitable part of 
the planning process. Much has been written about these interactions (D. E. Booher 
& Innes, 2002; Cornwall, 2008; Eversole, 2012; Gallent, 2013). Nevertheless, planning 
initiated by NGA’s and interactions that result from these bottom-up practices (instead 
of NGA’s being invited to planning arena’s by governments) still is a blind spot in spatial 
planning practice and research (Boonstra, 2016), particularly in rural areas marked by 
population decline (Hospers, 2014).
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Depopulating rural regions form an interesting context for these types of planning 
practices for two reasons.  Firstly, European municipalities experience difficulties 
developing spatial plans for depopulating areas (Syssner & Olausson, 2016). The 
future of these regions is referred to as insecure and problematic, and decision-
making is complicated by considerably higher planning costs (Pallagst et al., 2009). In 
depopulating areas, it is much more costly to maintain an equal proximity to public 
facilities (like schools, health care, and public transport) as in other areas. These 
difficulties can lead to a vacuum in spatial planning for depopulation regions. Less 
income and fewer possibilities for economic and social development result in status 
where less formalised future plans are developed. In this vacuum, some governments 
decide to focus planning on more viable regions, leaving depopulating areas without 
future visions. Other local governments search for alternatives for developing spatial 
plans: they outsource planning tasks via the involvement of other (non-governmental) 
stakeholders (Hospers, 2013).

Secondly, not all citizens living and working in depopulation areas have a desire to out-
migrate.  Some of them experience a strong regional connection and responsibility for 
their local environment (Li et al., in press). Like in other contexts citizens want to have 
an active voice and regain control over decision-making for their local environment 
(Davoudi & Madanipour, 2015). This makes that NGA’s often are eager to take over 
planning tasks and develop initiatives that improve their living circumstances, 
especially in the context of the before-described planning vacuum (Beetz, Huning, & 
Plieninger, 2008; Meijer et al., 2015). 

This paper is based on a comparative case study focusing on the interaction between 
planning practices performed by non-governmental and governmental actors in 
depopulating areas. In the course of our field-studies in Östergötland (Sweden) 
and De Achterhoek (The Netherlands), we observed different types of community 
- government interactions. Taking out from these observations, this paper aims to 
critically examine patterns of linking social capital that emerge from the interaction 
between non-governmental and governmental planning agents.  At a more general 
level, we seek to contribute to a deeper understanding of the formation of linking 
social capital in depopulating areas.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in section two we discuss our 
theoretical points of departure, based on theories on (linking) social capital in 
perspective of a shift in planning practices towards informality. In section three, we 
clarify our methods and the cases under study. In short, the empirical body of the 
paper is based on qualitative field research in two case study regions. We analysed 
planning practices performed by several local communities in two depopulating areas 
in Sweden and The Netherlands: Östergötland and De Achterhoek. The fourth section 
presents the findings of the research. Our observations and analysis of community-
government interactions led to a typology of three interaction types: minimal 
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linking, functional linking and reactive linking. The concept (linking) social capital 
is used to map how planning is practiced by communities, and how they interact 
with governments and vice versa. Finally, in our conclusions we critically reflect on 
community-government interactions and the significance of social capital, based on 
our empirical findings in both regions and the theoretical framework. We conclude 
with some recommendations for localities with low levels of social capital.

4.2 Theoretical and conceptual points of departure
This paper forms part of an overall ambition to understand the interaction between 
governmental and non-governmental planning practices in depopulating areas. In 
this endeavor, we first need to define what is to be understood as planning and the 
shift towards informal planning in this context and to what challenges the interactions 
between the various actors lead. Below, we draw on conceptualisations developed by 
amongst others Van Assche et. al. (2012), Altrock (2012) and Eversole (2012) to define 
this shift and outline the context of our research. 

To examine the various patterns of linking social capital, we however also need a 
theoretical frame that helps us understand the motives for and benefits of using linking 
social capital. Here, this theoretical frame is based on previous writings about social 
capital (Gallent, 2013; Putnam, 2001; Woolcock, 2001).

4.2.1 A shift towards informality in planning 
In this study we define spatial planning as decision-making aiming to coordinate 
different processes of spatial organisation (Van Assche & Verschraegen, 2008). (Spatial) 
planning practices refer to process of making and implementing those decisions. Spatial 
planning theories, to continue, have traditionally focused on the role of governments. 
In recent planning studies, however, there is a shift visible towards planning practices 
initiated from below, by civilians, entrepreneurs and NGO’s (Boonstra & Boelens, 
2011; Van Assche et al., 2012). A significant amount of these studies are performed in 
the absence of formal planning procedures and regulations (Altrock, 2012; Roy, 2009a; 
Watson, 2009). 

The emergent interest in planning performed by others than governmental actors led 
to the introduction of the concept of informality in planning (Briassoulis, 1997; Roy, 
2005). Informality focuses on planning practices that are unregulated, uncontrolled, 
spontaneous planning practices performed by any actor (with a large focus on bottom-
up initiatives), based on personal contacts (social capital) and the (strategic) cultivation 
of actor networks (Meijer et al., 2015). The addition of informality to planning provides 
insight in how NGA’s plan and how that differs from more formalised government-
led planning practices. However, formal and informal planning are seldom practiced 
in isolation. Especially within the context of existing, formalised planning traditions, 
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interaction between NGA’s and governments is inevitable (Nederhand et al., 2016). 
For realisation and exploitation of their projects non-governmental stakeholders 
often need additional subsidies or legal certainty (permissions etc.) provided by 
governments. Governments in their turn are more often approached by civic parties, 
or stimulate community participation for empowerment of local communities, to 
reduce bureaucracy and exchequer costs or to shift responsibilities from governments 
to individuals as part of neo-liberal discourse (Curry, 2012). 

Still, the differences between formality and informality lead to challenges when both 
types of planning practices interfere. Eversole (2012, p. 9) outlines the barriers that 
community members need to overcome when they seek interaction for support and 
resources from governments: 

“Bottom-up change need not – and most typically does not – happen on the 
institutional terrain of the formal institutions of development.  […] At the same 
time bottom-up change still needs formal institutional allies […] to access resources 
that are not available in any other way. It is for this reason that community members 
still regularly journey onto the institutional terrain of government departments and 
development agencies. It is for this reason, also, that community members willingly 
learn their language, participate in their procedures, and acculturate themselves, 
bit by bit, to their institutions. These journeys into foreign institutional terrain are 
difficult but potentially valuable: those who can learn to translate their needs into 
the language of others may find valuable resources and support.” (Emphasis added)

(Eversole, 2012 p.9)

For planning professionals, the increased partaking of communities in planning also 
leads to challenges. Previous studies have pointed out that with an increased interaction 
between formal and informal planning agents, governmental actors “make significant 
changes to their modus operandi” - by devolving authority to local communities and by 
“ ‘nurturing’ communities in a number of respects”(Curry (2012, p. 246). 

However, the inclusion of informal planning agents in formal planning processes takes 
place in a context where these agents have substantially different preconditions in terms 
of power, responsibilities, needs and resources. Both parties have to, increasingly, enter 
‘foreign terrain’ and to develop different ‘modus operandi’. This creates a threshold that 
needs to be overcome by both parties (Curry, 2012; Eversole, 2012). 

Previous research testifies of different strategies developed by both formal and informal 
planning agents to overcome these thresholds. Concepts like ‘invited participatory 
spaces’ or ‘deliberative rituals’ are used to describe situations in which this threshold 
can be resolved (Eversole, 2012; Forester, 1999). Yet, these concepts assume a number 
of preconditions (like ideal speech, authentic dialogue or power-neutral arenas) 
that must be met to level the differences between the stakeholders. In reality, local 
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governments often do not have the capacity to create these ideal circumstances (Curry, 
2012). Both governmental and non-governmental actors often found different ways to 
mediate their differences in practice. 

One concept that could help to understand the efforts made by NGA’s to overcome 
the threshold caused by the above-mentioned differences is ‘linking social capital’. 
Linking social capital, or the formation of vertical ties between non-governmental and 
governmental actors, is derived from the broader concept of social capital ((Gallent, 
2013). In the next section, we will further conceptualise how various actors form ties 
internally and with external organisations. 

4.2.2 Theories on social capital
How communities interact and develop informal and interpersonal ties to act 
collectively has been widely discussed under the umbrella ‘Social Capital’. Here, we 
argue that this literature significantly helps to further understand the motifs for and 
benefits of various forms of interaction between governmental and non-governmental 
actors in depopulating areas.

Though social capital in general refers to informal networks that enable people to act 
collectively, the definitions of social capital are infinite. Theorists like Bourdieu (1986) 
focus on social capital as a resource: it determines the capacities of a community to 
act and mobilise other resources collectively. For others social capital primarily forms 
the fundament of a community and the development of rewarding relations between 
communities and state (Woolcock, 2001). Robert Putnam (2001) defines social capital 
as networks that enable cooperation. According to him, social capital is embodied in 
forms of social organisation such as civic groups and informal community networks. 
However, social capital is not a given. Weisinger and Salipante (2005) define three basic 
ingredients for the production of social capital: opportunity, motivation and ability. 
First, a network of ties is needed that creates opportunity for social capital. Secondly, 
actors must be motivated to use their ties for collective action. And thirdly actors must 
be able to perform activities: without time, resources and knowledge networks have no 
ability to develop social capital. 

The changing composition of the population in depopulating areas affects the 
opportunity, motivation and ability that are needed for the production of social capital. 
Depopulation is sometimes believed to lead to “a loss of social and cultural resources 
at local level” (Hutter & Neumann, 2008), and to make the locality perform less well 
in terms of the availability of ‘abled’ citizens. Localities hit by selective out-migration, 
according to Martinez-Fernandez, Audirac, Fol, and Cunningham-Sabot (2012, p. 213), 
suffer from “a lack of entrepreneurship and low levels of innovation and intellectual 
engagement”. Consequently, the opportunity and ability to develop social capital is 
decreasing in depopulating areas.  In contrast however, some voices argue that if social 
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capital is understood in terms of trust-based “networks of civic engagement” (Putnam, 
2001), small towns and municipalities characterised by “a transparent overview of 
local actors” (Leetmaa, Kriszan, Nuga, & Burdack, 2015, p. 150) can be expected to 
perform well in this sense (Li et al.). Though the number of inhabitants is decreasing in 
depopulating areas, the motivation for collective actions usually is not. 

Social capital is a broad concept that is in generally divided into three forms: bonding, 
bridging and linking social capital. Originally, Putnam (2001) distinguished bonding 
and bridging social capital. Bonding refers to the strengthening of (homogenous) ties 
with likeminded people within a community, whereas bridging refers to the inclusion 
of other, more distanced (heterogeneous) minds. Woolcock (2001) identified a third 
form of ties that can be developed: linking social capital. Linking social capital describes 
the ability of communities to engage vertically with external organisations, either to 
influence policies or to draw upon resources (Woolcock, 2001). Linking social capital 
is different from bonding and bridging social capital as it involves hierarchical relations 
between groups that have different power positions  (Tisenkopfs, Lace, & Mierina, 
2008). Woolcock (2001) explains this process as the effort of already well-connected 
groups to get ahead by seeking access to (sympathetic) key actors at a higher tier that do 
have access to resources and formal decision-making power. The capacity to leverage 
resources, ideas, and information from formal institutions beyond the community is a 
key function of linking social capital. However, ‘unresponsive’ or ‘exploitative’ linking 
can harm community development by blocking off other important possibilities in 
the network (Vervisch, 2011). In literature linking social capital is often described as 
an attribute of local communities: they reach out to higher tiers of e.g. governmental 
stakeholders. Gallent (2013) also pays attention to linking social capital (or ‘reaching 
out’ as he denotes it) out performed by governmental networks, like municipalities, to 
engage with stakeholders at local community level. According to Gallent (2013, p. 378) 
local governments reach out to communities amongst others: “to search for appreciable 
legitimacy of grass-roots support in order to promote (or be seen to promote) 
democracy or advance its own development goals”. Nevertheless, linking social capital 
from a governmental perspective involves finding a careful balance between guarding 
strategic goals that affect the municipality as a whole and the paying in-dept attention 
to local experienced problems. Gallent (2013) concludes that intermediaries, external 
or internal to local government (such as NGO’s or rural development managers), play 
a crucial role in overcoming the divide between communities and local governments. 

Linking social capital is highly related to bonding or bridging social capital (Agger & 
Jensen, 2015). Different proportions of bonding, bridging and linking social capital 
create different outcomes as they complement or conflict each other. Both strong 
internally organised communities and communities with a strong external focus 
establish successful projects. Conversely the lack of both bonding and bridging social 
capital is associated with failure: the absence of realised planning initiatives (Tisenkopfs 
et al., 2008). The proportion of bonding or bridging capital affects the performance of 
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linking social capital. The presence of strong bonding social capital can hamper linking 
to external organisations for support: the internal focus excludes the involvement of 
outsiders, but also make communities self-sufficient. Alternatively, weak bonding 
and strong bridging ties may create opportunities to link to other stakeholders with 
more diverse backgrounds, information, knowledge and resources. Therefore, strong 
bridging capital empowers actors to reach out to other (e.g. governmental) networks.  
However, these efforts are not always appreciated by the inner community and can 
lead to (further) fragmentation of weakly bonded communities (Holman & Rydin, 
2013; Rydin & Pennington, 2000; Tisenkopfs et al., 2008). Nevertheless, in whatever 
proportions social capital occurs Rydin and Pennington (2000) conclude their work 
with stating that social capital is always dynamic: communities (and governments) 
change through time and so do their internal and external relations. 

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 A case study comparison
This paper forms part of a larger, comparative case study focusing on the interaction 
between planning practices performed by non-governmental and governmental 
actors in depopulating areas in Sweden and the Netherlands. The data referred to 
in this paper was gathered in minor villages and settlements in De Achterhoek (the 
Netherlands) between September 2012 and May 2015; and Östergötland (Sweden) 
during September-October 2014. During this period eleven different examples of 
community planning practices were studied (see Figure 4.1, Table 4.2). For our 
analysis we were particularly interested in examples that were located in depopulating 
areas and were: initiated by a collective of non-governmental actors (communities), 
unregulated by formal planning, served a common interest and had a spatial impact/
aimed at changing spatial organisation.

The national and regional contexts in which these planning practices took place  
provide both similarities and differences. Both Sweden and the Netherlands have 
strong planning traditions, where formal procedures and regulations for the spatial 
coordination of (future) land use and distribution of facilities have been developed 
since the beginning of the 20th century. Despite these strong formalised planning 
traditions, local communities in both cases still prove to be able to develop and to a 
large extend implement their own plans. In both cases, they however yet had to deal 
with regulations like land allocations plans, building permits and subsidy schemes 
designed by governments; which increases government-community interactions. In 
terms of geography, De Achterhoek and Östergötland provide some basic similarities; 
they are relatively comparable in size and have equal distances to metropolitan areas. 

Our cases however also exhibit some important dissimilarities. All settlements included 
in our study have undergone a long-term demographic decline. In the Swedish case, this 
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depopulation however takes place in a context of regional growth. In the Netherlands, 
the settlements under study are located to a region exhibiting an overall population 
decline. In terms of population density, the differences between our cases are palpable. 
Sweden has a population density of 21,9 inh./km2 (2016), the Netherlands one of 408. 
The corresponding numbers for Östergötland and De Achterhoek are 41 versus 257 
inh./km2. This implicates that tough population density is far higher in our Dutch 
case, the settlements visited there operate in a regional context that compared to the 
national average is regarded as a “rural”, shrinking and less densely populated. In the 
Swedish case, the conditions are the reverse. 

By adopting a comparative approach and by acknowledging the differences and 
similarities in the two cases, we avoid simplification in our analysis, and reduce the 
risk of both false particularisation (i.e. the belief that all cases are unique) and false 
universalism (i.e. the belief that all cases are similar) (Sartori, 1991). By adopting a 
comparative approach, we also increase the capacity to generate or complement theory 
(Ragin, 1987). Before further describing the methods for data gathering and analysis, 
we will introduce the regional contextual dynamics of our cases below. 

Table 4.1 Regional and municipal statistics De Achterhoek and Östergötland. Based on: (Bureau Economisch 
Onderzoek Gelderland, 2016; CBS, 2015)

De Achterhoek Östergötland
Number of municipalities 8 13
Avg. surface per municipality (km2) 152 812
Inhabitants per municipality 37,212 33,06611

Avg. municipal budget (per citizen in €)  2,510  6,347 
Population density (per km2) 257 41
Projected population change (2010-2040) -8 % + 12 %12

4.3.1.1 Östergötland
As in many other Western-European countries, spatial planning in Sweden was 
established at the beginning of the 20th century. Until the end of WWII, Swedish 
society was predominantly rural in which individual peasants participated in local 
(spatial) decision-making. Together the male peasants within a rural community 
(byalag) discussed the allocation of collective resources and construction works 
like roads or mills (Erixon, 1978). Nowadays this structure of byalag is still visible 
in many villages. The importance of local decision-making led to a great autonomy 

8 The variation between municipalities in Sweden is large. In Östergötland the smallest municipality counts 3400 
inhabitants, while the biggest has 150.000. 

9 Also here the variation is large: the municipalities with larger cities are growing, the other half of the municipalities 
(and all rural areas) shrinks. http://befolkningsprognoser.se/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ForvBefUtvNyaRegioner.
jpg
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for municipalities during the establishment of the modern, democratic state early 20th 
century (Lundström, Fredriksson, & Witzel, 2013). While in other countries spatial 
planning developed into a system consisting of different tiers, with plans made at 
municipal, regional and national level, in Sweden the planning domain was restricted to 
the municipal level. This means that all municipalities hold a monopoly for practicing 
spatial planning, and have the mandate to make their own priorities in the field of 
planning. The monopoly is however limited by national legislation requiring local 
planning to take into account both general, societal interests and individual ones. The 
national planning act also defines some central requirements on the planning process 
and the requirement of public consultation for new spatial developments (Lundström 
et al., 2013). Today, communicative planning is strongly embedded in Swedish spatial 
planning. Consultation of citizens is either, in its most traditional form, organised in 
large public meetings or  in more interactive settings, like workshops, focus groups or 
open house events (Wänström, 2013). 

The settlements and villages under study here are all located in Östergötland, a region 
in the South-Eastern part of Sweden. The region consists of 13 municipalities out of 
which 8 demonstrate a long-term demographic decline (1976 – 2016). Population 
change varies largely over time and at local levels, and as a whole, the region still 
experience population growth. While the city centres of the larger municipalities 
attract new inhabitants and industries, rural areas in growing as well as in shrinking 
municipalities are all depopulating steadily in Östergötland (Statistics Sweden, 2016). 
Though every municipality deals with this phenomenon in different ways, in most 
rural areas a decline of public facilities and economic development is visible. Often 
this is compensated by a centralisation of these functions in central towns. At a local 
level several communities initiated their own public facilities, to fill the vacuum left 
by governments and social and economic developments. Below we will discuss into 
more detail the properties of these planning practices performed by NGA’s; how they 
interact with other stakeholders and what opportunities, threads and expectations are 
related to planning practices performed by NGA’s.

4.3.1.2 De Achterhoek 
Planning in the Netherlands was established as a policy domain around the same 
time as Swedish Planning. Unlike the Swedish planning system, Dutch spatial 
planning developed into a system of different planning tiers: plans are hierarchically 
developed at national, provincial and municipal level. Since a decade, Dutch planning 
undergoes a devolution of planning responsibilities. Municipalities receive more 
responsibilities from higher tiers, but in their turn also outsource tasks to the level 
of citizen participation: the so-called double devolution (Davoudi & Madanipour, 
2015). This development is marked by the King’s speech of 2013, in which the 
‘participatiesamenleving’ was announced: the participatory society, a society in which 
citizens actively take responsibility for social wellbeing and other collective, sometimes 
formerly governmental, tasks. 
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The Dutch part of our study was performed in villages and settlements located to De 
Achterhoek, i.e. a region situated in the Eastern part of the Netherlands. It is a rural 
region, with many villages, hamlets and a few medium-sized cities: Doetinchem and 
Winterswijk. The economy is driven by small (manufacturing) industries, distribution 
services and agriculture. Since a few years the number of inhabitants as well as the 
regional economy, stopped growing. For the coming decades demographic change is 
forecasted: depopulation, ageing and selective outmigration of young people (Provincie 
Gelderland, 2013; Verwest & van Dam, 2010). So in addition to before mentioned 
national tendencies, the situation in this specific region is driven to the extreme because 
of the demographic decline. For local and regional policy-makers it was clear that an 
early recognition of the tendency towards demographic decline was the wisest thing 
to do. As they learned from experiences in other shrinking regions there was no use to 
try to turn this trend. In De Achterhoek, municipalities experiment with outsourcing 
their tasks to local communities. At the same time, communities actively make and 
implement plans to maintain livability via informal decision-making. Community 
members who choose to stay are committed to undertake action for preservation and 
maintenance of facilities in their community (Melis, 2011). 

4.3.2 Data gathering
The data that this paper refers to was gathered through a qualitative field study 
(Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). This method was chosen as the proper method to identify 
the actors’ behavior in the decision making processes oriented to spatial planning. 
In both regions examples of community planning practices have been selected via 
snowball sampling in order to trace hard to reach research populations (Atkinson 
& Flint, 2001). Planning practices performed by NGA’s often have no official status: 
they are initiated by volunteers and mainly represented through informal networks. In 
total five examples in de Achterhoek and six in Östergötland have been visited and the 
main initiators of the performed planning practices were interviewed. During these 
interviews, questions have been asked concerning the incentive for starting the project, 
the process of decision-making, inclusion and exclusion of community members, 
reaching out to other stakeholders (development of linking social capital), ways of 
dealing with formal planning and their experiences with depopulation. In addition, 
the project locations of community planning practices, have been visited with the 
interviewees (Pink & Morgan, 2013; Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). These field visits 
provided more insight in the impact of the community planning practices (the change 
of landscape and land use function in relation to the surrounding spatial organisation 
of territory) and proved to be a good method to access more detailed information. In 
table 4.2 all visited initiatives and their planning activities are summarised. 

Furthermore, via interviews with the initiators, other involved stakeholders have been 
mapped. These stakeholders include municipalities, NGO’s and funding organisations 
like LEADER: the EU fund for rural development. Representatives of these stakeholder 
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Sweden

�eld visit location 
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municipal bounderies
main infrastructure
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Legend:

The Netherlands

Östergötland

De Achterhoek

organisations have been interviewed to gain an insight in the interaction between 
governmental and non-governmental planning practices.  In total eight additional 
semi-structured interviews were held in De Achterhoek, and ten in Östergötland. 
The additional interviews with municipalities, NGO’s and other organisations were 
aimed at mapping the general attitude of governments towards community initiatives, 

Figure 4.1 map of the visited community initiatives in study regions De Achterhoek and Östergötland 
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formal planning regulations concerned with community interactions (and how 
they were put into practice), facilitation of community initiatives, support schemes 
and how depopulation influenced policy-making. Taken together, 29 organisations 
(community initiatives, municipalities and other stakeholder organisations) have been 
interviewed in both countries. Next to the interviews also policy documents, websites 
and newspaper articles have been reviewed.

All data gathered in the two case regions was analysed following Yanow’s Interpretive 
(Policy) Analysis (Yanow, 2000, 2013). First, a qualitative content analysis was 
conducted in which recurring concepts, ideas and opinions about informal planning 
practices and interactions with other actors were identified in both case study regions. 
Based on this first inductive analysis the found practices have been analysed with the 
ambition to identify patterns of linking social capital that emerge from the interaction 
between non-governmental and governmental planning agents.

Table 4.2 Location and planning activities of visited community initiatives in Östergötland and De Achterhoek

Name organisation Place Planning activities
SWEDEN (ÖSTERGÖTLAND)
Grytgöl IK Grytgöl Football field/ sports accommodation

Community centre
Playground
Outdoor hockey rink
Library/ cultural centre
Hostel

Godegård Byalag Godegård Midget golf
Community centre/ library
Plans to reinstall train platform

Waldemarsvik IF Valdemarsvik Indoor ice hockey rink
Bestorp Byalag Bestorp Swimming site (open water)

Heritage/narrative route
Car sharing
Prevent  school closure

Kuddby IK Kuddby Sports accommodation/ indoor football hall
Tjällmo Byalag
Tjällmo Hembygdsförening

Tjällmo Community centre
Recreation route
Local heritage museum

THE NETHERLANDS (DE ACHTERHOEK)
Beltrums Belang Winterswijk Village plan 

Community centre/ library
‘t Haarhoes Noordijk Community centre/ library

Indoor sports accommodation
Village plan

BS22 Groenlo Support other citizen initiatives (non-governmental 
network organisation)

DAR Rietmolen Rietmolen Indoor and outdoor sports accommodation
Community centre/ library

Brede Maatschappelijke 
voorziening Mariënvelde

Mariënvelde Multi-functional care accommodation 
Indoor sports accommodation
Community centre
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4.4 Results
Our examination led to a division into three main categories of linking social capital. 
These categories are based on the intensity of interactions and varying intentions to 
demand or deliver support. These variations depend on the extent into which NGA’s 
developed informal planning practices autonomously, their relation to the formal 
planning domain and the capacity and willingness from local governments to stimulated 
community initiatives.  In the coming sections, the observed categories of linking 
social capital are discussed under the headers minimal linking, functional linking 
and reactive linking (see figure 4.2 for an overview of our three categories). In short, 
minimal linking entails minimal interaction between NGA’s and local governments. 
NGA’s perform their initiatives rather autonomously while local governments 
strategically focus on the development of urban areas, instead of hard to reach 
depopulating rural areas. Functional linking is performed when NGA’s have specific 
needs that demand support from local governments: an extra financial contribution 
or assistance in dealing with formal planning constraints. Local governments facilitate 
these requests. In the case of reactive linking, local governments act in a pro-active 
way: they design policies outsource specific tasks towards NGA’s. NGA’s in their turn, 
can use these opportunities to incorporate these tasks into their own project agenda. 
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As social capital is a dynamic concept (Rydin & Pennington, 2000), it should be stressed 
that these categories are ideal typical representations and thus neither exclusive nor 
permanent. An overflow from one type to another is possible. After a period of minimal 

Figure 4.2 three types of linking social capital and the roles of (non)-governmental agents
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linking a demand for more support can arise from NGA’s, due to changing contexts or the 
out-migration of capable community members. Especially in small rural communities 
out or in-migration can have significant impact on sources of social capital and the 
possibilities to develop community initiatives  (Tisenkopfs et al., 2008). In section 4.4.4 
we will further discuss what the dynamics of linking social capital involve, after we have 
exemplified the three categories of linking social capital in the coming sections. 

4.4.1 Minimal linking 
The first interaction type we observed covers all cases of minimal vertical integration. 
Within this first type, both community and government remain rather autonomous. 
There is little interaction between the municipality and local community: communities 
develop initiatives independently or even take over formerly governmental tasks, but 
do not express any urge to demand support from governments. Most village boards 
exist for a long time and developed strong internal ties over time. In peripheral, long-
term depopulating areas, communities often have a tradition of taking care of their own 
needs and of developing initiatives without governmental intervention. Therefore, in 
such areas ,most NGA’s in first place develop their projects rather autonomously. Some 
of them remain largely independent from governmental resources. 

Remarkably, sports associations often form the basis for autonomous community 
initiatives that practice minimal linking strategies. In Grytgöl (Sweden), Grytgöl IK 
(idrottsklubb or sports club) is the central organisation, incorporating the function of 
byalag as well. Since the 1940’s Grytgöl IK runs a soccer accommodation, which over 
the years has expanded to a multi-purpose terrain and led to the development of other 
(non-sports related) activities. Elsewhere in Östergötland,  the communities of Kuddby 
and Valdemarsvik have developed respectively a sports accommodation (including 
a self-built indoor soccer hall) and indoor ice-hockey hall. In De Achterhoek , in 
Rietmolen, Beltrum and Mariënvelde, sports associations are important partners for the 
village board and form an important resource for volunteers. These sports associations 
have a very strong local representation: almost every household in the neighborhood 
is a member and for newcomers, membership is one of the easiest ways to gain access 
to a local community. In the village Rietmolen several associations put their heads 
together and realised a sports accommodation at the edge of the village. Now this sports 
accommodation also hosts a community centre and a library. A community member 
explains how these associations form large resources of social capital:

“Together we know everyone in the village. And if something is the matter, it is 
a matter that affects all of us. People in nearby cities know our story, but do not 
understand how we can gather so many volunteers. […]Everything here is done by 
volunteers. To run the sports canteen we have a yearly pool of 140 volunteers. Here 
we can get it done, because it is experienced as gezellig (enjoyable/entertaining)”.

(Community member of Rietmolen, NL)
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Sports clubs and other associations facilitate autonomous and informal decision-
making: they provide an institutionalised basis for networks of trust, shared interests 
and norms and values. Therefore sports associations form a platform for both bonding 
and bridging social capital (Agger & Jensen, 2015). Then again, not being a member 
excludes neighbors from the local community.  

In Tjällmo (Östergötland) the association for local history (hembygdsförening) does a 
lot of work. They restore and maintain several historical buildings voluntarily, projects 
that never belonged to the formal domain in the municipality of Linköping. Though 
their contribution is generally received positively by the wider community, some 
rather had these initiatives conducted by other formal organisations. The owner of 
an inn in Tjällmo explains why she finds it difficult to depend as an entrepreneur on 
touristic attractions provided by volunteers, based on informal arrangements:

“My worries is always the continuity [of the maintenance of  the historical buildings], 
‘cause you’re so dependent on that there are volunteers […] But what happens when 
these people disappear or when they get too old to do it. That’s the worry, cause it’s 
also a risk for me: that I sell something that is not done by the community. To be 
dependent on that is a little shaky [laughs]. It would have been easier if it was the 
municipality owning it and was in charge of the upkeeping. Then I would be feeling 
a little bit more save you know.” 

(Owner of Tjällmo Gästgifvaregård (inn) in Tjällmo, SE)

This experience is amplified by the strong internal focus of the hembygdsförening and 
byalag, consisting of a retired group of life-long inhabitants of Tjällmo. Though they 
claim their meetings are open to all neighbors, hardly any other community member 
makes use of this possibility. The homogenous nature of these two (intertwined) 
organisations on the one hand provides strong bonding capital and explains the 
success of their projects. However, unintentionally their formalised decision-making 
structure and internal focus excludes other community members to participate in 
their practices. Another problem is that contacts with the municipality and NGO’s 
are channeled through the byalag. Poor bridging and linking capacities prevent an 
effective representation of overall needs and experienced problems at municipal level. 

Autonomous communities that demand little support from governments are not 
only the result of their own internal focus. Minimal interaction is stimulated by local 
governments that have withdrawn themselves from rural areas and focus on the 
development of larger cities within their boundaries. This policy-making strategy is 
mainly observed in Sweden, where rural areas are vast and sparsely populated. Also, 
municipalities are much larger in surface (see table 1), while the number of planning 
tasks is extensive. Finspång (Östergötland) is such a rural, peripheral municipality. In 
this municipality, all larger facilities (sports, swimming pools, secondary schools) are 
concentrated in the city Finspång, which is now slowly growing again. An additional 
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network of public transport discloses these facilities for the other villages. Two policy-
makers from Finspång motivate their centralisation policy:

“It is a strategical decision to concentrate investment in the [central] city of 
Finspång. Here there are possibilities  for growth;  you cannot spend a lot of money 
where people don’t want to live.”
“So maybe people in small places have to be more active, take more responsibility for 
both economics and facilities; if that is how these place should survive…” Another 
policy-maker adds: “and I guess they can do cheaper then we can…” 

(Policy-makers of Finspång, SE)

The village Grytgöl is part of the municipality of Finspång. Though they have a 
committee that keeps contact with the municipality, most projects are realised 
independent from municipal policies:

“We have made every issue, every question and every activity a responsibility of 
the club [Grytgöl IK], so it is some kind of mini-municipality. Concerning the 
municipality of Finspång, I think they like us, because they always said that nothing 
is impossible in Grytgöl: they can take care of everything. Some other villages might 
be a little bit irritated, so to say. Perhaps they think we are doing too much. But if we 
don’t do all things, no one else will do it for us.” 

(Board member of Grytgöl IK, SE)

Though internally strong connected communities are often praised, Granovetter (1973) 
merits the ‘strength of weak ties’. According to him weak ties provide opportunity to 
vertically engage with other organisations. As can be observed in the above examples, 
especially in the case of strong bonding social capital communities find it difficult or 
unnecessary to apply for support outside of their local community. The communities 
of Grytgöl and Tjällmo have such an inward focus. The danger of an autonomous, 
inward focused community is that the needs of different minded or social weak are not 
represented in the community initiatives. As communication is often channeled through 
one or two contact persons, these needs are also not represented at municipal level. 
Another danger is that individual (vertically) strong connected and powerful community 
members are confirmed in their power positions. More loosely connected communities 
are more flexible and opportunistic in linking to governmental organisations, resulting 
in rewarding and functional interactions and more diverse initiatives. 

To conclude this section, it is important to note that the observed linking is minimal 
and not absent, in the sense that general regulations still apply and provide some 
necessity for vertical interaction.  A journey towards the municipal office is inevitable, 
when it comes to applying for exemption (from the land allocation plan). Also, do 
most (Swedish and Dutch) communities with a village board receive a basic financial 
contribution from the municipality. 
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4.4.2 Functional linking
In most cases, communities still need support from external governmental 
organisations. Even in cases where the incentives for developing an initiative belong to 
the community, communities may realise that they still need functional (or pragmatic) 
support for realisation of their ideas. This support can be financial, but also concerning 
formal planning procedures or even for mediation. To access support individual 
community members often use their personal connections within governmental 
organisations. They use their linking capacity to contact the civil servants or politicians 
they already know or had good experiences with before. Here, we interpret this as a 
functional linking of planning practices. 

More than in Sweden, Dutch communities experience formal planning procedures 
as constraints. In Sweden, only national legislation applies to rural areas, additional 
land allocation plans are solely made for larger built up areas. In the Netherlands, land 
allocation plans cover the total surface of a municipality. For new community projects, 
the land allocation plan often needs to be adjusted by the municipal board. Preparing 
an application to make these changes demands in-depth knowledge about formal 
spatial planning.  Therefore, Dutch NGA’s often develop linking social capital in an 
early stage of their projects, to avoid unexpected problems concerning formal planning 
constraints. A member of the village board (raad van overleg) in Beltrum, a village in 
De Achterhoek, explains what he expects from reaching out to local government:

“We expect from the municipality as a partner, to inform us about the possibilities 
concerning planning procedures, and to explore other ways to still realise our 
initiative. […] We tackled a lot of issues as soon as we heard the municipality was 
renewing the land allocation plan; we requested an enlargement of the building 
zone and the possibility to accommodate offices” 

(Village board member Beltrum, NL)

Nevertheless, communities often find it difficult to find a ‘listening ear’ at municipal 
level for their requests. In general, it takes time to realise a more productive relationship. 
This does not only depend on formal opportunities created within the bureaucracies of 
municipalities: subsidy schemes or the formation of rural development offices. Mostly 
it is the establishment of informal relationships that makes the difference: a fixed 
contact person that can be approached easily and is willing to provide access to other 
sources of expertise and funding. A board member from Godegård (Östergötland) 
highlights the importance of such connections: 

“… we always have to nag about support we want for our community. There really 
needs to be worked on the communication with the local groups and within the 
municipality. But there are small changes; recently we received a new Business 
Development Officer, he is from the municipality and has a good contact with us 
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[…] he can’t change everything immediately, but he understands our situation very 
well.” 

(Byalag member from Godegård, SE)

The quality and necessity of communities reaching out to municipalities and vice versa, 
depends on opportunity, motivation and capacity of all involved parties. About half of 
the municipalities within the study regions appointed a specific officer to facilitate 
these interactions: a rural development manager. Nevertheless, these interactions are 
predominantly demand driven and limited to the functional needs of communities, 
and do not involve a policy scheme. In both Östergötland and De Achterhoek 
functional linking prevails as an interaction type. 

One significant example of functional linking is found in Linköping (Östergötland), 
where the municipality opened a formal unit (landsbygdsgruppen) that deals 
with rural development and citizen involvement. The rural development officer 
(landbygdsmentorn) holds contact with all byalagets in the rural areas. For her the 
byalag is an essential hub for effective development of linking social capital:

“First of all it is important to find out who wants it […] We don’t want it to be a 
private person, but an organisation that represents the village. But still, it can be 
really tricky: is it a strong byalag that wants this and maybe no-one else in the 
village…” 

(Rural development officer of Linköping, SE)

The rural development officer of Linköping emphasises that local initiatives are very 
important for the municipality, but it is impossible for the municipality to maintain 
all facilities in the countryside. In the long run, choices have to be made between 
maintaining the school or the football club, even if every community wants to keep 
them both. 

“I think that is the kind of choices that the municipality makes. We have to take 
an overall economic responsibility, and we expect that from the community to 
some extend as well. Otherwise it is very easy for people living in one area to want 
something, if they don’t have to make an effort. If we support an initiative, we want 
an effort from them as well. And that does not have to be money, not at all [and 
refers to an example where citizens collected signatures in favor of their own zip 
code area].” 

(Rural development officer of Linköping, SE)

The counter side of a demand-drive functional approach is that not all communities 
receive equal support. Keeping in touch with less active village boards or communities 
without a formal organisation demands a lot of effort, while most municipalities only 
have the capacity to support pro-active communities. Stimulating linking social capital 
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within initiative poor communities is problematic: ‘we cannot keep on pulling a dead 
horse’ a Dutch municipal rural development officer remarks. For the time being, 
most effort is invested in communities with advanced initiatives and that are formally 
organised as a village board. 

4.4.3 Reactive linking
In some cases, the interaction exceeds the basic needs or demands from communities. 
In De Achterhoek we found some cases wherein governments proactively approach 
communities and stimulate them to take over specific tasks. Doing so, they designed 
policy schemes with desired outcomes and preconditions for receiving support. Though 
communities still are free to choose if they want to join, community initiatives have 
now become part of a local government policy as well. Instead of passive outsourcing, 
like in the first two cases, governmental tasks are actively outsourced to local 
communities. These actions change, in a more profound way, the role of government 
and communities and how they interact with each other. Here, we interpret this linking 
as reactive, i.e. a more persistent linking. 

Dutch governments have already a long experience with involving non-governmental 
stakeholders in their policy-making (like public private partnerships) (Louw, Krabben, 
& Priemus, 2003). Therefore allocating citizen initiatives in municipal policy-
making is not as groundbreaking as in Sweden. Berkelland is one of the progressive 
municipalities in this respect. After the municipal elections in 2011 the municipal 
board started a radical policy change, aimed at modernisation of the old ‘noaberschap’  
tradition. In a news article the alderman responsible for this policy change clarifies the 
outline of his policy change (Muskee, 2011): 

“In the past the municipality financed everything, but costs increased every year. 
[…]  ‘Noaberschap’ was already present, but now it will take a new dimension, 
because we have run out of budget. Moreover, people want to take responsibility 
and shape their living environment themselves.” 

(Alderman of Berkelland, NL)

In practice, this policy change means that the public funding of facilities is replaced 
with a subsidy request system: a community can now request a subsidy to take 
over the local library. They ought to arrange a location and staff themselves. In line 
with the earlier described paradigm-shifts at national level, other municipalities in 
De Achterhoek followed Berkellands policy change and reach out to communities 
proactively. However most of them do this in a less radical manner. They did not make 
policy arrangements to take over specific tasks. Nevertheless, all municipalities invite 
citizens to file applications for citizen initiatives and set up web portals or forms for this 
purpose. The province Gelderland has set up a similar subsidy system. A legal entity, 
like a village board, is in general a necessity for larger subsidy requests (over € 5000). 
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The founders of BS22, an initiative in Groenlo that functions as a workshop for other 
citizens to realise together their ideas for ‘a better and more beautiful community’, 
explain what this threshold to formalise themselves meant for them:

“We never wanted to formalise our organisation, we felt better to remain an informal 
and a fluid hub for initiatives. At a certain moment we applied for a subsidy for 
citizen initiatives. As citizens with an initiative, we thought this would be a perfect 
opportunity for us to start a project. However, it appeared to be impossible, without 
setting up a foundation. It was the blackest day of our history as an initiative” 

(Board member BS22, NL)

Now, being a foundation proves to have other advantages for BS22, as well. Their work 
largely overlaps with the common goals the municipality aspires for social welfare. 
Currently, the foundation receives a compensation for the hours volunteers invested 
in realizing these goals. It also means that the work of this citizen initiative and the 
municipality becomes more intertwined.

As argued above, these reactive interactions fundamentally change the role of 
government and community and how they interact with each other. Though the 
interaction has become more structured towards formal governmental planning 
practices, communities still have the agency to shape initiatives to their insights and 
needs. They use the provided financial compensation to co-develop other desired 
initiatives (a library that can also function as meeting place for instance). The 
phenomenon of reactive interaction is further exemplified in another study by van 
Dam, Duineveld, and During (2015) that elaborates on government-shaped citizen 
initiatives in the Netherlands.

4.4.4 The dynamics of linking social capital
As stated in the introduction of this section, above mentioned categories of linking 
social capital are not exclusive, nor permanent. Not only is an overflow from one type 
to another is possible, NGA’s often develop more than one project (see table 2), and 
are likely develop diverse strategies for different projects. Where some projects can be 
realised with minimal support from municipalities, another project might involve an 
intensive interaction between municipalities and communities. It is also possible that 
strategies are interpreted differently by involved stakeholders. Sometimes intentions 
for the formation of linking social capital are ambiguous or differ among involved 
stakeholders. A reactive strategy from governments can result in functional linking 
experienced by NGA’s: they take out from the policy scheme what is useful for them. 
Otherwise, demands from NGA’s are not always met by municipalities when politicians 
and policy-makers continue a minimal linking strategy. In those cases, developing 
linking social capital demands a lot of capacity from NGA’s, while little opportunity 
is provided to employ linking social capital. Especially less active and organised 
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communities are at risk to be excluded from support for community initiatives, when 
only minimal support is provided by local governments. These communities are also 
at risk when local governments follow a more reactive strategy: outsourced planning 
tasks are generally taken over by already active communities with a strong network of 
ties. As we argued in section 3.2, rural development officers in their turn experience 
difficulties to reach out to these communities as well. 

4.5 Conclusion
This paper set out to critically examine the patterns of linking social capital that 
emerge from the interaction between non-governmental and governmental planning 
agents. Based on our observations, we can conclude that NGA’s in both Sweden and the 
Netherlands actively undertake initiatives to consolidate their village live: they build 
meeting places or take over governmental tasks. The experienced effects of population 
decline form the background for undertaking collective action. Though the nature of 
the initiatives is rather similar in both cases, there are variations visible in how NGA’s 
and governmental organisations interact. The performance of linking social capital 
can take different forms and is not always experienced as necessity. On the other hand, 
pro-active linking can provide an added value for all involved stakeholders. 

Our examination of the demand for support from NGA’s and attitude of local 
governments towards community initiatives resulted in a division of linking social 
capital into three categories:  minimal linking, functional linking and reactive linking. 
Our identification of different intensities and aims for linking social capital provides 
a more detailed understanding of the variations in which linking social capital is 
practiced. This understanding is important as linking social capital is increasingly part 
of development strategies for (depopulating) rural regions, performed by NGA’s and 
encouraged by higher level governments. 

Based our observations and with reference to the categorisation offered above, we 
conclude with three major remarks. First, our typology demonstrates that communities 
develop diverse adaptive strategies to achieve their goals. In the context of a shift towards 
more informal planning practices, bonding, bridging and linking social capital seem 
to play an increasingly important role. For the formal planning system this implies 
that, at least in communities where social capital is well-developed, municipalities may 
rely on community initiatives and the informal planning practices to replace formal 
planning tasks. In the light of such a development, further studies will however be 
needed to elucidate how internal power structures within communities and villages 
both effect and are affected by a shift towards informality in planning. Who are the 
informal planning agents? How do they gain legitimacy, and what informal power 
structures do they operate in? And even more urgent; who are not regarded legitimate 
informal planning agents, and who are excluded from informal power structures in 
villages and communities? 
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Second, it should be stressed that linking social capital not only is an attribute of 
communities. If productive interactions are to be established, governmental actors 
also need to be equipped with the opportunity, motivation and ability to partake. Here, 
our study suggests that for local governments, one way of creating these opportunities 
is the appointment of rural development officers. Particularly, these officials could be 
equipped to build ties with local communities and support NGA’s in their planning 
ambitions. Yet, future research would need to examine more closely the links between 
a consistent formal rural development policy on the one hand, and the emergence of 
community initiatives on the other hand.

Third, we can conclude that social capital internal to the communities is of importance 
for what linking patterns they develop. This implies that the social capital provided 
through the linking of informal and formal planning may be unequally distributed 
between communities. In the long run this may foster an inefficient and discriminatory 
spatial distribution of public services. It may also lead to a lack of formal-informal 
planning opportunities in settlements already weak on social capital. For the formal 
planning system, this calls for further strategies on how to increase the capability and 
motivation for the linking of social capital – among formal and informal planning 
agents alike. Our observations indicate that this could be obtained through training 
and via frontline workers, like rural development officers referred to above. Here, 
further studies will be needed to explore how a planning system increasingly based 
on informality and community initiatives affect social and spatial cohesion. How 
are resources distributed between localities with low or high levels of social capital 
respectively, and how can we understand these processes of distribution more in detail? 

In conclusion, our paper has shown that non-governmental actors, like communities, 
successfully develop and demand support to realise planning initiatives. In this way, 
they prevent a planning vacuum that is likely to arise in depopulating areas. However, 
not all communities are able to do so. Communities with low levels of social capital are 
at risk of becoming underdeveloped, especially if local governments continue actively 
or passively outsourcing planning tasks. It remains to be seen if and how the long 
term effects of increased devolution and population change can be mitigated in such 
localities. 
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5.1 Introduction
A general paradigm shift is visible in spatial planning in the Netherlands. The formal 
planning task of governments is subjected to devolution and since the global financial 
crises to austerity measures as well. Not only did these developments lead to the 
decentralization of planning tasks to lower level governments, also local communities 
are increasingly ’invited’ to take responsibility for providing public facilities and 
services (Nederhand et al., 2016). In the Netherlands this transition is accompanied by 
the terms ‘participatory society’ and ‘do-democracy’ (van Dam et al., 2015). In other 
countries terms like ‘big society’ and ‘DIY-urbanism’ gain influence (Deas & Doyle, 
2013; Finn, 2014; Gallent, 2013). This transition does not only involve a reallocation 
of tasks, but also a transition in responsibilities and a redistribution of planning roles. 

Meanwhile citizens are becoming more and more active and develop planning 
initiatives themselves. This movement is not only due to recent retreating governments 
and promotion of citizen initiatives, but seems to be part of a long-lasting trend 
(Davoudi & Madanipour, 2015; Healey, 2008). Already since the 1960’s many citizen 
initiatives can be found of citizens developing an active and more critical stance 
towards formal planning policies and getting involved in planning processes. While 
the first generations of active citizenship were concerned with consultation and 
participation, the latest generation concerns self-organization, whereby collectives 

Abstract
As in other European countries, the formal planning task of Dutch governments is 
subjected to devolution and austerity measures. Not only did these developments 
lead to outsourcing planning tasks to lower level governments, also citizens are 
increasingly ’invited’ to take responsibility for providing public facilities and services. 
In De Achterhoek, a Dutch region, these shifts are amplified due to population change 
and traditional active citizenship, and led to institutional change. Since a decade 
local governments stimulate citizen initiatives, under the umbrella of participatory 
governance. This process of institutional change did not alter formal institutions, but 
was the result of an informal and dialectic process between local governments and 
citizen organizations. In this paper we will demonstrate the process of change and 
how it affected planning practices in De Achterhoek, building on theories of informal 
institutional change and its driving forces. The empirical part of this paper draws on 
the results of three focus group meetings, in which a diverse set of local stakeholders 
discussed the effects of change they observed and how it shaped planning practices. 
In the final section we reflect on the degree of institutionalization, by examining the 
robustness and resilience of the observed change.
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of citizens develop and implement their own initiatives (Boonstra, 2016). Examples 
of self-organization and citizen initiatives are visible in a wide variety of contexts. 
This study builds on insights provided by Boonstra (2016) about self-organization 
in spatial planning. Where Boonstra focuses on the emergence and development of 
civic initiatives, we continue by analysing the interplay between governmental and 
civic stakeholders that result from the emergence of citizen initiatives. We study this 
interplay from the perspective of institutional change, in combination with empirical 
research in De Achterhoek (The Netherlands).  By doing this we want to ‘measure’ the 
degree of institutional change with regard to self-organization and citizen initiatives. 
As the main research question we ask ourselves to what extent this new approach in 
spatial planning has become institutionalised, be it in a formal or an informal way.

The empirical research presented in this paper has been part of a larger research 
project, focused at mapping the interplay between informal, community-led and 
formal, government-led planning practices in diverse institutional settings. This 
research was performed in three European depopulating regions (Spain, Sweden 
and The Netherlands) that served as case study areas. Of those regions, especially in 
The Netherlands government-society interactions are deeply rooted in the planning 
tradition. Moreover, we argue that in De Achterhoek region – one of the ‘shrinking 
regions’ in the Netherlands - the paradigm shift towards devolution and self-
organisation is amplified, due to population decline. This development had serious 
implications for spatial policy development and the implementation of them. A 
number of municipalities chose to directly involve citizens in plan making and to 
stimulate them to develop initiatives to maintain local public facilities. In their turn, 
citizens in this region have a long tradition in self-organisation and volunteering. 
Probably more than in other (shrinking) regions, governmental planning efforts and 
those of citizens have become increasingly intertwined and led to major changes in 
the institutional setting. These changes did not go unheeded: the Dutch national 
government recently declared the performance of citizen initiatives in De Achterhoek 
a prototype for innovative local governance in the Netherlands (Ruimtevolk, 2015). 

Institutional changes often are characterised by changes of formal institutions: laws 
and regulations are changed by higher-level authorities and lead to changes elsewhere 
in the planning landscape (Buitelaar, Galle, & Sorel, 2011; Tubío-Sánchez et al., 2012). 
In De Achterhoek a different process is going on. Regulations were not adjusted 
and there was no (formal) intervention of higher level planning authorities. Most 
of the citizen initiatives still fit within the formal planning system and make use of 
the discretion offered by that system. The attitude of governments and communities 
towards informal, bottom-up, planning practices however did change. Nowadays 
this change is carried and performed by both governmental and non-governmental 
stakeholders. In this article we analyse how this change came into being and what the 
effects are of this change in De Achterhoek region. Doing so, we will provide more 
insight in the processes of informal institutional change in De Achterhoek region. 
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Referring to our main research question, we aim for three objectives. First, we analyse 
the institutional change that took place in De Achterhoek and led to an increase of 
citizen initiatives. Second, we examine the driving forces of the informal institutional 
change that took place in De Achterhoek region? And third, we focus on the results 
of this change, by questioning how informal institutional changes affected planning 
practices and thus became ‘institutionalised’ in De Achterhoek region? With the latter 
we aim to find out how such new planning practices based on citizen initiatives gain 
robustness and resilience.

The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows: first we will outline the context 
and content of citizen initiatives in De Achterhoek (section 2). Then we lay out the 
theoretical dimensions of the research, drawing on theories concerning informality in 
planning, informal institutional change and the driving forces of institutional change 
(section 3). Section 4 presents the findings of the research, focusing on the three key 
themes that are raised in our research questions. Section 5 concludes with verifying the 
robustness and resilience of this change. Doing so, we ask ourselves two questions in 
this final section: 1) Has this informal institutional change become routine behaviour 
(indicating a ‘high degree’ of institutionalisation)?, and 2) Has stabilisation of this 
institutional change occurred?

5.2 Citizen Initiatives in De Achterhoek
De Achterhoek region is situated in the Eastern part of the Netherlands. It is a 
rural region, with many villages, hamlets and a few small towns: Doetinchem and 
Winterswijk. Since a few years the number of inhabitants stopped growing, while 
the regional economy (driven by small, manufacturing industries and agriculture) 
performs below the national average. For the coming decades further demographic 
change is forecasted: depopulation, ageing and selective outmigration of young people 
(Provincie Gelderland, 2013; Verwest & van Dam, 2010). For local and regional policy-
makers it was clear that an early recognition of the tendency towards demographic 
decline was the wisest thing to do. As they learned from experiences in other shrinking 
regions10 it is no use to try to turn this trend. As a response, municipalities established 
new networks in which they try to mitigate the effects of demographic decline together 
with public and private partners (amongst others housing cooperation’s, educational 
institutions, Achterhoek-based companies, and interest groups).  Additionally, 
municipalities experiment with outsourcing some of their tasks to local communities. 

10 In Limburg (the Netherlands), the provincial government is trying to reverse depopulation by attracting new 
investments. Another Dutch depopulating province, Zeeland, follows a similar strategy, by focussing on grey economy 
and tourist investments. In Groningen, a municipality opted to demolish the redundant housing stock, but changed its 
strategy after severe local protests. These top-down strategies appeared to be costly and risky approaches.
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In this context communities have actively engaged in developing and implementing 
plans to maintain liveability. Decision-making processes within these communities 
are usually rather informal, but must still comply with formal spatial planning 
regulation (and other relevant regulation). De Achterhoek is a region where 
inhabitants traditionally feel closely connected to their communities. They are proud 
of their capability to solve problems within their community; regionally referred to as 
‘naoberschap’ or neighbour help tradition (Abbas & Commandeur, 2013). This makes 
that community members who choose to stay are committed to undertake action for 
preservation and maintenance of facilities in their community (Melis, 2011).

In our study we examined citizen initiatives from a spatial planning perspective. 
Therefore we studied initiatives that have a spatial impact (for example by adding 
built structures or by altering the spatial organisation in other ways), that involve a 
shared interest, and that were planned and implemented by a collective of non-
governmental stakeholders (a community). Citizen initiatives with spatial impact 
range from preservation of public facilities to the development of village plans (Meijer 
& Ernste, under review). Taking over public facilities (like libraries, play grounds or 
primary schools) from local governments are a widespread act of active citizenship 
in De Achterhoek. Another form of citizen initiatives is the development of meeting 
places (community centres) and other public facilities (like sports centres, community 
gardens and public transport) for which local community members experienced a need. 
A third example of citizen initiatives in De Achterhoek can be considered a form of 
statutory planning: the development of village plans. Here groups of citizens develop an 
integral plan for the future of their village. These plans can involve a list of desired (DIY) 
projects or a first step in communicating their interests towards local governments. 

5.3 Informality in Western Planning Traditions
Informality often has a negative connotation in countries with established democracies, 
in the global North. Informality is associated with illegality, lack of adequate legislation 
or corruption. However, formal institutions cannot always provide an effective 
framework that covers everyday interactions between policy-makers, politicians 
and citizens (Van Assche et al., 2012). The development and implementation of 
spatial plans often involves informal interactions as well: new property development 
initiatives by private developers are often negotiated, developer contributions to public 
infrastructure costs are negotiated at least to some extent in most jurisdictions, and 
established spatial plans are subject to (informal arranged) modifications (Buitelaar et 
al., 2011). Azari and Smith (2012) distinguish three functions of informal institutions 
in established democracies: (1) they fill gaps formal institutions leave, (2) they 
coordinate overlapping or clashing formal institutions and (3) they operate parallel 
to formal institutions in regulating political behaviour. Informality is often portrayed 
as the other (a residue) to formal institutions: what cannot be dealt with via formal 
regulations is left to informal institutions (Porter, 2011b). 
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This study focuses on informal planning practices performed by non-governmental 
actors: citizens, entrepreneurs or NGO’s. In the case of these informal planning 
practices, informality is not just the opposite of governmental formal planning, but 
follows a different rational. In this context informality involves planning practices that 
are unregulated, uncontrolled, spontaneous, ad hoc, based on personal contacts  and the 
(strategic) use of actor networks, and can be performed by any actor (with a large focus 
on bottom-up initiatives (Altrock, 2012; McFarlane, 2012; Meijer et al., 2015). Non-
governmental actors plan where governments do not provide satisfactory solutions 
(anymore), or when they find that living or environmental circumstances better can be 
improved by their own efforts (Nederhand et al., 2016). The addition of informality to 
planning theories provides insight in how NGA’s plan and how that differs from more 
formalised government-led planning practices (Mukhija & Loukaitou-Sideris, 2015).

Informality accumulates in the cases of citizen initiated planning practices. Not only are 
these practices informal in nature, they also address the informal side of governmental 
planning practices (Gallent, 2013). Citizens predominantly demand support (financial 
or procedural) from local governments via personal contacts. Subsidy requests are 
discussed and shaped through these informal interactions. In other cases citizens 
and civil servants explore together ways to navigate through planning procedures for 
successful execution of citizen initiatives. 

5.4 Understanding Institutional Change
A considerable amount of literature has been published on institutional change. These 
studies come up with diverging views on how change is intentionally steered or gradually 
evolves as a matter of courses (Buitelaar, Lagendijk, & Jacobs, 2007). In this study we 
follow an sociological perspective on institutional change (March & Olsen, 1989). From 
this sociological perspective, institutional change is not led by an economic rationality 
that regards increasing efficiency (and reducing transaction costs) as a basic principle, 
but by a social rationality based on interpretation and values. Not the historically evolved 
external constraints that limit behaviour are leading, but institutions are actively shaped, 
created and maintained by the actions of individuals. This means that actors have a 
transformative capacity. Nevertheless also this transformative capacity is bounded by 
internalised constraints. These constraints follow a logic of social appropriateness and 
legitimacy (March & Olsen, 1989). Within this logic, efficiency, preservation of formal 
institutions and instrumentality can still be highly appropriate and legitimate. Therefore 
actions of actors are in principal historically and institutionally contingent (Buitelaar & 
De Kam, 2012; Van Assche et al., 2014)

In this paper we are interested both in the driving forces behind institutional change 
and in the impact of these driving forces on formal and informal institutions – the 
extent to which these changes become institutionalised. The present section offers a 
theoretical perspective for this.
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Institutional change involves exogenous and endogenous causes. Our discussion of 
the driving forces of informal institutional change is divided into two main categories: 
first we discuss driving forces that are exogenous to the performed planning practice; 
secondly we discuss endogenous causes of informal institutional change. Subsequently, 
we discuss the process of institutionalisation. At the end of this section the used 
concepts, definitions and operationalisation are summarised in Table 1. 

5.4.1 Exogenous Driving Forces
In traditional historical institutionalism shock events like revolutions, economic crises, 
wars, natural disasters and foreign intervention or occupation provide a noticeable 
explanatory driving force for major institutional changes (North, 1990). However, 
shock events resulting in major intuitional changes, often consist of both formal and 
informal change. The results of such events often are new formal institutions that reject 
the previous regime or are established to deal with or prevent disasters (Tsai, 2006). 

Another, and in De Achterhoek more likely, exogenous driving force is social change: 
over time norms and values within societies change (Buitelaar & De Kam, 2012). These 
changes can be due to technological innovation (like the introduction of electronic 
communication), economic performance or general social developments. In the 
Netherlands, as in other Western countries, a change can be observed towards more 
individual lifestyles, but also towards increasing individual responsibilities: the welfare 
state established after the second war is now on its return. This change seems to be 
accompanied by an increasing interest among citizens to influence policy-making. 
In spatial planning this led to participatory planning procedures (a formal change) 
and later an increase in citizen initiatives (without formal change) (Healey, 2006b). In 
urban areas citizen initiatives often represent the individual preferences of organised 
collectives with a common interest. Examples of such initiatives are guerrilla gardening, 
production of renewable energy, transition towns etc. In rural areas such specific 
interests are rarely reflected in citizen initiatives: here the withdrawal of government 
led to citizens taking over public facilities or community broad supported activities to 
preserve liveability, economic activity or environment (Woods, 2010). 

5.4.2 Endogenous Driving Forces 
Olson and March (1989) criticize the focus on external events as an explanatory factor 
for institutional change. According to them most institutions change gradually, during 
‘normal’ periods. In absence of crises, external intervention or societal demands, 
institutions change due to the agency of individual and collective stakeholders, as is the 
case in De Achterhoek region. We distinguish three types of driving forces that explain 
endogenous institutional change: path dependency, adaptive informal institutions, 
and planning culture. 
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Path Dependency
A bold definition of path dependency is that history matters. The rigid definition 
of path dependency clarifies how events become self-reinforcing once a particular 
path is set, since the costs of changing directions are (too) high. In this this study 
we follow a softer definition of path dependency: it is the inheritance of professional, 
bureaucratic and political institutions that constraint current practices and perceptions 
about the future (Lowndes, 2005). The concept of path dependency helps to explain 
why institutional stability and inertia occurs. Lowndes (2005) argues that informal 
institutions often dominate decision-making by local governments: “A common local 
government history is also overlaid in important ways by the particular traditions and 
experiences of individual councils – their specific organisational biography”. These 
traditional institutions persist because chosen paths are often delineated by legally 
binding rules and, in the absence of competitive markets, risk-taking is often not 
rewarded (Pierson, 2000). 

Following Mahoney and Thelen (2010) and Pierson (2000), Tsai (2006), lists a third 
consequence of path dependency that does involve trend-breaking reactions to earlier 
events: so-called reactive sequencing or non-reinforcing event sequencing. This means 
that, in reaction to earlier events, a change of direction is set that leads to an alternative 
development trajectory. For local governments events like (1) budget overspending 
can result in (2) austerity measures that can lead to (3) closing facilities like swimming 
pools. A swimming pool can be taken over by local entrepreneurs and citizens (4) 
which (5) demand a financial contribution from local government. This demand 
is rewarded (6), for electoral reasons and because the swimming pool as a physical 
object remained. Overall this course of events results in (7) subsidised citizen powered 
initiatives as an alternative development trajectory for the preservation of liveability. 
Event 1 and 7 are underpinned by different institutions and have at first sight little in 
common, however it is the chain of events that links them. 

Adaptive Informal Institutions
Formal institutions do not form tight nets of constraints that regulate our behaviour. 
In some cases formal institutions form constraints that are not productive or lead 
to complications when implementing them. In the worst case a dead lock is formed 
(North, 1990). However, in most cases stakeholders adapt and find ways to circumvent 
these unproductive formal institutions: they form adaptive informal institutions 
(Tsai, 2006). In the most likely case local stakeholders interpret formal institutions 
differently than originally intended: they appropriate rules to meet their interests and 
needs. In literature several origins are mentioned for a (local) deviance between formal 
and informal institutions (Lowndes, 2005; Mahoney & Thelen, 2010; Tsai, 2006). First, 
this deviance is found in cases where formal institutions have conflicting mandates, 
which can be solved by ignoring one set of rules and comply with another set. In 
local spatial planning, citizen initiatives, for example, cross different policy domains 
and make conflicting demands: what fits with welfare policy, might be constrained 
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by a land allocation plan. Another deviance occurs in the case of decentralised 
policies, where local governments have a relatively large authority compared to central 
governments. This implies that local governments have more room for manoeuvre 
to adapt and add rule-sets for their own (formal and informal) uses (Lundström et 
al., 2013). A third deviance can be observed in cases where local officials and citizen 
share specific interests into a certain locality or policy area, to protect or attract local 
developments (and favour one locality over another), to hide revenues from higher tiers 
of governments or by bending the rules to attract external investments (Batterbury, 
2002; Tsai, 2006). This type of institutional conversion does not have to be intentional 
or (nearly) illegal; favouring localities or projects can also be the result of more tacit 
processes of identification. Actors might engage with some ideas or identities more 
deeply than others, and be induced to support developments they otherwise would not 
have. On a larger scale this can lead to processes of coalition formation that underpin 
institutional change (P. A. Hall, 2010). 

Planning Culture
Every organisation has its own traditions in making decisions and dealing with citizens 
or higher level enforced institutions. Also for local governments these traditions matter 
and differ from municipality to municipality; though regionally-bound traditions 
exist as well. Buitelaar et al. (2007) refer to these institutional traditions as planning 
cultures: “we define a planning culture as `a set of informal institutions that guide, 
and are (re)produced by, decisions by government, private actors, and citizens on 
the ends and means of planning” (p930). The concept planning culture explains why 
institutional change varies per region and per locality, even though formal institutions 
are similar. Some municipalities for example seek for flexibility in rule application, 
while others strive for a strict enforcement of the land allocation plan. In other words, 
local governments may find different, but locally contingent, ways of formal adaptive 
institutions. Not only internal governmental actors (like alderman, board members, 
policy-makers and street level bureaucrats) shape or preserve planning cultures, 
also interactions with citizens and external organisations influence how planning is 
performed locally. 

Whether endogenous change is driven by adaptive informal institutions, path 
dependency or planning cultures, several studies have indicated that endogenous 
change usually is the result of interactions between actors internal and external to 
governments (Lowndes & McCaughie, 2013; Tsai, 2006). In the words of Vivien 
Lowndes (2005), external actors (like citizens) are often more motivated to force 
change than internal actors, who are inclined to stabilize their actions and positions: 

“Local government actors learn the rules from one another and have an incentive 
to work within them  - their sense of success or failure, of what is possible and 
desirable, are all delimited by the institutional framework. It is only those outside 
the existing institutions -/ like dissatisfied or disorganised citizens, marginalised 
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communities, and independent politicians - who have an incentive to seek change, 
but at the same time they lack the power to do so.” 

(Lowndes, 2005, p. 296)

Tsai (2006) argues that especially a mix of actors leads to new, innovative practices. 
Interactions between grass root actors (like citizens and civil servants) test the 
application of formal rule-sets and are more likely to result in adaptive informal 
institutions and therewith informal institutional change.

5.4.3 The Degree of Institutional Change
Institutions are usually not designed overnight. They emerge through social interaction 
and are the result of imitation and repetition of behaviour  (Zijderveld, 2000). This 
is especially the case with informal institutions but to a large extent also applies to 
formal institutions (Buitelaar, Grommen, & Van der Krabben, forthcomming). Those 
are not designed overnight either. Law-making, for instance, is an often cumbersome 
process. And when rules are finally adopted they often do not instantly become what 
we consider institutions, as Dembski and Salet (2010, p. 618) explain:  “Legislation, 
for instance, while formalised through a distinct decree, takes shape gradually, within 
evolving patterns of social expectations. Moreover, the formal act of commencement 
must be followed by practices of validation in social interaction”. Without that taking 
place, without really impacting on the behaviour of those they target, formal rules are 
not institutions, but just a collection of words on paper (Buitelaar et al., forthcomming).

In this contribution we follow Buitelaar et al.’s approach to measure the degree of 
institutional change or institutionalisation in spatial planning practices. We contend 
that the change and institutionalisation can be measured by the extent to which a 
particular behaviour occurs. Is it widespread or occasional behaviour? Obviously, 
as Buitelaar et al. (2011) argue, it is matter of degree and it is arbitrary to say when 
behaviour has exceeded the threshold of institutionalised. Additionally, Buitelaar et al. 
(forthcoming) argue that institutions must be distinguished from behaviour, where 
behaviour provides an indication of the presence and influence of institutions: “(r)
epetition of behaviour by one actor, in other words routine behaviour, and imitation of 
it by others can be seen as the result of institutions. 

One-off behaviour has then become institutionalised. In other words, when rules 
genuinely affect actors and their behaviour in the sense that it shows repetition and 
imitation, whether in an intended direction or not, and becomes predictable to some 
extent, those rules can be said to have become institutions.”

We consider the emergence of citizen initiatives in spatial planning as a specific 
type of collective behaviour and as outcomes of the interaction between actors and 
institutions. When the scale at which this occurs – in terms of the number of practices 
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Table 5.1 Theoretical concepts, definitions and operationalisation

Concept Definition Operationalisation 
(for this study)

Formal institutions Laws, procedures, regulations, written 
rules (North, 1990)

Written planning procedures, policy 
reports, planning laws

Informal institutions Norms, values, traditions, unwritten 
rules, that shape and constraint human 
interactions (North, 1990)

(Implicit) expectations, shared beliefs, local 
cultural traditions, social appropriateness 

Formal institutional 
change

Change characterised by formulation 
and implementation of (new) formal 
institutions. (Helmke & Levitsky, 
2004)

1. Laws and planning regulations are 
changed and enforced by higher level 
authorities, 

2. Demand alteration of planning practices 
by local governments

Informal institutional 
change

Change characterised by changes 
in the shared beliefs and collective 
expectations (Helmke & Levitsky, 
2004)

1. Changing attitude towards planning 
challenges and practices 

2. Bottom-up initiated change (by local 
governments and non-governmental 
stakeholders) 

3. Redistribution of power and resources
Exogenous driving 
forces

External events and general social 
change that lead to institutional 
change (Buitelaar & De Kam, 2012; 
North, 1990)

1. Occurrence of shock events preceding 
institutional change

2. General social changes 
(individualisation, increasing interest 
in self-organisation) explanatory for 
observed change

Endogenous driving 
forces

Institutional change driven by the 
agency of individual and collective 
stakeholders (Tsai, 2006)

Change can be traced as a result of:
1. Path dependency
2. Manifestation of adaptive informal 

institutions
3. Manifestation of planning cultures

Path dependency Inheritance of professional, 
bureaucratic and political institutions 
that constraint current practices and 
future developments (Lowndes & 
McCaughie, 2013)

1. Persistence of traditional institutions 
and practices

2. Current practices are traceable as the 
result of a chain of earlier events 

Adaptive informal 
institutions

Result of deviance between formal and 
informal institutions, to circumvent 
unproductive or unwanted formal 
institutions (Tsai, 2006)

1. Appropriation of rules to meet (local) 
interests and goals

2. Complying with alternative rule-sets 
(for example within other policy-
domains), to circumvent certain formal 
institutions

3. Sharing and protecting specific interests 
in certain policy domains or localities

4. Can be explicit, but is more likely to 
occur tacit and unintentional

Planning culture A set of informal institutions that 
guide and are (re)- produced by 
decisions by governments, private 
actors and citizens (Buitelaar et al., 
2011)

1. Set of informal institutions distinguishes 
a specific municipality or region from 
others

Degree of 
institutional change

The rate in which the institutional 
change has gained robustness 
and resilience (Buitelaar et al., 
forthcomming)

1. The change has become routine 
behaviour, 

2. The scale at which the observed 
change occurs (number of practices) is 
increasing
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- is increasing, we say that community-led planning practices are institutionalising and 
that there is an institutional change away from more formal and hierarchical planning 
practices. Furthermore we consider institutional change as set, when stabilisation 
of the new situation occurs. Table 5.1 summarises the concepts, definitions and 
operationalisation used in this section. 

5.5 Research Strategy
The empirical research for this study was undertaken in De Achterhoek region. De 
Achterhoek was selected as a case study area as it is subjected to a series of developments 
that led to an increase of informal planning practices, performed by non-governmental 
actors. This research forms part of a larger research project that encompasses three 
research strategies. First, a series of (14) initial interviews were held in De Achterhoek 
region with both governmental and non-governmental stakeholders. These interviews 
were aimed at identifying the planning strategies of non-governmental stakeholders, 
and their embeddedness in governmental, statutory planning. Secondly, two mirror 
case studies were carried out in Spain and Sweden. Also here interviews were held with 
various stakeholders, concerning above-mentioned themes. On the bases of the results 
from the first two stages, the final stage comprised an intervention with governmental 
and non-governmental stakeholders in De Achterhoek. 

This final intervening stage forms the basis of this paper. For this study, three focus 
group meetings were held in De Achterhoek region. The aim of these focus group 
meetings was to further map the interaction between a diverse set of stakeholders that 
are affected by and shape the institutional change in the study region. Focus group 
meetings are an appropriate method to identify and challenge diverse perspectives 
emanating from group discussions. In addition, focus group meetings temper extreme 
views expressed by single actors. Therefore this method also provides an effective way 
of identifying community norms, views and behaviour  (Hennink, Hutter, & Bailey, 
2011; Macnaghten & Myers, 2004).  

In each focus group participated 6 local stakeholders (covering in total 18 stakeholders), 
the authors and a transcribing assistant. Our sample consisted of board members of 
citizen initiatives, civil servants from local and provincial governments, governors 
from local and provincial governments and representatives of NGO’s. For each focus 
group we tried to establish a mixed balance of the diverse stakeholders. Appendix 1 
provides an overview of the composition of each focus group. All discussions were 
structured around issues concerning individual and collective experiences with a 
changing institutional context. Appendix 2 contains the script and topic list used for 
all focus groups. 

These themes were introduced using examples from previous field work in The 
Netherlands (de Achterhoek), Spain (Galicia) and Sweden (Östergötland) (Meijer et 
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al., 2015; Meijer & Syssner, 2017). The discussion of these examples consisted of a 
short description of a specific citizen initiative, its context and an introduction the 
dilemma’s both key initiators and local governments encountered in this specific case. 
These examples served as discussion starters, to create awareness among participants 
of their own institutional context and to broaden the scope of the discussion. The 
introduction of international examples increased the external validation of the focus 
groups: participants were challenged to think beyond the horizons of their own 
particular dilemmas. Afterwards, each participant filled out a short post-discussion 
questionnaire as an additional personal evaluation.

5.6 Results
In this section, we will illustrate how informal institutional change has emerged in 
the context of De Achterhoek and to what extent a new type of community-based 
planning has already institutionalised. Our analysis is structured by our threefold 
question: First: What is the institutional change that took place in De Achterhoek and 
led to an increase of citizen initiatives. Secondly, what are the driving forces of the 
informal institutional change that took place in De Achterhoek region? And third, how 
did informal institutional change become institutionalised in De Achterhoek region?

5.6.1 Informal Institutional Change: From Citizen Participation to 
Participatory Governance
In the context of depopulation and austerity measures, stakeholders from De 
Achterhoek region frame the responses they observe as a change of (planning) culture. 
According to them they have left the era of government control and are now entering 
a time where citizens are more in control over their living environment. Citizen 
participation is a common term to indicate the process of citizen involved planning. 
In De Achterhoek this term is converted into participatory governance. Participatory 
governance (overheidsparticipatie in Dutch) was first introduced in the “Kadernota 
doe-democratie”, distributed by the Ministry of internal affairs (2013). The national 
government offered the concept to local and regional governments to adjust their 
planning practices, but the actual use of the strategy is by no means mandatory. In De 
Achterhoek, local policy-makers use the term participatory governance to point out 
the change of culture they experience, but also citizens were familiar with the concept  
(Text box 1): 

Though the introduction of participatory governance did not involve any formal 
change in planning regulation, the participatory governance concept nevertheless may 
have consequences for policy-makers that directly deal with citizen initiatives. Instead 
of implementing an internally developed policy, they now have to facilitate citizens in 
realizing their initiatives. This addresses different competences, but also other norms 
and values. However, participatory governance did not come with a different rule-
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set: procedures for building permits and other aspects of statutory planning remained 
unchanged. Institutional change in De Achterhoek is a dialectical process: it is both 
shaped by municipalities and groups of active citizens. Citizens demand a different, 
softer approach from municipal officers for implementing their initiatives. They use 
their informal networks to permeate municipal departments, but also at political 
level, to achieve their goals. At the same time, municipal officers have been appointed 
to promote citizen initiatives. Often these interactions lead to productive relations. 
They are focussed at building consensus (as demonstrated in text box 1). However 
from earlier interviews it appeared that this process is also sometimes accompanied 
with frustrations concerning the redistribution of responsibilities (without sufficient 
resources) towards citizens. 

5.6.2 Driving Forces for Change in De Achterhoek
Exogenous Driving Forces
The most important exogenous driving forces for institutional change in De Achterhoek 
are (expected future) depopulation, devolution and economic decline. These driving 
forces did not lead to immediate crisis, like shock events, but do involve general social 
changes over time. Depopulation changes the composition of local communities. In 
De Achterhoek, as well as in other depopulating regions, young people (especially 
women, high educated, qualified and well-paid individuals) show a higher tendency 

C1: What we do is a hybrid practice, it is in between citizen and government 
initiatives. In our village we had a vacant piece of land, it was ill-maintained 
and only occasionally used for events. Together with some others living in our 
village we made a plan and the municipal board provided us with a budget. 
Now we are implementing it. 

C2: Very straightforward...
C1: Indeed, straightforward. We made use of the energy, and the municipality 

enhanced that. That is what we call governmental participation. The 
department of public worked along with us and helped us figuring out ways 
to realize our plans. This really was an effective interaction.

N1: This is cross-pollination. It worked out great. Everybody is satisfied, terrific!
M1: At our municipality we co-developed several initiatives and supported people 

in realizing their projects. We are not going to take over their projects, but 
they can always fall back on us. We now work with fixed contact persons, 
usually someone from the department of spatial planning.

C2: In De Achterhoek this is now a standard practice.

Text box 5.1 Excerpt from focus group 1, (C: representative of community initiative, N: representative of NGO, 
M: representative of municipality)
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to out-migrate (Weck & Beißwenger, 2014). Elderly, on the other hand, rarely move to 
other parts of country. This process of selective out-migration has several consequences 
for local government and citizens: the demand for services like schools and day-care 
decreases, while the demand for (elderly) care facilities increases. Also, social capital 
structures are affected by selective out-migration: retirees that have ample time for 
citizen initiatives are numerous, but young and qualified citizens are scarcer here. 

Devolution has led to an increased number of tasks for local governments: over the past 
years many social welfare functions have devolved from central to local governments. 
Budgets however are reduced. Also strategic spatial planning has become less 
prominent at the level of central government. Municipalities in their turn devolve 
tasks to the level of citizens. The Dutch government stimulates this trend and forms an 
important driving force for the shift towards a participatory society and participatory 
governance. Budget cuts, austerity measures and the (nation-wide) economic recession 
of the past decade further increases the turn towards citizen initiatives. 

Endogenous Driving Forces
Though citizens mention driving forces like depopulation and participatory society 
in their requests for governmental support and subsidies, these factors rarely form 
the core of their motivation for a citizen initiative. From the focus groups and earlier 
interviews it appeared that continuity of village life is the most important driving force 
for them. Citizens take over public facilities and develop new activities to maintain 
liveability and to prevent out-migration. They use their adaptive capacity to deal with 
circumstances shaped by depopulation and devolution.  The development of citizen 
initiatives is path dependent, in the sense that collective action is deeply rooted in 
De Achterhoek. Citizens are organised – and often have been for a long time – in 
numerous associations. Additionally, nearly all localities have a village board that 
manages common interests and holds contact with local government. The village 
board is an institutional layer that dates back to medieval times, and can be seen as a 
predecessor of current public administration. Existing organisational structures in De 
Achterhoek increase the adaptive capacity of citizens. Moreover, in the past neighbour 
help (locally known as ‘naoberschap’) was an important institution for survival. This 
tradition still forms a fundament for citizen initiatives and is referred to by both 
citizens and representatives of municipalities. 

The adaptive capacity of citizens and governments has been a driving force for a 
progressive turn towards participatory governance. Both stakeholders groups actively 
search for room for manoeuvre within existing formal rule sets to realize informal 
planning initiatives. This is mostly done via personal contacts and informal networks. 
Moreover, citizens found (and governments appointed) fixed contact persons within 
municipal departments to facilitate citizen initiatives, which further increases the 
formation of adaptive informal institutions (text box 2): 
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The deliverance of tailor-made solutions has led to institutional conversion. Local 
circumstances (like physical impact, public support, neighbours or interpretation of 
rules) can facilitate or block flexibility in realisation. But also, much depends on the 
establishment of rewarding networks, personal identification and commitment of 
involved civil servants. Though representatives of governmental organisations were 
aware of the creation of precedent, dissimilarity was judged as inevitable by most 
participating stakeholders. 

Representatives of five different municipalities joined the focus group sessions. All 
referred to participatory governance as their new mode of governance. However, local 
planning cultures led to differences in practice per municipality. One municipality 
radically changed their planning culture and now actively outsources public facilities 
to the level of citizens. Another municipality chose a more controlling strategy: they 
feel that citizen initiatives should be facilitated, but only as long as it supports their 
own spatial development strategy. Other municipalities preferred a more tentative 
approach and focused on avoiding precedent.

5.6.3 The Degree of Institutionalisation of Citizen Initiatives in 
Spatial Planning
While the increasing role for citizen initiatives in spatial planning in the UK has 
led to formal institutional change (like the UK Localism Act installed in 2011, 
see Gallent 2013), in the Netherlands it did not lead to any changes in planning 
regulation. Nevertheless, De Achterhoek case study provides some evidence of 
informal institutional change and, alongside, a certain degree of institutionalisation 

C6: We have a fixed contact person within the municipality. He figures things 
out for us and that is very convenient. The municipality is a maze for us, but 
he had a lot of questions about us too. The key is to make a connection. The 
changes we are going through [as a civic organization], are also needed at 
municipal level. 

C5: We have the same experience. Our contact person is a civil servant, but 
he functions best outside the municipal office. He knows where to go with 
certain questions. However, there are always people at positions that cannot 
be circumvented and prevent implementation of initiatives.

 […]
M5: Our role as civil servants no longer solely consists of monitoring. Now we 

have to 

Text box 5.2 Excerpt from Focus Group 2. (C: representative of community initiative, M: representative of 
municipality)
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of these citizen initiatives. Four observations support this. The first observation is the 
development of a pragmatist, instead of monitoring, attitude towards existing formal 
institutions. The second observation involves a changed role for civil servants and a 
shift of responsibilities. A third observation actually refers to a situation of unequal 
institutionalisation: the increased gap between active communities that have been 
successful in implementing citizen initiatives and communities that have not. A final 
observation concerns the way how unconventional initiatives are dealt with. Below we 
will further exemplify these effects. 

Pragmatism is Leading
Our research shows that successful citizen initiatives are often based on a pragmatist 
interpretation of formal planning regulations. Active communities and experienced 
civil servants (like the before mentioned contact persons) have learned that early stage 
collaboration leads to more successful and rewarding projects. Through this early 
collaboration, citizens became more aware of formal procedures and how to integrate 
them in their planning processes. To avoid lengthy public consultation procedures, 
they made sure that all inhabitants became involved in the planning process and none 
of them would protest. In an early phase, civil servants and citizens were able to fine-
tune project proposals, so they would better fit other strategic planning objectives. 
Doing so, stakeholders avoided conflicts about diverging expectations and prevent 
dead lock situations. If an idea would not fit formal planning at first sight, most contact 
persons searched for other options to realize an initiative, for example via compliance 
with other policy domains or via the political way. This is a dialectic process, through 
which formal and informal institutions are constantly shaped and re-shaped. 

Shifting Responsibilities
Another effect of an increased focus on citizen initiatives, as an alternative for the 
distribution of public facilities, is a changing role of civil servants. Instead of developing 
policy goals and achieving them with internal means, civil servants now depend much 
more on the motivation of community groups. Citizens have become the problem 
owners of disappearing local facilities, which implies a redistribution of power and 
resources. All participants believe that these issues are more efficiently tackled at 
citizen level, but the balance is delicate between effective facilitation and abandoning 
control over spatial developments (see text box 5.3). 

Active versus Passive Communities
The transfer of responsibilities and problem ownership to citizens also implies that 
localities will not all develop at the same rate. Some localities lack initiative, for instance 
because they have little organisational power or social capital. These localities are 
unlikely to take over governmental facilities and make use of available knowledge and 
subsidies at municipal level. All participants agree that this a consequence of this new 
mode of governance: it is unrealistic to expect governments to take care of all needs 
experienced in society, the era of the welfare state has passed. The effect is that the degree 
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of institutionalisation of informal planning in local planning processes differs among 
localities. Some say that governments should make an extra effort to stimulate these 
communities. Others believe that all facilities are already made available, and that it is 
up to citizens themselves to make use of them: you cannot keep pulling a dead horse.

Dealing with Unconventional Initiatives
One can argue that the real challenge for informal planning are situations in which 
must be dealt with unconventional or even conflicting initiatives. In every focus group 
we asked how participants dealt with unconventional or unwanted citizen initiatives. 
Most participants found it hard to imagine what such an initiative could be. In their 
turn, policy-makers and politicians hardly encountered initiatives that were not in line 
with their policies.  One participant came up with an example of a citizen that wanted 
to establish a coffee shop (for the consumption of soft drugs) in a vacant building in the 
centre of the village. In the Netherlands, coffee shops are legally tolerated, however this 
does not mean that they are always locally accepted or perceived as appropriate land 
uses. The involved civil servant clarified that he had explained the procedure to the 
initiators, but did not take an extra step to realize this initiative. In the end this initiative 
blew over. A group of citizens, who established a platform to support other citizens 

N1: [how municipalities share responsibilities] varies a lot; whether citizens 
with an initiative are taken seriously differs per municipality. Citizens that 
are developing initiatives should be trusted. Having faith and taking people 
seriously is essential for governments

M1: that is a very difficult issue
C2: it is difficult, but I also notice that people at the municipality would like to 

steer too much… 
M2: At our municipality [the shift towards government participation] is only 

loosely steered from above. The executive board is very much in favour. But 
civil servants that are employed for 30 or 40 years cannot let go. These are 
the fanatics, and that is very frustrating. As a contact person for citizen 
initiatives I always promise they get a response, but also that I cannot control 
the outcome. 

M1: that is part of the change of organizational culture. First we followed 
formal laws and procedures and now there is this organizational change, 
from government to citizen participation. We are struggling with letting go 
and passing the buck, but also with being in charge. For civil servants and 
administrators this is very difficult. I have noticed how lengthy such a process 
can be: when should an administrator

Text box 5.3 Excerpt from Focus Group 1. (C: representative of community initiative, N: representative of 
NGO, M: representative of municipality)
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in implementing initiatives, are sometimes confronted with projects they could not 
identify themselves with. They used the same strategy as the civil servant: check if there 
is public support for the idea and if not, wait until the idea would pass. Tacit interactions 
like these are the result of sharing and protecting specific interests, by adopting certain 
formal rule-sets and strategically ignoring other options. Adaptive informal institutions, 
strategically employed by gate-keepers (like civil servants deciding about funding), 
however also allow an increasingly narrowed representation of citizen initiatives.

However, if there is sufficient public support, unconventional initiatives take a 
different course. Sometimes a citizen initiative overrules municipal policies. Citizens 
with a drive can mobilize extensive public support and means to force implementation 
of their ideas. A classic example, mentioned during one of the focus groups, is the 
closure of primary schools. As the number of pupils is dropping in De Achterhoek, 
municipalities close and merge primary schools. At the level of individual schools, 
parents fight these decisions and sometimes take over schools. Village schools are 
often symbolic for a vibrant village life, meeting places and preservation of young 
families. Though independent, parent-run schools are allowed and receive funding; 
their continuation has an impact on the availability of resources for other schools 
in the area. From a regional perspective this results in a misbalanced distribution of 
primary education. However, not all municipalities have been able to stop or steer 
this development. Also other depopulating regions experience this problem (Larsson 
Taghizadeh, 2016; Witten, McCreanor, Kearns, & Ramasubramanian, 2001).

5.7 Discussion and Conclusion
De Achterhoek is one of the frontrunners in the Netherlands in a paradigm shift from 
government initiated planning towards government facilitated planning, wherein 
citizen initiatives play an important role in the spatial organisation of public objectives. 
The process was driven by demographic change and economic decline and embedded 
in a strong local tradition of volunteering, the so-called ‘noaberschap’. Nevertheless, 
the prior existence of citizen initiatives can be considered as a vital driving force 
for the shift towards participatory governance. This process of institutional change 
is remarkable as it did not involve change of formal laws and regulations. However 
the way in which policy-makers and citizens deal with each other and how they 
both became actively involved in bottom-up, informal and community-led planning 
practices did lead to an informal institutional change. In line our theoretical frame, 
this institutional change is characterised by the collective willingness to change by 
communities and local governments, and mainly driven by endogenous forces. To 
verify the robustness and resilience of this change, we ask ourselves two questions in 
this final section: 1) Has this informal institutional change become routine behaviour 
(indicating a ‘high degree’ of institutionalisation)?, and 2) Has stabilisation of this 
institutional change occurred?
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Has the Institutional Change become routine behaviour? 
In the previous section we presented some evidence that informal planning based on 
citizen initiatives in De Achterhoek has reached a certain degree of institutionalisation. 
Local authorities have adjusted their working processes to incorporate these initiatives 
in their formal planning processes and they have actually downsized their traditional 
pro-active role in planning. Communities and planning officials seem to work together 
in a harmonious way, citizens taking part in citizen initiatives see no reason to change 
planning laws, and so far insolvable conflicts have not appeared.

Municipalities maintain fitting their spatial strategy as a criterion for facilitating 
citizen initiatives. However, this criterion is rarely exercised rigidly: most initiatives fit 
within the range of conventionality. This is partly due to intensive cooperation between 
citizens and policy-makers at local level: ambitions and possibilities are shaped in this 
process. Furthermore, the underlying goal of most initiatives is the preservation of 
village life: this usually does not lead to extreme or controversial initiatives. Problems 
occur when decisions about downgrading facilities are not understood or accepted 
by communities. Civic action, especially combined with massive media attention and 
political support, can overrule municipal spatial strategies. From a regional perspective, 
autonomous civic initiatives affect an even distribution of facilities. Nevertheless, 
uncontrolled civic action is also a result of shifting power balances, and a consequence 
of the new model for participatory governance.

The process is incremental, dialectical and path dependent: both citizens and 
policymakers shaped the process of informal institutional change. However, a starting 
point cannot be set: volunteering always has been important in this region and is 
therefore largely path dependent as well; in the past rural communities were largely 
self-reliant. These traditions are still visible and form a large resource for the adaptive 
capacity of citizens. Also in other rural regions these path dependencies are fundamental 
for a shift towards community-led planning and participatory governance (Meijer et 
al., 2015; Woods, 2010). Nevertheless, early on participation of municipalities did push 
citizen initiatives forward and seems to have become routine behaviour.

Has stabilisation of this institutional change occurred?
Though the number of planning practices confirming a process of informal institutional 
change is increasing, some developments may perhaps slow down or even alter this 
process in the future. First, we found that successful citizen initiatives have clear local 
boundaries, and that the observed institutional change tends to stabilise within these 
boundaries. Citizen initiatives seldom exceed the scale of a village, not to mention 
the borders of a municipality. The transformative capacity of citizen initiatives exists 
of close interactions between citizens and policy-makers that seek for possibilities 
within institutional frameworks. At the level of a locality networks are proximate and 
interactions take place informally. In addition, citizens find it much easier to establish 
public support and action for local experienced problems. This limitation of citizen 
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initiatives chimes with insights from previous field research in Sweden and Spain, and 
is referred to in literature as ‘the proximity principle’ (Rivera, Soderstrom, & Uzzi, 
2010). Though regional governments also offer support (in the form of subsidies or 
political support) and experiment with trans-regional bottom-up projects, extra-local 
projects remain rare. Furthermore, regional concerns (like an even distribution of care 
and educational facilities) are difficult to secure via citizen initiatives: communities 
have a strong local commitment, but have little influence or interest when it comes to 
extra-local decision-making. 

Second, citizen initiatives so far mainly include small or medium investment 
projects. We must wait and see whether citizen initiatives will get involved in larger 
investment projects as well (like community enterprises in the UK, see Healey (2015)). 
Traditionally, local governments have worked closely together with private property 
developers and they might continue to do so. This cooperation often does not involve 
any participation of communities. One possible consequence might be a dichotomy 
in some localities of citizen initiative versus private sector initiative, where these 
initiatives may even be competing each other now and then. 

Third, and perhaps the most difficult effect to deal with – in the context of Dutch 
spatial planning – are the inequalities that occur between communities; not all citizens 
have the capabilities or feel the urge to develop initiatives. Policy-makers are limited 
in their possibilities to facilitate these communities. Dutch spatial planning traditions 
have always been based on - as much as possible - equal opportunities to all cities. 
This can be seen for instance in the way municipal finance has been ‘organised’. It 
is based on redistributing municipal income between municipalities, while there is 
a back-up system in place providing municipalities in financial trouble support from 
other municipalities. Other authors observed likewise limitations of providing support 
for citizen initiatives (Curry, 2012; Eversole, 2012; Gallent, 2013). The so far ‘hidden’ 
effect of the institutionalisation of community-based informal planning is that the 
divergence between ‘successful’ municipalities (with many citizen initiatives) and ‘less 
successful’ municipalities (missing any citizen initiative), has not stabilised yet and will 
increase. Whether that is found acceptable or not remains to be seen. 
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This thesis has examined how community-led informal planning practices have evolved 
in depopulating areas across Europe. In the past few chapters, the planning efforts of rural 
communities in De Achterhoek (The Netherlands), Galicia (Spain) and Östergötland 
(Sweden) were discussed. These regions share the characteristics of depopulation; 
especially in the rural and peripheral areas where the number of inhabitants and 
economic activity is declining. Depopulation involves a number of challenges for those 
who choose to stay, and for governments which wish to develop plans for the future. 
Both are left with limited resources: the young and highly-educated citizens have a 
greater tendency to out-migrate and governments face declining tax revenues and bleak 
prospects. However, the past few chapters have also demonstrated that these regions 
form an interesting background for studying community-led planning. Whereas 
governments are less inclined to develop plans and focus on deregulation and citizen 
participation, communities appear to be quite willing to take over and initiate planning 
tasks so as to maintain their quality of life. Equipped with tight social networks, local 
knowledge and driven by a strong sense of place, a number of such communities have 
turned out to be rather capable planners. They have developed and implemented village 
plans, but they have also built community centres, recreation areas, sports facilities, 
medical centres, tourism facilities, physical infrastructures and rehabilitated cultural 
and natural heritage. In this concluding chapter, I will reflect on the contributions that 
informal, community-led planning has made to planning literature and practice. 

The objective of this thesis was to explore the dynamics of informal, community-
led planning practices in relation to government-led formal planning, by examining 
regions faced with depopulation. Having the opportunity to practice informality in 
depopulating areas is on the rise, but this does not mean that government-led formal 
planning can be completely replaced. Since statutory planning is a given in all of the 
case-study regions and because it interferes with other planning initiatives, I focused 
my analysis of the (predominantly) informal planning efforts of communities, on 
their interactions with government-led planning and formality. Departing from the 
research objective, this analysis was guided by three research questions: 

• How is informality conceptualised and practiced, by non-governmental actors 
(communities)?

• How does informality relate to government-led formal planning? 
• What does a shift from government-led planning towards community-led planning 

imply for the development of planning strategies (in depopulating regions)?  

This final chapter continues as follows: First, I will return to the three research 
questions, in Section 6.1 “Answering Informality”. The answers provided in Section 
6.1, led to two general conclusions, overarching the three case study areas, in Section 
6.2 “Comparing Informality”. The third section, (6.3) “Advancing Informality”, consists 
of a theoretical and methodological reflection, recommendations for further research 
and recommendations for practice.
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6.1 Answering informality 
In this section, the three research questions posed above and in the introduction of this 
thesis are answered. These answers are based on the results presented in the individual, 
article-based, chapters of this thesis.

1. How is informality conceptualised and practiced, by non-governmental actors ( 
communities)?

In the introductory chapter of this thesis, Helen Briassoulis (1997) was quoted, as 
she stated that informal planning was just another way of doing planning, alongside 
government-led formal planning processes. For Briassoulis, informality thus refers in 
the first place to the planning process; to how planning is done. Briassoulis definition 
formed the starting point for my exploration of informal planning. I also mainly looked 
at informality as a planning process. However, Briassloulis’ assessment of informal 
planning was mostly based on theoretical explorations. In this thesis I have empirically 
examined how non-governmental actors plan, and what these practices teach us about 
other, more informal ways of doing planning. Based on this empirical exploration, this 
thesis reveals that, besides a largely informal planning process, there are two other 
aspects that characterise informality: (1) the role of local, informal networks and (2) 
the open, flexible character of planning processes. Below I will further demonstrate 
what these aspects of informality (planning processes, local networks and flexibility) 
imply for the conceptualisation and practice of informal planning. 

The decision-making processes of non-governmental actors, or civic communities, 
can be described as ad hoc, spontaneous and largely unregulated by governments. 
Furthermore, informal institutions - norms and values, but also traditions (such as 
‘Noaberschap’ in De Achterhoek, see Chapters 2, 4 and 5) - form the basic constraints 
for such decision-making. These demarcations of informality, dichotomous to formal 
planning, have been concluded by previous studies as well (see for example: Briassoulis, 
1997; Ellickson, 1991; McFarlane & Waibel, 2012; Mukhija & Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014). 
Nevertheless, Chapter 2 showed that the division between formality and informality, 
but also government-led and community-led planning practices is more nuanced. 
Informality is not entirely appropriated by communities, nor is formality exclusively 
practiced by governments. This is particularly true in (densely) regulated and formally 
planned countries, such as the three case study regions that were visitied. For example, 
communities are often bound by formal planning regulations, and are required to 
apply for building permits. Communities know formal decision-making structures as 
well: they have village boards, general assemblies and sometimes they ‘mimic’ formal 
planning procedures (for example in the case of village plans, De Achterhoek). Instead 
of posing a dichotomy, a continuum exists between formality and informality (see 
Figure 2.1). 
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Close-knit local networks, serve as an important asset to community-led planning 
and to informal planning practices. In all three case study regions, local, informal 
networks (or bonding and bridging social capital, as referred to in Chapter 4) formed 
the fundament for decision making and the implementation of informal planning 
decisions. These informal networks are generally place-bound: villages, hamlets and 
parishes are the geographic entities that form a rural community. The inclusion and 
exclusion of community members, in terms of who is consulted before a decision is 
made or what needs to be implemented, is often based on these geographic boundaries. 
People know and refer to each other as neighbours (as exemplified in Chapters 3 and 
4), and most important matters are discussed at kitchen tables, on the street, at the 
local café or in the grocery shop, if they are still there. Across all case study regions, 
interviewees indicated that they feel attached to the place they live in, but they also find 
it important to have ‘third places’ to meet each other casually other than at home or 
work (Tietjen & Jørgensen, 2016). The fear of decline and a loss of such meeting places 
(among others due to depopulation), forms an important incentive for communities 
to draw future plans. 

Community-led decision-making follows a different rational than government-
led formal planning procedures prescribe. Openness and flexibility are important 
characteristics of informal, community-led planning processes. Most studies regarding 
(formal) planning processes are hardly concerned with the actual implementation of 
plans (Boelens & de Roo, 2014; Neuman, 1998). However, in community-led and 
informal planning processes many decisions are made on the fly. This chimes in 
tune with earlier insights gained from Innes et al. (2007). In their article, they use 
the metaphor of building a plane while flying. Instead of having a clear idea in mind 
what the plane needs (technical details, professional know-how) to be realised, these 
decisions are made during the building process (if it needs wings to fly, we will build 
wings). Just as Innes, Connick and Booher (2007), I regard implementation as an 
integral and crucial part of the informal planning process. For most communities, 
planning does not stop when a plan is made, but implementation is a vital aspect 
of informal planning. Though most interviewed communities tend to rationalise 
the planning process they have followed in retrospect, most decisions they have 
taken evolved from a combination of events: possibilities for funding, availability of 
volunteers, sponsoring (such as building materials that have been provided by local 
companies), or advice received from municipal planners and street-level bureaucrats. 
Grabbing such opportunities leads to an ad hoc, project-based rational: usually a single 
project is planned and after implementation a follow-up project is put on the agenda. 
Nevertheless, after time, informal planning processes lead to significant changes to the 
spatial organisation of a village and its surroundings. In addition, the social structure 
of communities changes during the planning process: social cohesion and engagement 
generally increases. However, the gradual exclusion of non-participants  can be one of 
the results of community-led planning as well. Therefore, community-led planning is 
an incremental process, which has a significant spatial and social impact over time.
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2. How does informality relate to government-led formal planning?

The continuum from formality to informality, as presented in Chapter 2, shows that 
both community-led informal and government-led formal planning co-exist. This is 
especially the case in countries with dense, statutory planning arrangements. Moreover, 
as indicated above, informality is not bound to non-governmental actors. The results 
presented in the previous chapters reveal that there is a dynamic interplay between 
formality and informality, and governments and communities. To analyse the nuances 
of this interplay, a government-community-led continuum was presented in Chapter 
Two, in addition to the formality-informality continuum. Together, both continuums 
provide an analytical framework for planning practices that are, to varying degrees, 
informal or community-led (see Figure 2.3). This analytical framework enhances a 
more nuanced view of community-led planning practices, depicting the degree of 
informality and its relations with government-led or formal planning practices. Below 
I will highlight three underlying aspects of this interplay between informality and 
government-led formal planning: the presence of governments (and communities) 
in shaping the same planning context; the dialectical nature of this interplay and the 
interdependence between communities and governments. 

First of all, even though the planning process itself is initiated and owned by 
communities, governmental interference seems to be unavoidable in the regions 
I studied for two reasons. To begin with, hardly any of the communities visited 
functioned independently without financial governmental support. Secondly, 
statutory planning is present in all of the case study regions. Even if this does not lead 
to up-to-date and clearly-defined regulations (as in Galicia), governments can block or 
support community initiatives based on implemented formal procedures. Therefore, 
collaboration with governmental actors is often necessary in order to implement plans. 
Sometimes this leads to productive partnerships, whereas at other times it creates 
feelings of frustration. 

Secondly, the dialectic between formal and informal planning, as introduced in 
Chapter 3, forms an important aspect to community-government relations. When 
communities and governments interact, it mutually alters how they practice planning. 
Both formal and informal planning practices are shaped and reinterpreted through 
these interactions. Through this constant dialectic, it is not always possible to 
separate formal from informal planning practices, or community-led planning from 
government-led planning. One might even wonder whether or not this is necessary. It 
is, however, important to deconstruct the processes that shape the spatial organisation 
of depopulating areas, and to make informal practices visible as well. Otherwise, 
the influence of informality in planning for rural depopulating areas remains 
underestimated. This is problematic, since the liveability experienced and the inherent 
problems of a place are closely connected to the vitality and informally-planned 
community initiatives.
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Thirdly, communities and governments are interdependent when establishing 
community initiatives. On the one hand, communities are dependent on resources, 
such as funding and procedural knowledge, which can only be accessed through 
governmental bodies. On the other hand, governments display citizen initiatives as a 
token of deliberation and good governance and/or promote citizen initiatives as part 
of their austerity policies. Chapter 4 discussed the strategies that communities develop 
to gain access to funding, knowledge and other resources at governmental planning 
departments. An analysis of the strategies used revealed a range of interaction levels, 
from minimal interaction to reactive interaction. These interactions were shaped by 
both communities and governments actions. Furthermore, the range of interactions 
that has been analysed, demonstrates that even when communities try to gain access to 
formal governmental bodies and procedures, informality prevails. Citizens make use 
of their informal contacts at governmental departments or approach politicians to gain 
access to resources (see also van der Stoep (2014) for a detailed account on how civic 
initiatives strive for connection to governmental planning agendas). Furthermore, in 
some cases civil servants have tried to lower the threshold by offering support informally 
and by actively seeking ways to adapt formal institutions. Conversely, citizens have 
organised themselves in formal ways as well, e.g. by having an acknowledged (legal) 
spokesperson for communication that takes place with governmental bodies. 

As a result, informal planning practices, performed by communities, relate in several 
ways to formal, government-led planning. Moreover, this thesis demonstrates that 
there is a constant dynamic of formal and informal interactions, government-led and 
community-led planning practices. That is why an analytical framework has been 
provided to map these interactions. Through this dynamic and dialectical process, the 
spatial organisation of depopulating (and other) areas is shaped; rather than through 
purely informal or formal planning practices. 

3. What does a shift from government-led planning towards community-led planning 
imply for the development of planning strategies (in depopulating regions)?

By recognising the influence of informal, community-led planning practices, a new 
pallet of planning possibilities can arise for rural, challenged, regions. First, a shift 
from government-led planning towards community-led planning and informality can 
be described as an (informal) institutional change. Based on the results discussed in 
Chapter 5, I will further explicate this process of institutional change below. Secondly, 
this institutional change has positive and negative aspects. The positive aspect is that 
active and resourceful communities can be stimulated. Less active and unorganised 
communities, however, are at risk of becoming underdeveloped. Below I will discuss 
this process of institutional change and two other effects of a shift from government-
led towards community-led planning. 
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In De Achterhoek, the shift from government-led towards community-led planning 
led to a process of institutional change. In Chapter 5 this shift was demonstrated, based 
on a reflective empirical study in the region. Here, local and regional politicians were 
quick to recognise the potential of citizen initiatives for planning under depopulating 
circumstances. It led to a change of planning culture, from community participation 
towards participatory governance. This change can be interpreted as an informal 
institutional change: formal planning procedures remained unaltered and still citizens 
and policy-makers developed new paths for interaction in stimulation bottom-
up initiatives. Compared to the other two case-study regions, local governments 
in De Achterhoek took the most pro-active stance towards more informal and 
community-led forms of planning. From the focus group sessions it appeared that 
active inducement paid off; especially the personal and informal approach that was 
employed by the civil servants, was valued by all of the focus group participants. In 
particular, when such a personal approach was encountered with these well-prepared 
and professionally experienced initiators, it led to successful community initiatives 
and productive partnerships. In the other two case study areas, an institutional change 
on a regional scale was not observed. However. on an individual basis productive 
interactions between civil servants and citizens also occurred. 

In Chapter 4, we learned that government-led strategies for stimulating community 
initiatives are successful in some cases, but not for all communities. It appears nevertheless 
that usually the already active and successful communities are quite capable of 
grasping opportunities for developing initiatives further. Inactive, unorganised 
and poorly capable communities tend to fall behind (Rocak, Hospers, & Reverda, 
2016). This trend was observed in all of the case study regions: the active and well-
organised communities were further stimulated by subsidy arrangements and they 
could benefit from the support they received from professional networks. Moreover, 
these communities were also able to overcome the hurdles they met with during the 
planning process: bureaucratic obstacles, unwilling civil servants, financial difficulties. 
They did what was needed to satisfy their goals, but moreover they had the networks 
and capacities that enabled them to do so. In other words, high levels of social capital 
enabled these communities to develop strategies and successfully exploit the formal-
informal interface. 

Chapter 5 informed us of how planning strategies developed in the interface of formal 
and informal planning and that they have other more fundamental limitations. Besides 
the difficulties in including initiative-poor communities, the reach of community-led 
planning is generally limited to local level projects. Moreover, none of the examples in 
all of the three case study regions that were visited included projects that were successful 
on a regional scale. The communities visited have a strong local commitment, but 
they have little influence or interest when it comes to extra-local decision-making. 
Furthermore, community initiatives mainly include small or medium investment 
projects which are manageable when using limited resources. Communities that 
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tried to broaden their scope, e.g. the initiative to reinstall a train station to enhance 
its nation-wide connectivity in Godegård, Östergötland (Handberg, 2016), have been 
unsuccessful up until now. In De Achterhoek, experiments to develop community-
led regional plans (bovendorpse visie) did not lead to tangible results either (Mirck & 
Aalvanger, 2013). When operating on the regional scale, the complexity of decision-
making increases exponentially because the number of (governmental) organisations 
involved as well as the amount of formal legislation accumulates, whereas raising public 
support appears to be much more difficult on a larger scale. To avoid local conflicts, 
issues are tackled that can rely on a broad local consensus, and which preferably 
have no negative impact on any of the ‘neighbours’. On the local scale, within the 
physical boundaries of community, initiators are able to depoliticise their projects 
and achieve consensus among all of the community members. However, on a regional 
scale, the chances of negative externalities for some of the neighbours increases, 
whereas not all of them benefit from the positive effects of the initiatives. In addition, 
larger scale projects are more likely to interfere with formal planning and the need 
for professionalisation and formalisation. Projects such as community enterprises 
and community-led regional visions often involve more complex legal procedures 
(such as a revision of the land allocation plan), and they cannot function without an 
(employed) executive committee and have a more extensive social and environmental 
impact. Therefore, an increase in scale is often at the expense of the positive aspects of 
informal organisation, such as shared problem ownership, raising local public support 
and volunteer involvement. 

This view is supported by research from the UK, in which community-led planning 
formally became institutionalised after adopting the localism-act (Gallent, 2013; Wills, 
2016). Parishes and villages in the UK can develop plans that have a legal position within 
the UK statutory planning, such as municipal strategic visions. Community enterprises 
are more widespread and function as community-owned companies (Healey, 2015). 
In Scotland, communities are even granted the right to purchase lands to which they 
historically had only conditional access (Bryden & Geisler, 2007). These larger scale 
forms of community-led planning both empower and complicate community action. 
The right to develop village plans is embraced by some of the community members, 
but it also pushes them into the role of forming (and behaving in the same manner 
as ) mini-municipalities (which encounter likewise representational deficits as real 
municipalities do as well) (Curry, 2012; Gallent, 2013; Owen et al., 2007). On the other 
hand, in the UK it has been observed that more is demanded from communities than 
can be delivered (Gunn, Brooks, & Vigar, 2015).  

Thus, a shift from government-led towards community-led planning has several 
implications for the development of planning strategies in depopulating regions. 
Moreover, as argued above, this shift involves a process of institutional change and 
affects the settings in which these strategies are developed in a more fundamental 
way. Well-organised and capable communities are able to develop new strategies 
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within this evolving interface and further shape the shift towards community-led 
planning. Nevertheless, not all communities are affected by this shift. Initiative-poor 
communities tend to fall behind and are at risk of becoming underdeveloped. In 
addition, this shift is limited to local level developments. Larger scale projects (such 
as regional visioning or community enterprises) are more likely to interfere with 
formalisation and government-led planning, at the expense of the positive aspects of 
community-led planning.

6.2 Comparing informality
The section above provided answers to the individual research questions. These answers 
provided an overview of how communities plan, and more specifically what happens 
in the interface of formal government-led and informal community-led planning. In 
this section I will expand on this in order to draw conclusions that concern all of the 
case study areas (which include a wide-range of planning contexts) and overarch the 
answers provided in the previous section. 

Based on these results and the answers provided in the previous section, two observations 
have arisen. First, community initiatives and their ways of practicing planning 
informally are very similar on several points in all of the three research regions. This 
is remarkable, as the case study regions are dissimilar in their geographic, institutional 
and demographic context. Below I will provide three explanations for their similarities 
and the implications for this observation. Despite these similarities at community-
level, the differences in institutional settings, however, lead to large variations in 
community-government interactions, and consequently in their relationship to formal 
planning. Below, I discuss the findings that led to this second observation, followed by 
explanations and the consequences for community-government interactions. 

1. Citizen initiatives and their ways of practicing planning informally are largely 
comparable in all three research regions. 

This research involved a wide variety in case study regions and contexts for practicing 
informal planning. It is remarkable that the outcomes, ways of decision-making, 
forms of local organisation and limits of community-led planning, as discussed in 
Section 6.1.1, were quite similar in all of the regions. This research study provides three 
plausible explanations for this observation: a strong sense of regional identity, robust 
informal institutions and a collective memory for self-organisation. 

First, in all of the regions visited, people experienced a strong sense of regional identity. 
The inhabitants identified with their regions and expressed a love for the place they 
live in, even though it is subjected to challenges such as depopulation and economic 
decline. As regional identity is a rather intangible construct, in all three regions this 
theme was expressed in diverse ways. In Galicia, this regional identity was intensified 
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after decades of suppression during the Franco regime. Here, the expression of regional 
identity (such as folklore, popular festivals, promotion of the Galician language), 
was mentioned as a driving force for the establishment of citizen initiatives such as 
libraries, festival grounds, restoring cultural heritage and establishing meeting places. 
In De Achterhoek, regional identity was less at the forefront, but inhabitants compared 
themselves to other Dutch regions, and highlighted the landscape as part of their 
identity, but also traditions such as ‘noaberschap’ (see Section 2.3.1) and their strong 
social cohesion. What was revealing was their reserved way of expressing themselves: 
during interviews it was often said that they should express the pride of their region, 
instead of being so modest about it. In Östergötland regional identity was less prevalent, 
perhaps because it has not been repressed as was the case in Galicia, or it did not need 
to compete with other identities as in De Achterhoek. However, identification with a 
geographic locality is not limited to a regional identity (Paasi, 2013). In Östergötland 
as well people indicated that they felt love for their place and they identified with 
living there. This observation was underlined by another recurrent theme during the 
interviews: across all of the case study regions, participants expressed a conviction, 
that if they could show outsiders by establishing community initiatives, how vibrant, 
beautiful or proximate their place was, then people would feel inclined to move there. 

Secondly, and subsequently related to regional identity, is the robustness of informal 
institutions. In all of the regions the social cohesion, the large number of local 
organisations and associations and strong local ties were mentioned as being 
fundamentally important for the development of community initiatives. Their 
organisational structures were largely based on implicit rules: accountability, 
reciprocity and kinship are important norms and values (Doheny & Milbourne, 
2017). What was mentioned less often (and more often tabooed) was the fear of 
exclusion: being insensitive for these unspoken institutions or mutual relations is 
often received negatively by other community-members. Other studies underline 
the social consequences of being excluded in (remote) rural area (Gray, Shaw, & 
Farrington, 2006; Walsh, O′Shea, Scharf, & Shucksmith, 2014). Other than in cities, 
the alternatives for everyday contact and social services are limited. Therefore, people 
in the peripheral, rural and depopulating areas are much more dependent on each 
other and the initiatives established in their community. 

A third explanation is the shared memory of self-governance, present in all of the 
regions visited. Not only is the institutionalisation of informal networks and rule-sets 
characteristic of rural regions, but the historical embeddedness of self-governance is 
also characteristic. These communities have been self-governing for centuries and 
they developed institutional infrastructures for this such as buurschappen, parroquías 
and burskap (local community trusts). Although these organisations disappeared and 
their formal institutions have been taken over by governments, the memory of self-
governance still remains (Salverda, Slangen, Kruit, Weijschedé, & Mulder, 2009). The 
path dependence of self-organisation is reflected in the formal representational bodies 
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that were installed later (such as a village board, comunidad de monte, dorpsraad or 
byalaget). These representational bodies have been based on the older institutional 
infrastructures (such community trusts) and related mediaeval geographic and 
institutional entities. During the interviews, initiators also repeatedly recalled their 
ancestors and the historical need for taking faith in your own hands. Moreover, 
compared to the historical roots of these organisations, governments and spatial 
planning are relatively young institutions.

The observed similarities of self-organisation do not imply that each community plans 
in the same way and can be approached in a similar fashion. Large variations exist 
with respect to the above-listed characteristics: each community has its own specific 
ways of doing things (see Chapters 2, 3 and 4 for examples). Moreover, it was mainly 
the initiative-rich communities which displayed these characteristics. In initiative-
poor communities, regional identity, informal institutions and memories of self-
governance were less prevalent. Some of these communities sprang into action more 
recently, others lacked social cohesion. A culture of self-organisation is not easily 
built and needs time to evolve. Furthermore, this study focused on communities in 
rural, depopulating areas. Compared to urban or urbanising areas, the influx of new 
people, alternative ideas and cultural diversity is limited in these communities. This 
enables traditional values in rural areas to persist and to function as a fundament for 
community-led planning. 

2. However, differences in institutional context and government-led planning does affect 
the performance of community-led planning considerably. 

Although the foundation upon which community initiatives are built is rather 
comparable in all three case study regions, there are, as concluded before, variations in 
community-government interactions. Not surprisingly, as these regions were selected 
because of their differences in institutional context. Looking back at the results, this 
has affected the performance of community-led planning in three ways. 

Firstly, the position of local governments and their mandate to develop plans differs 
in all three studies regions, as the institutionalisation of formal planning differs in 
each region. How statutory planning is organised and - in keeping with this - the local 
governmental mandate to support or neglect community-led planning affects the 
opportunities available for communities to develop plans. In Galicia, local governments 
have little resources to deliver services, especially in deprived and depopulating rural 
areas. Not all municipalities implemented the mandatory land allocation plan. As 
such, civil servants and local politicians can make individual decisions, for example 
concerning whether they grant building permits for citizen initiatives or not. As listed 
in Chapter 3, in some cases this leads to conflicts, in other cases communities use this 
room to manoeuvre to increase their autonomy. In Sweden, all of the municipalities 
have a planning monopoly. This means that they have their own mandate when it 
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comes to territorial development. Planning differs for each municipality, and so does 
the institutional space for self-organisation. Some municipalities choose to centralise 
all functions and planning responsibilities in the larger and more viable cities. Others 
actively support the distribution of facilities and infrastructure in rural areas, through 
the empowerment of local communities as well. The support communities receive for 
their endeavour differs in each municipality. The Netherlands has – in contrast – a 
dense planning system. Municipalities develop area covering land allocation plans 
(for rural areas as well, unlike in Sweden and Spain). On the one hand, bureaucratic 
hurdles and difficulties in understanding formal planning regulations is an issue 
Dutch communities have more difficulties with than in the other regions. On the other 
hand, citizen initiatives are better secured in the formal planning regime. Additionally 
and in contrast to the other regions, depopulation is placed on the national policy 
agenda, and citizen initiatives are seen as an important panacea to mitigate the effects. 
Therefore, citizen initiatives are stimulated from above, and increasingly embedded 
in the plans developed by municipalities. This has positive aspects, such as creating a 
better embedding and empowerment of initiatives, but also negative aspects, such as 
instigating the transfer of responsibilities downwards. 

Secondly, on top of the different planning traditions, all three countries have different 
traditions in how they deal with citizen initiatives and participatory governance. In 
Spain, governments have a ‘difficult’ relationship with citizen initiatives. In Galicia, 
citizen initiatives are often not acknowledged and in some cases even obstructed by 
governments (see Chapter 3). Yet, historical institutions such as collectively- owned 
private property (commons) are still intact, and acknowledged by law. These formal 
institutions provide increased possibilities for communities to generate income 
and to enjoy autonomous decision-making. In Sweden, participatory planning is 
strongly embedded and promoted. However, due the existence of a large welfare 
state and extensive role for government-led planning, participatory planning is into 
a large extend government-controlled. As such, community-led and informal forms 
of planning are understudied and neglected within a Swedish context (Bjärstig & 
Sandström, 2017). Otherwise, Sweden does have long tradition of self-governance 
and it has vast, rural, depopulating areas where governmental interference is limited 
(Wänström, 2013). Just like Sweden, the Netherlands has a strong tradition concerning 
participatory planning. However, public private partnerships play an important role 
in the development and implementation of planning (Buitelaar et al., 2011). Involving 
external stakeholders (such as local communities) in policy-making and deliverance 
is therefore much more embedded in Dutch planning than it is in the other countries 
(see Chapter 5). 

Thirdly, these differences in institutional settings and the interference of local 
governments affect the degree of autonomy of citizen initiatives in each separate region. 
In Spain, initiatives are very autonomous and they have the resources to do so (such 
as collectively-owned private land, which could be developed). In the Netherlands, 
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initiatives are much more intertwined with local governments and the outcomes 
are usually the result of a cooperation between communities and governments. In 
Sweden, the ties between governments and communities are less institutionalised, 
but nevertheless most communities have established productive dialogues with local 
governments. 

The institutional differences have several effects on the practice of community-led, 
informal planning. In dealing with these different intuitional contexts, communities 
have developed diverse strategies for applying for resources (such as funding, political 
commitment or an indispensable knowledge about formal planning procedures), and 
in dealing with or avoiding bureaucracies (as argued in Chapters 3 and 4). Through 
informal contacts at local governments and other organisations, citizens explore 
alternative ways to implement their initiatives, when this formally appears to be 
impossible. Non-governmental organisations, such as associations of small settlements, 
have an important role concerning the distribution of knowledge in handling formal 
planning.

In conclusion, when comparing informality across the three diverging planning 
contexts in Europe, the similarities between the communities visited stands out 
the most. Moreover, the similarities that have been found have implications for 
the understanding of community-led planning in general. In the first place, as the 
aspects mentioned above are found in three rather different regions, they probably 
can be observed in other European rural regions as well. Examples from other rural 
community studies support this view (Ray, 1999; Skerratt, 2013; Woods, 2010). 
That the core of community-led planning is characterised by strong cultures of self-
organisation has implications for governments dealing with community-led planning. 
Whereas formal planning is ‘makeable’ and can be steered in a top-down manner, 
informal community-led planning cannot. Informal, community-led planning 
practices evolve in an organic way, as they are rooted in strong cultures of self-
organisation. The differences in institutional settings define the room for manoeuvre 
that communities have to develop their planning initiatives, and the strategies in 
dealing with (local) governments and statutory planning. Partly, the dialectic between 
formality and informality, communities and governments is a low dynamic, as it is 
path dependent and rooted in formal and informal institutions. However, through 
repeated interaction, communities and governments can actively shape and reshape 
this room for manoeuvre. Non-governmental and governmental actors have proven to 
be successful in establishing alternative strategies and adapting informal institutions 
to achieve their goals. For gaining an in-depth understanding of community-led 
planning in the context of (dense) statutory planning, mapping these high dynamic 
dialectics is of crucial importance. 
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6.3 Advancing informality
As this is one of the first studies to explore informality in contexts with strong traditions in 
statutory planning, there are several ways in which research that pertains to informality 
can be advanced. The results of this study provide various recommendations for future 
research and practice. I will discuss these recommendations in the last two sections. 
In the first two sections on advancing informality theoretical and methodological 
reflections on this research will be described. These are discussed respectively in 
Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.

6.3.1 Theoretical reflections
This thesis has looked at community-led planning from a dialectical perspective on 
informality. This theoretical perspective was introduced in the first chapter and views 
informality as a way of doing that evolves through the practices and interactions of 
both governmental and non-governmental actors. The dialectical perspective on 
informality, however, builds on prior perspectives on informality. These perspectives 
generally depart from economic development studies and have a solid empirical base 
developed in the Global South. Studies on informality which developed in the Global 
North are steadily increasing, yet the theoretical debate is still dominated by a view from 
the South (Mukhija & Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014). This thesis provided the opportunity 
to advance a dialectical understanding of informality, based on empirical findings 
from the Global North. In doing so, a new light was shed on the conceptualisation of 
informality and enriched with empirical material from a European planning context. 

In view of the fact that a vast majority of informality research focusses on contexts 
with little or no enforcement of formal state regulation, it can be seen how the 
theorisation of informality in planning research has been influenced (McFarlane, 
2012; Roy, 2009a; Watson, 2009). In the Global South community-government 
relations are not always productive or fair. Moreover, the analysis of informality in the 
Global South can be placed within the ‘complete substitution of formal by informal 
planning’ at the end of the continuum, as this is provided in Chapter 2. Informality 
in this respect subsequently gained a political interpretation: it is a mode of doing in 
the shadows of formality, meant for those who cannot access formal regulations or 
who wish to circumvent them. Generally, research articles published on this theme are 
highly critical of governmental planning practices (Roy, 2009b; Oren Yiftachel, 2009). 
In the Global North, governmental and community-led planning are much more 
intertwined. Here government-led, statutory planning is omnipresent and cannot be 
replaced or ignored. Rather, both types of planning co-exist and mutually influence 
each other. These differences are overcome by the formality-informality continuum, 
and further advanced by the government-community continuum, as they have both 
been presented in Chapter 2. The analysis of informality in the Global South is situated 
within the ‘complete substitution of formal by informal planning’ at the end of the 
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informality continuum, where it appears that the middle part of the continuum is 
more suitable for analysing informality in the Global North. 

The dialectical perspective on informality includes more fruitful community-
government relations and focusses on the co-evolution of formal and informal 
planning practices (Meijer et al., 2015; Van Assche et al., 2012). Therefore, informality 
in the Global North acquired another connotation. Here, informality instead involves 
planning practices that have been established through informal networks of both 
governmental and non-governmental actors. Moreover, informal practices can be 
supported by formal regulations: ostensibly by offering legal protection of community 
initiatives, formalisation of (community) ownership and planning policies which 
stimulate citizen initiatives. In addition, as argued and exemplified throughout this 
thesis, informal planning practices affect the interpretation and use of formal planning 
and vice versa. In this way, a dynamic dialectic evolves. 

Nevertheless, critical views from the Global South should not be ignored. Moreover, 
in the Global North formality and informality can undermine democratic decision-
making becoming exploitive towards communities, and creating unequal power-
relations between governmental and non-governmental actors. Formal planning 
procedures are designed by governments and generally overrule informal decision-
making. In addition, unlike the Global South, governmental support is often a necessity 
for the implementation of informal, community-led planning initiatives. To grant or 
withdraw such support is a political decision made on behalf of governmental actors. 
Conversely, the act of community-led planning can also be regarded as political: it is a 
community’s response to inadequacies in government-led planning

The dialectical approach used in this thesis sheds new light on theories on linking social 
capital. In Chapter 4, the strategies employed by communities to gain support from 
governmental actors were discussed. These strategies can be regarded as performances 
of linking social capital. Linking social capital is derived from the broader concept of 
social capital and describes the ability of communities to engage vertically with external 
organisations (such as local governments), to either influence policies or draw upon 
resources (Woolcock, 2001). By examining the strategies performed by communities, 
three patterns of linking social capital were identified: minimal linking, functional 
linking and reactive linking. Distinguishing diverse patterns of linking social capital 
further advances empirical and theoretical insights into the performance of linking 
social capital. The typology of these three patterns enriches our understanding of linking 
social capital empirically. It is important to note that this typology is not permanent, 
nor exclusive; in different situations or institutional settings other patterns of linking 
social capital may arise. Distinguishing diverse patterns of linking social capital 
foremost advances how linking social capital is understood on a more general level. 
All three patterns are not only shaped by the internal compositions of communities, 
but also by the support delivered by governmental actors and the institutionalisation 
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of community-led planning. Whereas (linking) social capital generally is understood 
as an attribute of communities, this thesis showed that in the case of linking social 
capital, the actions and positions of the partners that are being linked are of crucial 
importance. To establish productive interactions, governmental actors also need to be 
equipped with the opportunity, motivation and ability to participate.

A disadvantage to using a dialectical approach is that, when considering the joint 
evolution of informality and formality as a result of continuous and dynamic 
interactions of non-governmental and governmental stakeholders, it becomes difficult 
to distinguish clearly between informal and formal planning practices. In this thesis, 
clear definitions of informality and informal planning practices were avoided precisely 
because of this. Moreover, a clear definition will falsely simplify the complexity of 
the informality debate. Theoretically and empirically, the ongoing dialectics cannot 
and should not be denied. It is this ongoing dialectic between planning practices 
performed by governments and communities, that forms an assemblage of practices 
that shape the spatial organisation of a territory. This assemblage is complex and often 
messy. However, the notion of informality, does allow for an interpretation of spatial 
planning beyond government-led, formal planning. 

With this thesis I aimed to broaden the scope of spatial planning by opening it up to 
community-led planning. At the same time, I have broadened the scope of research on 
informality by focussing on practices from the Global North. A dialectical perspective 
proved effective in analysing the co-evolution of formality and informality, and the 
intertwinement community-led and government-led planning. 

6.3.2 Methodological reflections
The viewing of diverse examples of community-led planning practices across Europe 
is one of the strengths of this study. It has led to a broad sample of informal planning 
practices and outcomes, which could be contextualised comprehensively due to 
additional interviews and document analysis. Furthermore, the outcomes of the 
field visits, interviews and document analysis has provided a solid base for further 
reflection through the focus group discussions. In these focus group meetings, several 
key representatives of communities, local governments and NGOs discussed the 
consequences of the shift from government-led towards community-led planning. By 
presenting examples and dilemmas from the first round of the data collection, the 
focus group participants could reflect in a more profound way on their practices. 
Moreover, the participants could discuss their concerns without restrictions, and 
without referring directly to their own experiences.  Using the outcomes of earlier 
field research proved to be a good method for starting the discussions and mapping 
the institutional context of the emerging shift towards participatory governance. Being 
able to recognise the similarities and differences with other planning contexts also 
increased the external validation of the focus group results. 
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Nevertheless, the focus on actual examples of planning practices during the first stage 
of data collection, led to a selective sample of active communities that were more or less 
successful in their approach because these communities were able to accomplish their 
goals and they produced the tangible results I sought. Inactive communities, possessing 
little means to achieve their goals (for example, because they lacked bonding and/or 
bridging social capital), are much less represented in this study. Yet, the continuous 
withdrawal of state and the governments appeal to the self-help-capacities of citizens 
influences these communities as well (Commins & Keane, 1994). Partly, I was able to 
overcome this bias by paying in-depth attention to what went wrong during the planning 
processes of apparent ‘successful’ initiatives. It appeared that the most successful 
initiatives had long histories, and that they had gone through difficult phases in the past, 
too. Where possible, I included less successful examples. This was not easily done as 
most of the initiators were contacted through snowball sampling, a method that tends 
to have a bias towards examples that people like to bring forward (usually the successful 
cases) (Atkinson & Flint, 2001). However, other sampling methods would have been 
problematic as well. Challenged communities are hard to reach and their planning 
efforts remain hidden to the public eye: they do not display their results on websites or 
other public accounts, nor do they have the capacity to visit network meetings organised 
by supporting NGOs . When encountering less successful examples, key contacts (the 
gatekeepers) were often reluctant to provide their contact details. Nevertheless, each 
case study area contains one or two examples that have not fully lived up to their 
potential or are currently facing a rough patch. For future research, it is recommended 
that this sample of challenged communities be further explored and expanded. 

The empirical basis for this research largely consisted of in-depth interviews. Although 
the interviews have been triangulated with other methods (website and document 
analysis, newspaper articles, field visits, focus group meetings), they did provide an in-
depth account of how the initiators made sense of their planning practices. However, 
there are some limitations to this approach. First of all, for each community only a 
limited number of inhabitants could be interviewed. Usually these were the key 
initiators, and if possible some other inhabitants who were less involved (owners of 
local businesses, ‘just’ volunteers). During interviews people tend to rationalise their 
behaviour and as a consequence, the planning process. As these processes have been 
little documented, it is impossible to reconstruct the actual decision-making process 
(if existing: documentation can also be regarded as a discursive activity). Furthermore, 
and although thoroughly questioned, issues of exclusion and negative voices tend 
to remain ambiguous when asking the protagonists of community initiatives for 
information. During the focus group discussions these issues are even more amplified, 
as participants tend to seek for consensus during the discussions and extreme views 
are tempered. Participatory observation could solve this limitation, however it would 
also implicate a smaller and less diverse sample of initiatives. This study was aimed at 
exploring community-led planning practices in diverse contexts, for which the methods 
chosen and the cases selected are deemed appropriate and have led to satisfying results. 
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However, for further research that is focused on matters of exclusion and the impact 
of initiatives on daily community life, participatory observation is a good method to 
provide these other, in-depth understandings of community-led planning. 

In the first chapter of this thesis depopulating regions were introduced as a pressure-
cooker for community-led planning: the practices that emerge here can be seen as 
examples for other (still growing) regions. This is happening to a certain extent already: 
the Dutch government is experimenting with community-led planning in depopulating 
regions and it hopes to transfer the lessons learned to urban regions as well (Ministerie 
Binnenlandse Zaken en Koningsrijksrelaties, 2016). Researchers draw our attention to 
what can be learned from planning under depopulating circumstances (Kempenaar 
et al., 2015; Sousa & Pinho, 2015; Wiechmann, 2008). The shift from government-led 
planning to community-led planning is amplified in depopulating regions, but it can 
be observed in other contexts as well (Davoudi & Madanipour, 2015). As statutory 
planning does not take radically different forms in urban areas (land allocation plans 
and legislation are generic planning instruments), citizen-government interactions 
can take similar (but diverse) forms. However, community-led planning as it occurs in 
rural areas is unlikely to resemble citizen initiatives in a urban context (Woods, 2005). 
In Section 6.1, I stated that communities try to prevent social exclusion and strive 
for consolidation of village life (e.g. by taking over formerly government-supported 
facilities). Urban areas are more diverse, and these diversities affect the scale, planning 
interests and outcomes of the initiatives. Therefore, urban citizen initiatives are likely 
to be more specific and have a different dynamic, than the community-led planning 
initiatives studied in this thesis. 

6.3.3 Recommendations for future research
Some communities seem to have self-organisation in their DNA. This study includes 
a wide range of them. Nevertheless, not all communities have the capacity to develop 
initiatives. Especially in depopulating regions selective outmigration takes place: 
young, capable, highly-educated citizens have a greater tendency to out-migrate. 
Actively stimulating initiatives (among others, by outsourcing government-run 
facilities) seems unfeasible for unorganised and initiative-poor communities. 
Initiative-rich communities have long traditions of self-organisation and large 
resources of social capital. These circumstances do not emerge overnight, but slowly 
evolve over the decades. As a result, self-organization also seems to be largely path-
dependent. Nevertheless, inactive communities are underrepresented in the current 
research on self-organisation (which focusses, logically, on communities that do self-
organise). Therefore, it is necessary to pay more attention to these communities as 
well. What is the social composition and historical background of initiative-poor 
communities? Are there other explanatory factors for why some communities lack 
the ‘self-organising DNA’? How are they affected by the pervasive or minimisation 
strategies local governments employ to allocate the provision of public facilities at the 
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level of citizens? Do inhabitants experience their situation as problematic? How do 
front-line workers, such as rural development officers, deal with this problem? 

In the Netherlands, we have been observing an emerging institutional change towards 
participatory governance. This governance model and the consequent transfer of 
responsibilities towards civil society has implications for democratic decision-making. 
Other studies have conceptualised these implications as a shift from representative 
democracy towards deep democracy or deliberative democracy (Fischer, 2009; Goodin, 
2008; Held, 2006). Theoretically, the pros and cons of such a shift have been outlined 
(Johnson, 2001), however, how it affects rural communities in reality is still unclear. 
Since there is a growing demand for the self-organising capacities of rural communities 
in the Netherlands and elsewhere in Europe, the underlying democratic shift should 
not be underestimated nor neglected (Connelly, 2011). In Sweden, self-organisation 
receives perhaps less state attention than in the Netherlands, yet democratic awareness 
was more often issued by the interviewees. The Swedish Association for Municipal and 
Regional Governments (SKL) warns about unequal democracies in one of its policy 
documents concerning citizen dialogues: 

“The biggest risk is that citizen dialogue leads to a more unequal democracy, where 
those who are already resourceful get another forum through which to influence 
decisions. It is not unusual for local and regional authorities to use forums and 
places where politicians and officers feel safe, such as public meetings in the council 
chambers. This limits the numbers and types of people who feel inclined to take part. 
Therefore, the elected representatives must actively seek out citizens where they are 
and where they gather, in order to obtain their views on the issue in question.” 

(The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions, 2008, p. 30)

Issues of unequal democracy can play a role as well where citizen initiatives are 
concerned. It was previously concluded that, in contrast to the Global South, 
informality is not only a last resort for the poor and underprivileged, but rather it 
is an instrument of the elite. In dense statutory planned contexts, it is the elite who 
are capable of exploring the edges of formal institutions and who generate informal 
solutions. Moreover, this elite (usually highly-educated, professionally experienced, 
retired, white men) has access to informal networks which include civil servants, 
politicians and administrators and resources to obtain permits, subsidies or private 
funding. On the other hand, the elite cannot afford to act ahead of local consensus, 
and they are probably corrected by internal informal institutions (Ellickson, 1991). 
Yet, there are concerns, and it is at the moment not clear how this apparent democratic 
disbalance affects community-led planning. Therefore, more empirical research 
is needed to look into the democratic consequences of emerging shifts towards 
government participation and community-led planning. The role of the local elite and 
the representation of diversity and democratic awareness are key aspects for critical 
future research in community-led planning. 
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6.3.4 Recommendations for practice 
The benefits of informal, community-led planning are increasingly being praised by 
planning professionals, governments and rural NGOs. Rightly, as this study indicates 
that citizens can be capable planners and provide an added value that is unfeasible 
for governments (such as sensitivity, social cohesion, empowerment). Nevertheless, 
there are also clear limitations to community-led planning as indicated above. To 
deal with community-led planning and to view its limitations, I will outline four 
recommendations for practice. 

1. Stimulation of community-led planning also produces uneven development 
opportunities and inequality between rural communities.

In communities where social capital is well-developed, municipalities may rely on 
community initiatives and the informal planning practices to replace formal planning 
tasks. However, informal planning can be problematic in communities with low 
levels of social capital. Chapter 4 showed that municipalities now hardly reach out 
to these communities. The risk of not reaching out is that certain localities become 
underdeveloped, compared to other more active places. In the long run, this leads 
to an ineffective distribution of public services or a lack of future development 
opportunities; a so-called planning vacuum. To prevent planning vacuums and large 
inequalities between localities, several options are open to municipalities: (1) they 
can return to formal planning; (2) they can stimulate opportunities for bonding and 
bridging social capital by providing (third) spaces for interaction (Tietjen & Jørgensen, 
2016); or (3) they can increase internal capability or motivation for the development of 
linking social capital, through training and via frontline workers. Which options yield 
the best results depends on the local situation and the support required. In situations 
with a low community capacity and a lack of social cohesion, the final solution 
appears to be a return to formal planning. In locations where community activity is 
present, providing opportunity or increasing the capability for the development of 
community initiatives are good options that can be enhanced by governmental actors. 
Nevertheless, it is important to realise, that even after intense stimulation, motivation 
and active empowerment, some communities will still not be able to take over former 
governmental tasks. In these situations with a low community capacity and a lack of 
social cohesion, returning to formal planning should be considered as a solution as 
well.

2. Frontline workers, such as rural development officers or regional managers, are 
essential links for providing constructive support to rural communities.

In contexts where statutory planning is omnipresent, a frontline worker (for example 
someone employed by a municipality or NGO) who has an in-depth knowledge 
of formal procedures and close contacts within the governmental offices seems 
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indispensable to local communities. In all of the case study regions, communities 
praised the contact with one or two civil servants, as they functioned as their 
guides in handling bureaucratic hurdles. In Sweden and the Netherlands quite a few 
municipalities installed a special officer for stimulating community initiatives and 
rural development. This frontline worker knows the needs of the local communities 
and connects their demands with other more specialised civil servants. Though there 
are several ways for establishing low thresholds and empowering local communities, 
installing frontline workers is one of the more successful and straightforward options. 
Such a frontline worker ideally is a clearly visible contact person, provided with the 
mandate to engage with community initiatives and proactively striving for connection 
with all of the communities. Frontline workers can work out tailor-made solutions 
together with communities, but they can also explain the limitations of certain 
approaches or objections. 

3. Being critical towards democratic representation of citizen initiatives 

In Section 6.3.2 the potential negative consequences of a democratic shift towards 
self-governance (such as exclusion, democratic disbalance and the dominance of 
the local elite) and the need for further research on this topic, has been outlined. 
Nevertheless, local communities and municipalities remain responsible for preventing 
malpractices. Representative bodies, such as village boards, are often  aware of their 
representational character. This does not only involve a demographic representation 
(as the Dutch NGO for small settlements advocates), but it also involves a broad 
diversity of communication lines: general assemblies, an up-to-date website, social 
media and ‘informal information hubs’ such as the local grocery store (see Chapter 
4). Institutionalised checks and balances at community-level, such as an auditing 
committee, as these are usually common practices and that is what they should be. 
Most municipalities demand broad local support, when granting subsidies or other 
forms of support. Yet, they have difficulties retrieving concrete evidence. Being critical 
is necessary, especially when it concerns large amounts of public money. However, 
requiring elaborate formal accounts has proven to be counterproductive. Building 
relationships of trust, and ‘letting go’ appears to be  a better way for achieving local 
accountability (de Vries, 2014).

4. Mind the (geographic) limitations of citizen initiatives 

In most communities decisions are depoliticised. This means that decisions are 
taken by consensus, but it might also be that potential conflictual topics are avoided. 
Moreover, most communities have an unspoken rule that party politics and activism 
should be avoided (see Chapter 3). Collective goal-setting both unites and limits 
communities which possess planning aspirations. It was already argued that, because 
of these reasons, extra-local or regional decision-making seems unfeasible. Yet, the 
bottom-up development of regional strategic visions has been placed high on the 
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agenda of policy-makers. In Dutch planning circles the upscaling of community-led 
planning towards a collective regional vision is often mentioned as the way forward 
(Ministerie Binnenlandse Zaken en Koningsrijksrelaties, 2014). From the perspective 
of governmental planning this would seem logical: upscaling leads to having better 
coordination and higher efficiency. However, communities do not plan as governments 
do. Due to the informal and depoliticised character of their planning practices, 
communities are most likely to stick to their local agendas. Seen from this perspective, 
municipalities and regional governments remain responsible for the distribution of 
social services and infrastructure, and have the political mandate to do so. 

To conclude, informality does advance our understanding of spatial planning. It 
makes planning more inclusive towards the practices of non-governmental actors and 
different rationalities of decision-making and spatial organisation. It has also shown 
that informality involves networked, flexible, ad hoc, unregulated and spontaneous 
planning practices. Community-led planners are successful in their ability to organise 
themselves and their planning processes informally. Concretely, their informal 
networks enhance awareness raising, shared problem ownership, local public support, 
volunteer involvement, sharing local knowledge, flexibility in dealing with unforeseen 
circumstances and creative solutions for tight budgets and limited resources. These are 
all aspects of the planning process which most local governments are struggling with 
nowadays. 

However, exploring informality and the capacity of non-governmental stakeholders 
to plan, should not disqualify other, government-led and formal planning practices. 
Where regional and political decisions are concerned, governmental planning is still 
necessary, as community planners focus on local influence spheres and consensus. 
In addition, where some communities have proven to be very capable planners, not 
all communities have a capacity to plan. Especially in depopulating regions, a lack of 
capable community planners can become a problem in the long run, due to selective 
outmigration. 

This study has shown that informality and formality coexist and mutually influence 
each other. A dynamic dialectic between formal and informal planning practices and 
community- and government-led planning exists. Within this interface a new pallet 
of planning practices can arise. These practices are shaped and reshaped through the 
interpretations, adaptive capacities and willingness of both governmental and non-
governmental actors. This new pallet of planning practices not only increases the 
possibilities for future development under difficult circumstances, but it also broadens 
the scope of spatial planning literature by including informal and community-led 
planning efforts. 
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Summary
Chapter 1. Spatial planning, historically, has been the domain of governments. For 
a long time, planning efforts taken by other actors, like citizens, have been invisible 
for both scholars and professionals in planning. However, the number of examples 
in which non-governmental actors develop and implement plans for their own local 
environment is growing. At the same time, due to austerity measures, devolution and 
increased planning interests from other stakeholders, a shift from formal government-
led planning towards more informal community-led planning occurs. 

Within the context of this changing landscape for spatial planning, it is of increasing 
social and scientific relevance to gain a better understanding of how communities 
plan, and how they plan in relation to existing formal government-led planning. To 
study community-led planning, the scope of spatial planning research needed to be 
broadened. In this thesis, I did so by building on informality as a planning concept. I 
understand informality as those planning practices that are (largely) unregulated by 
formal procedures, based on social networks and informal interactions. 

For this research informal planning has been explored in the context of rural 
depopulation. In depopulating regions, local governments are struggling with the 
delivery of planning tasks. Conversely, a number of communities is eager to step into 
this planning vacuum. Therefore, depopulating regions can be regarded as a pressure-
cooker for a shift towards informal community-led planning, and formed a challenging 
research context. 

This thesis aimed at exploring the dynamics of informal, community-led planning 
practices in relation to government-led formal planning, by examining regions faced with 
depopulation. In line with this research objective, three research questions have been 
formulated:

• How is informality conceptualised and practiced, by non-governmental actors 
(communities)?

• How does informality relate to government-led formal planning?
• What does a shift from government-led planning towards community-led planning 

imply for the development of planning strategies?
 
Empirically, informal community-led planning practices have been studied in 
three European depopulating regions, with varying statutory planning contexts. 
The case study regions were: De Achterhoek (the Netherlands), Galicia (Spain) and 
Östergötland (Sweden). In all case study regions qualitative, interpretive, empirical 
research was conducted. Data gathering consisted of field visits to examples of 
community-led planning practices, interviews with involved stakeholders (initiators, 
policy-makers, NGO representatives) and document analysis. Additionally three focus 
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group meetings were organised in De Achterhoek to reflect with involved stakeholders 
on the implications of a shift from government-led towards community-led planning. 
Data gathered from the 3 case studies served as input for the focus group discussions. 

Chapter 2. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate how the concept of informality 
deepens our understandings of spatial planning in the Netherlands. From the Global 
South, where the informality debate finds its origins, we have learned that through 
informality, non-governmental stakeholders are capable of practicing planning: that 
is decision-making aimed at coordinating different processes of spatial organisation. 
Therefore the inputs from other stakeholders become more apparent and are more 
spontaneous, ad hoc or flexible styles of planning are taken into account as well. In 
a formalised context, informality is less absolute and co-exists with formal planning. 
Rather than a dichotomy, a continuum can be distinguished from purely informal to 
formal planning. Moreover, community-led planning is not necessarily informal, and 
government-led planning can have informal aspects as well. Therefore the formality/
informality continuum was accomplished with the government-/community-led 
continuum. Combining both continuums provided an analytical framework wherein 
four categories of planning practices can be distinguished: statutory planning (formal/
government-led), clientalism (informal/government-led), self-organisation (informal/
community-led) and institutionalised community-led planning (formal/community-
led).

The empirical part of this chapter is based on a broad range of examples of community-
led planning practices from De Achterhoek, that are into different degrees influenced 
by government-led planning and/or formality. Due to informality, communities 
were more capable than municipalities when it comes to mobilising public support, 
finding cost-efficient solutions and give rise to new opportunities rapidly. However, 
the studied examples showed community-led planning also takes formal forms, was 
driven by governmental policies or the result of community-government partnerships. 
The framework introduced in the theoretical section enabled positioning the examples 
within the formal-informal and community-government continuums, and illustrated 
the degree of governmental interference or formality. 

This chapter concludes by stating that pure and extra-legal informality as it occurs in 
the Global South is a long way from what were described as Dutch informal planning 
practices. The analytical framework enabled a more nuanced analysis of how community-
led planning is practiced in a context of dense statutory planning. These practices also 
involved close cooperation with governmental actors and formalisation of community-
led planning. However, this does not mean that informality within this context is a 
continuation of collaborative planning or a-political. First, the empowerment of non-
governmental actors opened up new pools local level politics; especially aged, male, highly 
educated citizens were the drivers behind community initiatives. Secondly, government-
stimulated informality is at risk of becoming exploitive towards communities. 
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Chapter 3. This chapter draws on the case study results from Galicia, Spain. In Galicia, 
planning practices performed by rural communities have a long tradition. Over decades 
these activities unlocked a diverse set of endogenous development potentials, leading to 
a more inclusive use of local knowledge, tailor made solutions, resilient communities, 
problem ownership and local capacity building. In this chapter the planning practices of 
two communities were discussed into more detail. These two examples of community-led 
planning showed that through locally developed initiatives both communities were able 
to deal with economic and demographic decline and improve local living circumstances.

Planning in Galicia, and many other regions, is layered: one layer consists of planning 
practices that are performed by governments and another of planning practices 
performed by local communities. Both layers have their own dynamics and in both 
planning is practiced in formal and informal ways. Planning by governments follows 
the rational of procedures, regulations, but also of political ambitions: like clientelism 
and idealism. In Galicia these political ambitions sometimes take the overhand: 
clientalism is not uncommon and not all municipalities developed or enforce statutory 
plans. Alternatively, community-led planning practices are based on networks of trust, 
unwritten laws and ad hoc coordination; but have formal decision-making structures 
as well, for example for managing the commons. Planning at community level is a 
reaction to crises and needs experienced from below, especially in the absence of 
statutory planning. Nowadays planning at community level still resembles the 
organisation of traditional communities, like the commons, that once settled the base 
for organisation of agricultural and social activities in rural areas.

From a dialectical perspective on formal and informal institutions the continuous 
interactions between community-led and governmental planning practices were 
analysed. A dialectical approach points out that both types of planning practices are 
not static, but evolve and influence each other over time. This can be due to internal 
dynamics: overtime communities became more aware of how they would like to 
make decisions and institutionalised these processes. Governments went through 
similar processes. Changes can also be unlocked by external dynamics (or from the 
other planning ‘layer’): governmental planning practices changed when confronted 
with practices performed by communities and vice versa. Planning regulations 
established by governments obtained new meanings when they are implemented. 
During the implementation process policies and regulations were confronted with 
local circumstances or other interests of implementers had (both communities spoke of 
ambiguous, extra-legal or a-legal practices, practiced by governments and themselves). 
Planning at community level was even more fluid, communities were often challenged 
to find solutions to adjust to (or avoid) governmental expectations or demands. 
Consequently they changed their strategies and the way they practiced planning. This 
chapter concludes with the notion that there is an ongoing dialectic between planning 
practices by governments and communities, which  forms an assemblage of practices 
shaping and re-shaping the spatial organisation of a territory.
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Chapter 4. This chapter is based on the results of a comparative case study that focused 
on the interaction between planning practices performed by communities and 
governments actors in Östergötland (Sweden) and De Achterhoek (the Netherlands). 
In both countries communities actively undertook initiatives to consolidate their 
village live: they build meeting places or take over governmental tasks. These initiatives 
often could be established without support  from governmental actors. Although the 
nature of the initiatives was rather similar in both cases, there were variations visible 
in how communities and governmental organisations interact. Our observations were 
structured by a theoretical framework based on theories of (linking) social capital. 
According to Putnam social capital is embodied in forms of social organisation, such 
as informal community networks. Linking social capital refers to the formation of ties 
with external organisations, that have different power positions (local governments 
for instance). Through the development of linking social capital communities can ‘get 
ahead’ by gaining access to resources and formal decision-making power.  

The analysis of the demand for support from communities and attitude of local 
governments towards community initiatives resulted in a further division of 
linking social capital into three categories:  minimal linking, functional linking and 
reactive linking. In summary, minimal linking entails minimal interaction between 
communities and local governments. Communities perform their initiatives rather 
autonomously while local governments strategically focus on the development of 
urban areas, instead of hard to reach depopulating rural areas. Functional linking is 
performed when communities have specific needs that demand support from local 
governments: an extra financial contribution or assistance in dealing with formal 
planning constraints. Local governments facilitate these requests. In the case of 
reactive linking local governments act in a pro-active way: they design policies to 
outsource specific tasks towards communities (like libraries or other social services). 
Communities in their turn, can use these opportunities to incorporate these tasks into 
their own project agenda. 

The identification of different intensities and aims for linking social capital provided 
a more detailed understanding of the variations in which linking social capital is 
practiced. This understanding is important as linking social capital is increasingly part 
of development strategies for (depopulating) rural regions, performed by communities 
and encouraged by (higher level) governments. 

This chapter concludes with the observation that social capital is not equally divided 
among all communities. In communities where social capital is well-developed, 
municipalities may rely on community initiatives and the informal planning practices 
to replace formal planning tasks. However, informal planning can be problematic 
in communities with low levels of social capital. We observed that municipalities 
hardly reach out to these communities. The risk of not reaching out is that certain 
localities become underdeveloped, compared to other more active places. Moreover, 
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depopulation can undermine the development of social capital. Due to selective out-
migration, capable and well-connected neighbours are most like to leave. Relying 
on community initiatives and a la lack of governmental support, can in the long run 
lead to ineffective distribution of public services or a lack of future development 
opportunities: a so-called planning vacuum. 

Chapter 5. For this chapter we returned to De Achterhoek region for three reflective 
focus groups which built on the results of earlier case study research.  More than in the 
other two case study regions, government-society interactions are rooted in the Dutch 
planning tradition. Moreover, we argue in this chapter that in De Achterhoek region 
the shift towards devolution and self-organisation was amplified, due to population 
decline and the 2008 economic crisis. This development had serious implications for 
the development and implementation of spatial policies. Theoretically this shift was 
analysed as a process of informal institutional change. Informal institutional change 
is characterised by changes in shared beliefs and collective expectations of involved 
stakeholders. This change is bottom-up initiated and involves a redistribution of power 
and resources. Our analysis focused at social change, path dependencies, adaptive 
informal institutions and planning cultures as driving forces of (informal) institutional 
change. Departing from these driving forces, we wanted to ‘measure’ the degree of 
institutional change towards increased self-organisation and citizen initiatives. As the 
main research question we asked ourselves to what extent this new approach in spatial 
planning has become institutionalised. 

The results of the focus groups clearly indicated a process of informal institutional 
change: all participating stakeholders (representatives of citizen initiatives, governments 
and  NGO’s) acknowledged a change towards community-led planning, and that it 
changed their routines and attitudes towards the planning process. Nevertheless, the 
prior existence of citizen initiatives can be considered as a vital driving force for the shift 
towards participatory governance. This process of institutional change was remarkable 
as it did not involve change of formal laws and regulations. However the way in which 
policy-makers and citizens dealt with each other and how they both became actively 
involved in bottom-up, informal and community-led planning practices did lead to 
an informal institutional change. In line with our theoretical frame, this institutional 
change is characterised by the collective willingness to change by communities and 
local governments, and mainly driven by endogenous forces. 

To verify the robustness and resilience of this change, we asked ourselves two questions 
in the final section of this chapter: 1) Has this informal institutional change become 
routine behaviour (indicating a ‘high degree’ of institutionalisation)?, and 2) Has 
stabilisation of this institutional change occurred? Based on the focus group results 
it can be concluded that early on participation of governments to stimulate citizen 
initiatives has become routine behaviour for most municipalities. Also, controversial 
initiatives hardly occurred: due to intense cooperation between citizens and policy-
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makers and citizens at local level ambitions and expectations were shaped and 
adjusted during the process.  However, it cannot be concluded that stabilisation of 
this institutional change has occurred yet. In De Achterhoek, and other European 
regions, citizen initiatives have clear local boundaries and tends to stabilise within 
these boundaries. Conversely national and regional governments are interested in 
trans-regional bottom-up projects and promote scale-enlargement. Furthermore, 
here as well inequalities between initiatives-rich and initiative-poor municipalities are 
likely to occur in the future. The effects of this divergence are unclear, as this change 
has not stabilised yet. However, the divergence is likely to increase.  

Chapter 6. This thesis has looked at how informal community-led planning practices 
evolved in depopulating areas across Europe. In this concluding chapter answers to 
the research questions were provided, a methodological and theoretical reflections was 
given, and recommendations for future research and practice were drawn. Based on 
the answers provided to the three research questions two general conclusions arose. 

First, when comparing informality across the three diverging planning contexts 
in Europe several similarities between the visited communities stood out: a strong 
regional identity, robust informal institutions and a shared memory of historical 
self-governance formed the fundaments of community-led planning. The found 
similarities have implications for the understanding of community-led planning in 
general. In the first place, as these similarities were found in three rather different 
regions, they probably can be observed in other European rural regions as well. 
Secondly, that the core of community-led planning is characterised by strong cultures 
of self-organisation has implications for governments dealing with community-led 
planning. Where formal planning is makeable and can be steered in a top-down 
manner, informal community-led planning is not. Informal, community-led planning 
practices evolve in an organic way, rooted in strong cultures of self-organisation. 

Second, the differences in institutional settings define the room for manoeuvre that 
communities have to develop their planning initiatives, and the strategies in dealing 
with (local) governments and statutory planning. Partly, the dialectic between 
formality and informality, communities and governments is low dynamic, as it is path 
dependent and rooted in formal and informal institutions.  However, through repeated 
interactions, communities and governments actively shape and reshape this room for 
manoeuvre. Non-governmental and governmental actors have proven to be successful 
in establishing alternative strategies and adaptive informal institutions to achieve 
their goals. Within this interface a new pallet of (highly dynamic) planning practices 
arises. These practices are shaped and reshaped through the interpretations, adaptive 
capacities and willingness to change of both governmental and non-governmental 
actors. This new pallet of planning practices not only increases possibilities for future 
development under difficult circumstances, but also broadens to scope of spatial 
planning literature by including informal and community-led planning efforts.
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For further research it was recommended to pay more attention to unsuccessful, 
unorganised and/or initiative-poor communities: what does a shift towards 
participatory governance imply for them? Secondly, uneven representation and 
democratic disbalance are potential risks of community-led planning. However, the 
magnitude of these risks is unclear at the moment and deserves more critical research 
attention. 

Finally, four recommendation have been formulated for practice: 1) Be aware that 
stimulation of community led planning also produces uneven development and 
inequality between communities. 2) Frontline workers, such as rural development 
officers or regional managers, are essential links for providing constructive support 
to rural communities. 3) Be critical towards democratic representation of citizen 
initiatives. 4) Mind the (geographic) limitations of citizen initiatives.
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Samenvatting
Hoofdstuk 1. Ruimtelijk planning wordt vaag gezien als een overheidsaangelegenheid. 
De planningspraktijken van andere actoren, zoals burgers, waren voor een lange 
tijd onzichtbaar voor zowel wetenschappers en professionals in de planologie. Het 
aantal voorbeelden waarbij niet overheidsgerelateerde actoren plannen ontwikkelen 
en uitvoeren voor hun eigen leefomgeving neem echter toe. Tegelijkertijd trekt de 
overheid zich terug, en is er een verschuiving van formele overheidsgestuurde planning 
naar meer informele en gemeenschapsgestuurde planningspraktijken te zien. 

Binnen dit veranderde landschap is het van toenemend wetenschappelijk 
en maatschappelijk belang om meer te weten te komen over hoe burgers (of 
gemeenschappen) plannen maken, en hoe die plannen samenhangen met formele en 
overheidsgestuurde ruimtelijke ordening. Om gemeenschapsgestuurde planning te 
kunnen bestuderen is een bredere interpretatie van het begrip planologie noodzakelijk. 
In deze thesis doe ik dat door voort te bouwen op het concept ‘informaliteit’. Informele 
planningspraktijken worden niet of nauwelijks gereguleerd worden door formele 
procedures, en komen voort uit sociale netwerken en informele interacties. 

Voor dit onderzoek zijn informele planningspraktijken in een context die sterk 
wordt bepaald door bevolkingskrimp. In krimpregio’s worstelen lokale overheden 
met het uitvoeren van hun planningstaken. Daarentegen is een groeiend aantal 
gemeenschappen bereid om in dit vacuüm te stappen en taken over te nemen. Daarom 
kunnen krimpregio’s worden beschouwd als een snelkookpan voor de verschuiving 
naar informele, gemeenschapsgestuurde planningspraktijken en vormen juist deze 
regio’s een interessante onderzoekscontext. 

Het doel van deze thesis is om de dynamiek van informele, gemeenschapsgestuurde 
planningspraktijken te verkennen in relatie tot overheidsgestuurde, formele planning, 
door middel van onderzoek in regio’s die te maken hebben met bevolkingskrimp.

Op basis van het bovenstaande onderzoeksdoel zijn drie onderzoeksvragen 
geformuleerd:

• Hoe wordt informaliteit geconceptualiseerd en in de praktijk gebracht door niet 
overheidsgerelateerde actoren (zoals gemeenschappen)?

• Hoe verhoudt informaliteit zich tot overheidsgestuurde formele planning?
• Wat betekent de verschuiving van van formele overheidsgestuurde planning naar 

meer informele en gemeenschapsgestuurde planningspraktijken voor de ontwikkeling 
van planningsstrategiën?

 
Voor dit onderzoek zijn informele, gemeenschapsgestuurde planningspraktijken 
onderzocht in drie Europese krimpregio’s, met uiteenlopende institutionele 
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achtergronden. Deze regio’s zijn De Achterhoek (Nederland), Galicië (Spanje) 
en Östergötland (Zweden). In alle regio’s is kwalitatief, interpretatief, emperisch 
onderzoek uitgevoerd. De dataverzameling bestond uit veldbezoeken aan voorbeelden 
van gemeenschapsgestuurde planningspraktijken, interviews met de belangrijkste 
betrokkenen (initiatiefnemers, beleidsmakers en vertegenwoordigers van NGO’s) en 
een aanvullende documentenanalyse. Daarnaast zijn er drie focusgroepdiscussies 
gehouden in de Achterhoek, om samen met betrokken actoren te reflecteren op wat de 
verschuiving van planningsverantwoordelijkheden voor hen in de praktijk betekent. De 
data die is verzameld in de drie case studie regio’s diende hierbij als discussiemateriaal.  

Hoofdstuk 2. Dit hoofdstuk heeft als doel te demonstreren hoe het concept informaliteit 
bijdraagt aan ons begrip van ruimtelijke planning in Nederland. Informaliteit is een 
concept dat voortkomt uit economische en ontwikkelingsstudies, en dat vooral is 
toegepast in contexten zonder formele ruimtelijke ordening (ontwikkelingslanden). 
Het laat zien hoe niet- overheidsgerelateerde actoren in staat zijn om planning te 
beoefenen op een informele manier: zij vormen besluiten met als doel verschillende 
processen van ruimtelijke organisatie te coördineren. Door deze informele lens 
worden spontane, ad hoc, en meer flexibele stijlen van planning zichtbaar. In een 
geformaliseerde context is informaliteit minder absoluut aanwezig en bestaat zij 
in samenhang met formele planning. In plaats van een tegenstelling bestaat er een 
continuüm van volledig informele tot volledig geformaliseerde planning. Sterker nog, 
gemeenschapsgestuurde planning is niet per se informeel, en overheidsgestuurde 
planning heeft ook informele aspecten. Om dit spanningsveld te kunnen onderzoeken 
is er aan het infomaliteit-formaliteit continuüm een tweede continuüm toegevoegd: 
het overheids-gemeenschaps- gestuurde continuum. Samen vormen beide continuüms 
een analytisch raamwerk waarin vier categorieën kunnen worden onderscheiden: 
wettelijk-geïnstitutionaliseerde planning (formeel en overheidsgestuurd), 
clientalisme (informeel en overheidsgestuurd), zelf-organisatie (informeel en 
gemeenschapsgestuurd) en geïnstitutionaliseerde gemeenschapsgestuurde planning 
(formeel en gemeenschapsgstuurd). 

Het empirische deel van dit hoofdstuk is gebasseerd op een breed spectrum aan 
voorbeelden van gemeenschapsgestuurde planningspraktijken in de Achterhoek. Deze 
planningspraktijken zijn in verschillende mate beïnvloed door overheidsgestuurde 
planning en/of formaliteit. Vanwege hun informele karakter waren gemeenschappen 
beter uitgerust om lokaal draagvlak te creëren, kosten-efficiënte oplossingen te generen 
of zich (plotseling) voordoende kansen aan te grijpen dan gemeenten. Echter, de 
voorbeelden laten ook zien dat deze vorm van planning formele aspecten heeft, soms 
overheidgestuurd is of het resultaat van gemeenschap-overheid-partnerschappen. 
Het analytisch raamwerk laat zien hoe de voorbeelden zich verhouden binnen de 
continuüms, en illustreert de mate van overheidsinmenging of formaliteit. 
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De voorbeelden die in dit artikel zijn besproken staan ver af van de ongereguleerde 
informele planningspraktijken zoals die in ontwikkelingslanden voorkomen. Het 
analytisch raamwerk maakt echter een meer genuanceerde analysis mogelijk van 
hoe gemeenschappen planning beoefenen in een sterk geformaliseerde context, 
waarin formalisering en samenwerking met overheden centraal een belangrijke rol 
vervullen. Dat wil echter niet zeggen dat informaliteit per defenitie een voortzetting 
is van participatieve planning of a-politiek is. Ten eerste is micropolitiek op 
gemeenschapsniveau een belangrijke factor geworden:  momenteel vervullen vooral 
oudere, ervaren mannen de rol van initiatiefnemer. Of dit gevolgen heeft voor de 
vertegenwoordiging van andere groepen in de samenleving is nog niet duidelijk. Wel 
is het duidelijk dat het niet eens zijn met een initiatief kan leiden tot lokale uitsluiting. 
Ten tweede, kunnen overheidsgestuurde initiatieven ook leiden tot overbelasting van 
gemeenschappen, wanneer zij in toenemende mate overheidstaken overnemen op een 
vrijwillige basis.  

Hoofdstuk 3. Dit hoofdstuk is gebaseerd op de resultaten van het onderzoek dat 
plaatsvond Galicië, in Spanje. In Galicië bestaat er een lange traditie van gemeen-
schapsgestuurde planningspraktijken. Gedurende de decennia hebben deze activiteiten 
geleid tot aanzienlijk gemeenschapsgestuurd (endogeen) ontwikkelingspotentiaal, 
waarbij het gebruik van lokale kennis, oplossingen op maat, veerkrachtige 
gemeenschappen, probleemeigenaarschap en capaciteit een belangrijke rol spelen. 
In dit hoofdstuk wordt nader ingegaan op twee gemeenschapsinitiatieven. Deze 
twee initiatieven laten zien dat door lokale planning, beide gemeenschappen in staat 
waren de lokale leefomstandigheden te verbeteren, in een situatie van economische en 
demografische krimp.

Planning in Galicië is gelaagd: één laag bestaat uit planningspraktijken die worden 
uitgevoerd door overheden, de andere laag bestaat uit planningspraktijken die ontstaan 
vanuit lokale gemeenschappen. Beide lagen hebben hun eigen dynamiek, en in beide 
lagen vinden formele en informele planningspraktijken plaats. Overheidsgestuurde 
planningspraktijken volgen de ratio van procedures, regels, maar ook die van politieke 
ambitie: zoals clientalisme en idealisme. In Galicië nemen die politieke ambities soms 
de overhand: clientalisme komt veel voor en niet alle gemeenten hebben de verplichte 
regelgeving geïmplementeerd (zoals het bestemmingsplan). Gemeenschapsgestuurde 
planningspraktijken zijn gebaseerd op vertrouwen, ongeschreven regels en ad hoc 
coördinatie, maar kennen ook een formele organisatie, bijvoorbeeld voor het bestuur 
van gemeenschappelijk bezit (de meent). Planning op gemeenschapsniveau is vaak een 
reactie op het gebrek aan overheidsplanning en de crises die op lokaal niveau worden 
ervaren (het gebrek aan bereikbare voorzieningen, bevolkingskrimp en natuurlijke 
bedreigingen als bosbranden). Gemeenschapsgestuurde planning is echter een oud 
gebruik, en lijkt sterk op hoe meenten vroeger aanjagers waren voor de organisatie van 
sociale en economische activiteiten in het landelijk gebied.
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Vanuit een dialectisch perspectief op formaliteit en informaliteit is de voort-
durende wisselwerking tussen gemeenschapsgestuurde en overheidsgestuurde 
planningspraktijken geanalyseerd. Een dialectisch perspectief laat zien dat beide 
typen planningspraktijken niet statisch zijn, maar door de tijd heen veranderen en 
elkaar beïnvloeden. Dat kan door interne dynamiek: gemeenschappen hebben hun 
besluitvormingsprocessen geïnstitutionaliseerd en geformaliseerd. Tegelijkertijd 
hebben overheden gelijksoortige processen doorgemaakt. Veranderingen kunnen 
echter worden uitgelokt door externe factoren, of door ontwikkelingen uit de andere 
‘planningslaag’: overheidsgestuurde planningspraktijken veranderden toen zij in 
aanraking kwamen met gemeenschapsgestuurde praktijken, en andersom. Wet- en 
regelgeving kregen een nieuw betekenis zodra ze in de praktijk werden gebracht 
(de onteigeningswet bleek bijvoorbeeld ook een middel om gemeenschappen onder 
druk te zetten). Beide onderzochte gemeenschappen spraken van onduidelijke, extra-
legale en a-legale praktijken, zowel door overheden als door henzelf uitgevoerd.  Op 
gemeenschapsniveau is planning nog flexibeler: gemeenschappen moesten vaak 
zoeken naar manieren om tegemoet te komen aan (of juist vermijden) verwachtingen 
en eisen vanuit de overheid (bijvoorbeeld waar het ging om vergunning- en 
subsidieaanvragen). Gemeenschappen pasten daarom hun planningsstrategieën aan. 
Het gevolg van deze aanpassingen, wisselwerkingen tussen verschillende niveaus, 
interne en externe dynamiek is een voortdurende dialectiek tussen formele en 
informele planningspraktijken, maar ook tussen overheden en gemeenschappen. 
Al deze interacties vormen samen een assemblage van planningspraktijken die de 
ruimtelijke organisatie telkens weer vormt en hervormt.

Hoofstuk 4.  Dit hoofdstuk is gebaseerd op de resultaten van een vergelijking van 
overheids-gemeenschapsinteracties in Östergötland (Zweden) en De Achterhoek 
(Nederland). In beide landen zijn gemeenschappen actief betrokken bij het behoud 
van hun dorpsleven: ze bouwden gemeenschapshuizen, of namen wegbezuinigde 
overheidstaken over. Deze initiatieven konden echter vaak alleen worden gerealiseerd 
met steun van (lokale) overheden. Hoewel de aart van de initiatieven vaak vergelijkbaar 
was, waren er grote variaties te zien in hoe gemeenschappen en overheden met 
elkaar omgingen. Deze observaties worden ondersteund met een theoretisch kader 
gebaseerd op (linking) sociaal kapitaal theorieën. Volgens Putnam maakt sociaal 
kapitaal onderdeel uit van sociale organisaties, zoals informele netwerken binnen 
gemeenschappen. Linking sociaal kapitaal refereert naar het vormen van connecties 
met externe organisaties, met een ongelijkwaardige machtspositie (lokale overheden 
bijvoorbeeld). Door linking sociaal kapitaal te ontwikkelen kunnen gemeenschappen 
‘vooruit komen’, door zichzelf toegang te verschaffen tot hulpbronnen als subsidies, of 
door formele besluitvorming te beïnvloeden. 

De analyse van de vraag naar ondersteuning vanuit gemeenschappen, en de mogelijk-
heden die overheden aan ondersteuning bieden, leidde tot een verdere verdeling van 
het begrip linking sociaal kapitaal in drie categorieën: minimale linking, functionele 
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linking en reactieve linking. Minimale linking betreft een minimale interactie tussen 
gemeenschap en gemeente. Gemeenschappen voeren hun initiatieven grotendeels 
autonoom uit, terwijl gemeenten weinig investeren in het landelijk gebied. Zij richten 
zich op de strategische ontwikkeling van stedelijk gebied, dat goed bereikbaar is vanuit 
de periferie. Functionele linking vindt plaats wanneer gemeenschappen specifieke 
behoeften hebben, die vervult kunnen worden door gemeenten: een financiële bijdrage 
of ondersteuning in het omgaan met formele wet- en regelgeving. Op hun beurt 
faciliteren gemeenten dit soort verzoeken. Wanneer sprake is van reactieve linking 
nemen overheden zelf het initiatief: zij ontwikkelen beleid dat er op gericht is om 
specifieke taken over te dragen richting burgers (bijvoorbeeld sociale voorzieningen als 
bibliotheken). Gemeenschappen kunnen gebruik maken van dit soort regelingen (en 
de bijbehorende subsidies), en koppelen deze taken vaak aan hun eigen doelstellingen 
en projecten. 

Het onderscheiden van verschillende typen linking sociaal kapitaal leidde tot een 
gedetailleerder inzicht in hoe linking sociaal kapitaal in de praktijk wordt gebracht. 
Dit inzicht is belangrijk omdat linking sociaal kapitaal in toenemende mate onderdeel 
uitmaakt van ontwikkelingsstrategiën van gemeenschappen en wordt aangemoedigd 
door overheden.

Dit hoofdstuk beluit met de observatie dat sociaal kapitaal niet over alle gemeenschappen 
gelijkmatig verdeeld is. In gemeenschappen waar sociaal kapitaal sterk ontwikkeld is 
kunnen gemeenten rekenen op gemeenschapsinitiatieven en dat hun planningstaken 
deels worden overgenomen op een informele manier. Echter, uitgaan van informele 
planning is problematisch in gebieden waarin sociaal kapitaal onderontwikkeld is. Uit 
dit onderzoek bleek dat gemeenten nu nauwelijks in staat zijn dit type gemeenschappen 
adequaat te benaderen. Het risico is dat hierdoor sommige plaatsen onderontwikkeld 
raken, in vergelijking met actieve en initiatiefrijke dorpen. Deze ontwikkeling wordt 
versterkt door bevolkingskrimp. Door selectieve migratie vertrekken vooral kansrijke, 
capabele burgers met een goed netwerk en neemt het sociaal kapitaal af. Het gebrek 
aan overheidsfacilitatie kan op de lange termijn leidden tot een inefficiënte verdeling 
van publieke voorzieningen en een gebrek aan ontwikkelingsperspectieven: een 
zogenoemd planningsvacuüm.  

Hoofdstuk 5. Voor dit hoofdstuk keren we terug naar de Achterhoek voor drie 
reflectieve focusgroepdiscussies, die voortbouwen op eerdere case study resultaten. 
Meer dan in de andere twee regio’s, zijn publiek-particuliere interacties geworteld 
in de Nederlandse planningscultuur. In de Achterhoek wordt de verschuiving van 
overheidsgestuurde planning naar zelf-organisatie versterkt, door bevolkingskrimp 
en de economische crisis. Deze ontwikkelingen hadden grote gevolgen voor 
de ontwikkeling en uitvoering van ruimtelijk beleid. Ik heb deze verschuiving 
geanalyseerd als een proces van informele institutionele verandering. Informele 
institutionele veranderingen kenmerken zich door veranderingen in gedeelde 
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waarden en normen, en  veranderende verwachtingen van betrokken actoren. De 
verandering die in De Achterhoek plaatsvond is bottom-up geïnitieerd, en betrof een 
verschuiving van machtsverhoudingen en middelen. Deze analyse richtte zich op 
maatschappelijke veranderingen, padafhankelijkheid, adaptieve informele instituties 
en planningsculturen als drijvende krachten voor een institutionele verandering. Op 
basis van deze drijvende krachten hebben we in kaart gebracht in hoeverre er in de 
Achterhoek een proces van institutionele verandering heeft plaatsgevonden. 

De focusgroepdiscussieresultaten lieten een duidelijk patroon van institutionele 
verandering zien: alle deelnemende actoren (vertegenwoordigers van burgerinitiatieven, 
NGO’s en overheden) gaven een verandering van overheidsgestuurde naar ge-
meenschapsgestuurde planning aan, een proces dat zij zelf benoemden als 
overheidsparticipatie. Deze verandering had invloed op hun routines en houding 
tegenover planningsprocessen. Het bestaan van (goed ontwikkelde) burgerinitiatieven 
kan echter worden beschouwd als een cruciale drijvende kracht voor deze institutionele 
verandering. Het proces van institutionele verandering in de Achterhoek is bijzonder, 
omdat het geen veranderingen betrof in formele wet- of regelgeving. Wel hebben alle 
betrokken actoren hun handelingen aangepast en zijn er nieuwe informele netwerken 
ontstaan, maar worden procedures ook anders benaderd. 

Om de robuustheid en veerkracht van deze institutionele verandering te verifiëren 
hebben wij onszelf twee vragen gesteld in de laatste paragraaf van dit hoofdstuk:  1) Is 
deze institutionele verandering routine geworden voor de betrokken actoren (duidend 
op een hoge mate van institutionele verandering)?, 2) is er stabilisatie van deze 
institutionele verandering opgetreden? Op basis van de focusgroepresultaten kunnen 
wij concluderen dat vroege betrokkenheid van overheden om gemeenschapsinitiatieven 
te stimuleren inderdaad een routine is geworden. Dat blijkt ook uit het gegeven 
dat controversiële initiatieven nauwelijks voorkwamen: door de intensieve 
samenwerkingen wisten burgers en beleidsmakers hun ambities en verwachtingen 
snel op elkaar af te stemmen. Een stabilisatie van dit proces heeft echter nog niet 
plaatsgevonden. In De Achterhoek hebben burgerinitiatieven een beperkte reikwijdte, 
slechts een enkel initiatief overschrijdt een lokaal niveau. Nationale en regionale 
overheden zich echter sterk geïnteresseerd in regionale en gebied overschrijdende 
initiatieven, en stimuleren schaalvergroting juist. Verder is het waarschijnlijk dat 
verschillen tussen gemeenten met veel initiatieven aan de ene kant en gemeenten met 
weinig initiatieven aan de andere kant zullen toenemen in de nabije toekomst. De 
effecten van deze divergentie zijn nog onvoldoende duidelijk, omdat deze verandering 
nog onvoldoende gestabiliseerd is.  

Hoofdstuk 6. Deze thesis ging over de ontwikkeling van informele, gemeen-
schapsgestuurde planningspraktijken in Europese krimpregio’s. In dit laatste hoofdstuk 
zijn de onderzoeksvragen beantwoord, vond er een methodologische en theoretische 
reflectie plaats en zijn er aanbevelingen gedaan voor verder onderzoek en de praktijk. 
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Gebaseerd op de voorgaande hoofdstukken en een vergelijking van alle casussen 
kunnen er twee algemene conclusies worden getrokken. 

Aan de ene kant, vallen vooral de overeenkomsten tussen de onderzochte initiatieven 
op, ondanks dat het drie sterk verschillende geografische en planningscontexten binnen 
Europa betrof. Bij vrijwel alle onderzochte voorbeelden van gemeenschapsiniatieven 
was er sprake van een sterke regionale binding en identiteit, robuuste informele 
instituties en een collectief geheugen waarin eeuwenoude tradities van zelforganisatie 
een belangrijke rol speelde. Dat deze overeenkomsten zijn gevonden in drie hele 
verschillende regio’s betekent dat in andere Europese rurale regio’s waarschijnlijk dezelfde 
processen kunnen worden waargenomen. Daarnaast, hebben deze overeenkomsten 
invloed op de handelingsperspectieven voor overheden die te maken hebben of krijgen 
met gemeenschapsgestuurde planning. Waar formele planning maakbaar is en van 
bovenaf kan worden aangestuurd, is informele gemeenschapsgestuurde planning dat 
niet. Informele, gemeenschapsgestuurde planning ontwikkelt zich veel meer op een 
organische manier, die diep geworteld is in lokale (dorps)culturen van zelforganisatie. 
Deze lokale culturen van zelforganisatie blijken sterk padafhankelijk: initiatiefrijke 
gemeenschappen worden dat niet van de ene op andere dag, maar zijn al decennialang 
actief. 

Aan de andere kant, heeft beleidsmatige context grote invloed op de ruimte die 
burgers hebben om hun initiatieven te ontwikkelen. Deze ruimte was bepalend voor 
de strategieën die gemeenschappen ontwikkelen voor de implementatie van hun 
plannen, en hoe zij omgaan met lokale overheden en wet- en regelgeving. Voor een 
groot gedeelte is de dialectiek (de wisselwerking) tussen formaliteit en informaliteit, 
en gemeenschappen en overheden laag dynamisch: zij is padafhankelijk en sterk 
geworteld in formele en informele instituties. Echter, door herhaalde interacties, geven 
zowel overheden als gemeenschappen actief vorm aan de onderhandelingsruimte 
die er bestaat voor het implementeren van burgerinitiatieven. Zowel overheden als 
burgers blijken goed in staat om alternatieve strategieën te ontwikkelen om hun 
doelen alsnog te bereiken. Binnen dit kader ontstaat er een nieuw pallet aan hoog 
dynamische planningspraktijken. Deze praktijken worden gevormd en hervormt 
door interpretatie, adaptieve capaciteiten en de wil om zaken te veranderen van zowel 
overheden als niet-overheden. Dit nieuwe pallet aan planningspraktijken vergroot 
niet alleen het aantal mogelijkheden voor toekomstige ontwikkelingsperspectieven 
onder moeilijke omstandigheden (zoals krimp), maar verbreedt ook planologie als 
vakgebied, door ook informele en gemeenschapsgestuurde planningsinspanningen 
serieus te nemen. 

Voor verder onderzoek zou ik willen aanbevelen om meer aandacht te besteden aan 
onsuccesvolle, ongeorganiseerde en/of iniatiefarme gemeenschappen: Wat betekend 
een verschuiving naar overheidsparticipatie en zelforganisatie voor hen? Daarnaast kan 
een gebrek aan draagvlak, democratische legitimiteit of onevenredige representatie op 
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gemeenschapsniveau een bedreiging vormen voor gemeenschapsgestuurde planning. 
Momenteel zijn de gevolgen en grootte van deze bedreiging onduidelijk en verdient dit 
aspect van burgerinitiatieven de aandacht van kritisch onderzoek. 

Tot slot heeft dit onderzoek geleid tot vier praktijkgerelateerde aanbevelingen: 1) 
Wees je ervan bewust dat het stimuleren van gemeenschapsinitiatieven ook leidt tot 
ongelijkheid (qua ontwikkelingsperspectieven) tussen gemeenschappen: niet iedereen 
zal in staat zijn concrete projecten te realiseren. 2) Gebiedsambtenaren met lokaal en 
bestuurlijk draagvlak (die opereren in de ‘frontlinie’) zijn essentieel voor het faciliteren 
van gemeenschapsinitiatieven. 3) Wees kritisch ten aanzien van het democratisch 
draagvlak van gemeenschapsinitiatieven, maar wees ook realistisch ten aanzien van 
je verwachtingen: niet alles is te controleren. 4) Houdt rekening met de (geografische) 
beperkingen van burgerinitiatieven. Er blijkt weinig lokaal draagvlak te zijn voor 
gebiedsoverschrijdende initiatieven.
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Appendix 1: List of interviews and focus groups

Galicia (Spain)
 

Date Function Organisation type Name organisation Place
6/9/2013 Consultant

Consultant
Consultancy 
Cooperative

Cidadania Santiago de 
Compostela

6/9/2013 Expert University Human Geography,  
Advisory board SYMBIOS

Santiago de 
Compostela

 17/9/2013 Director Citizen Initiative EcoAldea Arqueixal Albá
18/9/2013 Director NGO AGACA Santiago de 

Compostela
 21/9/2013 Director Citizen initiative Monte Cabalar A Estrada
 23/9/2013 Former Chair Citizen initiative Monte Aurosa Ribeira
 24/9/2013 Chair

Secretary
Citizen initiative Monte Vincios Vigo

 24/9/2013 Chair
Secretary

Citizen intiative Monte Teis Vigo

25/9/2013 Director NGO ORGACCM Vigo
 27/9/2013 Volunteer

Volunteer
Volunteer
Volunteer
Volunteer

Citizen intiative Parroquia Muimenta Muimenta

 01/10/2013 Director 
Employee
Employee
Employee
Director 

NGO

Cooperative 

Centro de desenvolviento 
rural Ancares

A Carqueixa

San Ramón de 
Cervantes

 2/10/2013 Director
Chair  

Citizen initiative San Cidre cooperativa
Monte Labrada

Abadín

4/10/2013 Volunteer/inhabitant
Volunteer/inhabitant
Volunteer/inhabitant
Volunteer/inhabitant
Inhabitant

Citizen initiative Komuna Negueira de 
Muñiz 

Negueira de 
Muñiz

7/10/2013 Policy Advisor Ministery of rural 
affairs

Bantegal Lugo 

 8/10/2013 Chair Citizen initiative Xermolos Guitiriz
 9/10/2013 Chair 

Former secretary
Citizen initiative Monte de Zobra Zobra

 includes field visit (observation of citizen initiative)
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Östergötland (Sweden)

Date Function Organisation type Name organisation Place
16/09/2014 Director NGO LEADER Kustlandet Gamleby
23/6/2014 Expert Knowledge institute TEMA Linköping 

University
Linköping

 25/9/2014 Former chair Citizen initiative Grytgöl IK Grytgöl
30/9/2014 Rural development officer Municipality Linköping Kommun Linköping

 2/10/2014 Chair
Secretary
Board member

Citizen initiative Godegård Byalag Godegård

3/10/2014 Policy Advisor NGO Hela Sverige Ska Leva Linköping
3/10/2014 Civil servant 

Civil servant
Head of strategic planning

Municipality Finspång Kommun Finspång

7/10/2014 Former chair Citizen initiative Kuddby IK Norrköping
 9/10/2014 Board member Citizen initiative Waldemarsvik IF Valdemarsvik

10/10/2014 Civil servant (strategic 
planning)
Rural development officer

Municipality Norrköping Kommun Norrköping

 10/10/2014 Chair Citizen initiative Bestorp Byalag Bestorp
 13/10/2014 Chair Citizen initiative Kuddby IK Kuddby

13/10/2014 Policy Advisor NGO Sveriges Kommuner 
och Landsting

Stockholm

15/10/2014 Entrepreneur Company Tjällmo Gästgifvaregård Tjällmo
 15/10/2014 Chair

Secretary
Citizen Initiative Tjällmo Byalag

Tjällmo 
Hembygdsförening

Tjällmo

16/10/2014 Director NGO Hela Sverige Ska Leva Stockholm
23/10/2014 Rural development officer Municipality Motola Kommun Motola
27/10/2014 Architect Municipality Åtvidaberg Kommun Åtvidaberg
27/10/2014 Policy Advisor NGO Hela Sverige Ska Leva (telephone)
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Achterhoek (The Netherlands)
Interviews:

Date Function Organisation type Name organisation Place
25-11-2012 Policy Advisor NGO Stamm CMO Assen
1/12/2012 Civil Servant Municipality Gemeente Berkelland Eibergen
1/12/2012 Director Regional Organisation Regio Achterhoek Doetinchem
1/12/2012 Secretary Regional Organisation Regio Achterhoek Doetinchem
28/8/2012 Expert Knowledge institute Alterra Wageningen
25/9/2012 Director Regional Organisation Regio Achterhoek Doetinchem
13/11/2012 Policy Advisor Regional Organisation Regio Achterhoek Doetinchem
19/3/2013 Director NGO Vereniging Kleine Kernen Zelhem

 28/3/2013 Chair Citizen initiative Beltrums Belang Winterswijk
 24/6/2013 Board member Citizen initiative ‘t Haarhoes Noordijk

24/6/2013 Volunteer/expert NGO Vereniging Kleine Kernen Nijmegen
 12/6/2015 Board member

Employee
Citizen intiative BS22

Plattelandsjongeren
Groenlo

 12/6/2015 Board member Citizen initiative DAR Rietmolen Rietmolen
 19/1/2017 Board member Citizen initiative Belangenvereniging Rekken Rekken

Joined meetings:
Date Meeting Organisation Place
5/9/2011 Seminar ‘Krimp in zicht’ Netwerk Platteland Den Haag
23-23/11/2011 Najaarsconferentie Netwerk Platteland Nieuw Amsterdam
9/3/2012 REGIOATELIER ACHTERHOEK Regio Achterhoek Lievelde
16/3/2012 EUREGIO Bewe(e)gt – krimp 

grensverleggend aanpakken
Euregio Bronckhorst

18/4/2012 Statendebat 'Leve de Achterhoek' Provincie Gelderland Hengelo
28/11/2012 Presentatie Agenda Achterhoek 2020 Regio Achterhoek Bronckhorst
7/12/2012 Shrinking areas: front-runners in innovative 

citizen participation
EUKN Essen (Germany)

12-13/12/2013 Plattelandsconferentie  
Expeditie Achterhoek

Netwerk Platteland Ulft

10/12/2015 Landelijke conferentie bevolkingsdaling Ministerie van 
Binnenlandse zaken 
en Ruimtevolk

Ulft

9/12/2016 De triomf van het dorp / De wedergeboorte 
van de stad

Ruimtevolk and 
Rijksdienst voor het 
Cultureel Erfgoed

Amersfoort
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Focus groups (all were located in Groenlo):
Date Function Type organization Name organization
9/3/2016 Chair Citizen initiative Dorsphuis Beltrum

Chair Citizen initiative Varsevelds Belang
Civil Servant Municipality Gemeente Oost Gelre
Director NGO Vereniging Dorpshuizen en Kleine Kernen 

Gelderland
Civil Servant Municipality Gemeente Bronckhorst
Volunteer Citizen initiative Dorpsaccomodatie Rietmolen

17/3/2016 Policy advisor Regional Organization Regio Achterhoek
Deputee Province Provincie Gelderland
Civil Servant Municipality Gemeente Berkelland
Volunteer Citizen initiative Dorpsaccomodatie Rietmolen
Employee NGO Plattelandsjongeren Gelderland
Chair Citizen initiative Zorgcorporatie Mariënvelde

31/3/2016 Civil Servant Municipality Gemeente Winterswijk
Chair Citizen initiative Zieuwents Belang
Civil Servant Province Provincie Gelderland
Civil Servant Municipality Gemeente Berkelland
Board member Citizen initiative BS22
Civil Servant Municipality Gemeente Doetinchem
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Topic Questions Related indicator
General introduction Introducing research aim and programme of 

the meeting
Introductions of all participants (including 
expectations of meeting)

Example 1. Citizen initiative in Spain (which was to large degree 
autonomous, but had a problematic relation with local authorities; 
not until recently were their initiatives legalised and did they receive 
financial support)
Social relations Who is responsible for the development of 

citizen initiatives? 
Redistribution of power and 
resources, Bottom-up initiated 
change, Informal institutions: 
expectations, norms

What is the role of municipality? Collective expectations, Changing 
attitude 

Financial situation Should citizen initiative be financially 
independent

Redistribution of power and 
resources, norms

Can a citizen initiative have commercial 
aspirations? 

Informal institutions, shared 
expectations

Are current revenue models stabile? Stabilisation of institutional change
Example 2a. Citizen initiative in Sweden (Strong embedded local 
organisation initiated several projects, local representation is 
tremendous, but fear of exclusion exists as well; local government 
believes this community is an example for others, does not see a need 
for extra checks and balances: this community is responsible for their 
own projects)
Inclusion/
exclusion

Are citizen initiatives feasible for every 
community?

Scale of occurrence of intuitional 
change

Do citizen initiatives represent local needs and 
desires?

Collective expectations, Path 
dependence

Do you (as governments) experience a 
necessity to check local support/inclusion?

Informal/Formal institutions: 
checks and balances. Degree of 
institutional change

Is there sufficient (financial) control? Formal institutions: checks and 
balances

Support How is governmental support arranged in your 
municipality/community?

Adaptive informal institutions/
compliance

Until what extend is governmental support for 
citizen initiative desirable?

Adaptive informal institutions/
compliance

Can governments further withdraw? Degree of institutional change
Example 2b. The Swedish initiative desires to reinstall the local 
train stop. Technically this is possible, but institutionally there are 
many constraints: this decision needs to be supported by numerous 
(governmental) organisations. Reopening the train stop has become 
infeasible. 
External policy 
development

Do you experience constraints or 
opportunities concerning policy defeat 
between municipalities and higher level 
governments?

Adaptive informal institutions/
compliance, Exogenous driving 
forces

Appendix 2: Script and topic list of focus group meetings
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Topic Questions Related indicator
Example 3 Citizen initiative De Achterhoek (Realised a sports 
accommodation, but was bureaucratically heavily challenged: 
applying for financial support was time-consuming and partly 
unsuccessful due to a subsidy cut, after a policy review municipality 
withdrew from a long term financial arrangement, some neighbours 
formally objected to the plans)
Policy review Policy reviews (as in this example) occur, due 

to political changes. Have you experience with 
such reviews?

Planning culture, Adaptive 
informal institutions, Exogenous 
driving forces

How do you, as a stakeholder deal with it? Adaptive informal institutions
Can communities be legally protected in such 
cases/ 

Formal institutional change, role of 
formal institutions

Into what extend are local governments 
responsible for locally wanted services

Shift power/resource balance, 
Changing attitude towards 
planning

Limits of change How is dealt with controversial issues (when 
a minority has substantial complaints, if an 
initiative does not fit the strategic municipal 
policy, if an initiative negatively affects other 
settlements?)

Planning culture, tacit expectations 
(social appropriateness), 
compliance, path dependence,

Formal institutions Is there sufficient room for manoeuvre within 
current planning procedures and formal rules 
for citizen initiatives?

Informal/formal institutional 
change, endogenous driving forces

Are other (or less) policy instruments wanted 
to (better) embed community initiatives in 
current planning practices?

Informal/formal institutional 
change, role of formal institutions

Appendix 2 continued
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